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GASP - A COMPUTER CODEFOR CALCULATING THE THERMODYNAMIC AND
TRANSPORT PROPERTIESFOR TEN FLUIDS: PARAHYDROGEN, HELIUM,
NEON, METHANE, NITROGEN, CARBON MONOXIDE, OXYGEN,
FLUORINE, ARGON, AND CARBON DIOXIDE
by Robert C. Hendricks, Anne K. Baron, and Ildiko C. Pellet
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A FORTRAN IV subprogram, GASP, has been developed to calculate the thermo-
dynamic and transport properties for 10 pure fluids: parahydrogen, helium, neon,
methane, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, oxygen, fluorine, argon, and carbon dioxide. The
pressure range is generally from 0.1 to 400 atmospheres (to 100 arm for helium and to
1000 arm for hydrogen). The temperature ranges are from the triple point to 300 K for
neon; to 500 K for carbon monoxide, oxygen, and fluorine; to 600 K for methane and ni-
trogen; to 1000 K for argon and carbon dioxide; to 2000 K for hydrogen; and from 6 to
500 K for helium. Two-phase liquid-vapor properties are available; however, fluid mix-
tures are not at this time part of GASP.
GASP accepts any two of pressure, temperature, and density as input conditions. In
addition, pressure and either entropy or enthalpy are also accepted as input variables, a
desirable flexibility for cycle analysis. The properties available in any combination as
output include temperature, density, pressure, entropy, enthalpy, specific heats (Cp,
Cv) , sonic velocity, (_P/_P)T' (_P/_T)p, viscosity, thermal conductivity, and surface
tension.
The subprogram design is modular so that the user can choose only those subrou-
tines necessary to his calculations. Existing equations are used for all fluids except
fluorine and hydrogen. The equations for these fluids were developed by the authors
from National Bureau of Standards data and the PVT surface curve-fitting technique of
Bender. GASP was written for the engineer user who requires both accuracy and speed
in calculating thermodynamic and transport properties.
INT RODUC T ION
Cryogens are important fluids in many areas of modern technology. Among these
are food preparation, power transmission, antipollution power-conditioning systems,
neurosurgery, the H2-O 2 propulsion systems for land-based and space vehicles, and
proposed high-energy fuels for aeronautics. Because their properties are known and
gradients are readily established, cryogens are often the primary test fluids in heat-
transfer and fluid dynamics research.
A Lewis Research Center literature and computer library search revealed no single
computer code that could provide a flexible medium for calculating internally consistent
thermodynamic and transport properties of the desired cryogenic fluids. A subprogram
(subroutine) exists for nitrogen, called NTWO (ref. 1), which has the desired input-output
flexibility. However, its results for nitrogen are not the best currently available. We
decided to construct a multifluid, multiproperty computer subprogram based on the
NTWO input-output structure using, for eight fluids, the best available equations that
were also compatible with the desired program logic structure. The program is called
GASP, an acronym for gas properties (ref. 2).
We then decided that the only feasible way to maintain a viable properties program
is by modifying and updating a basic properties program at periodic intervals. For
this report, the 10 fluids chosen are based on the current and projected requirements of
cryogenics research and development for aerospace and environmental applications at the
Lewis Research Center and other NASA facilities and in industry. The equation-of-state
coefficients are programmed so that fluids may easily be added, replaced, or updated
when new equations or additional data become available. As such, we suggest that this
report represent an ongoing program of maintaining GASP, where future revisions can be
made by issuing looseleaf inserts to replace pages of this document.
The main report consists of two sections which are directed to the research-oriented
GASP user who must know both what is included in GASP and how to use it. The first
section, ANALYSIS OF GASP, explains the contents of the program. It includes the
Bender method for pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) surface curve-fitting (refs. 3
to 5); the equations of state selected for eight of the fluids; the equations of state devel-
oped by the authors for parahydrogen and fluorine; a discussion of the transport property
calculations, including the prediction of the thermal conductivity anomaly in the critical
region; comparisons to measured PVT data for each fluid; the question of extrapolation
to higher pressures for parahydrogen in particular and other fluids in general; and com-
parison of PVT data to other equations of state.
The second section, USER'S GUIDE TO GASP, presents detailed instructions for in-
put and output summarized in table form for handy reference. Three accuracy ranges
for thermodynamic calculations using PVT measured data are discussed in relation to
GASP. The use of a modular design in the programming of GASP simplifies dividing it
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into smaller subprograms for users with limited interest or limited core storage. Cer-
tain options are also provided for users wishing to make calculations in troublesome
areas of the PVT surface.
The mathematical and FORTRANsymbols used are defined in appendixA. The exact
equationsusedare presented in appendixesB to E. Detailed information about the com-




Selection of Equation of State
We relied heavily on the published and private work of the German researcher Dr.
Eberhard Bender (refs. 3 to 5). The equations of state for all but carbon monoxide,
neon, and helium are those published by Bender or developed by us using Bender's com-
puter program.
The history of equation-of-state development is well delineated in the literature and
only the important aspects of the authors' work will be mentioned. The modified
Benedict-Webb-Rubin (BWR) virial equation (ref. 6) developed by Strobridge (ref. 7) was
an important advance. The form of this equation is
4 2
P : P(T,p) : _ Ai(T)pi + _ Bj(T)p2j+l e-CP 2
i=l j=l
(1)
where P is the pressure and Ai(T) and Bj(T) are polynomials in T and T -1. (All
symbols are defined in appendix A and details are found in appendix B. )
This equation enabled PVT calculations to be made in the liquid and vapor phases
with a single set of coefficients. The derived properties of enthalpy, entropy, (_P/aT)p,
and (_P/_P)T could also be obtained. The equation, however, had several serious short-
comings: PVT predictions at the higher densities were greatly in error, calculations
could not be made at the liquid-vapor boundary without an additional saturation equation,
calculations could not be made in the two-phase or metastable region, and the _2p/aT2
did not give good values so that specific heats could not be calculated directly.
Bender (ref. 4), whose major interest was fluid mixtures, used a modified
Strobridge-BWR equation with additional terms in the "i" summation to improve PVT
predictions at the higher densities. This equation is
6 2 2
P = P(W,p5 = _ Ai(T)pi + _ Bj(WSp2j+l e-cp (25
i=l j=l
where the explicit temperature-dependent forms of Ai(T) and Bj(T) and other functional
forms are given in appendix B. Similar forms have been used by others (refs. 8 to 11)
for better high-density predictions.
Several constraints have been found useful in the least-squares analysis of measured
PVT data to obtain coefficients for equation (25. For example, Hust and Stewart (ref. 9)
applied the principle of corresponding states to the Strobridge-BWR equations to fit car-
bon monoxide data. McCarty and Stewart (ref. 105 used the Joule-Thomson inversion
locus as a constraint on their fit of neon data. However, Bender felt that the introduction
of caloric data of lesser accuracy tends to compromise the accuracy of the fit to the PVT
surface.
Bender (ref. 45 used the common constraints, see appendix C, with one important
additional constraint. Bender was particularly interested in assuring thermodynamic
consistency throughout the PVT surface and especially along the liquid-vapor boundaries
so as to make possible the direct calculation of saturation properties from the equation
of state. In order to accomplish this, he used a relation commonly referred to as the
Maxwell phase rule (ref. 12) as an additional constraint in the least-squares fit. This
relation




is a formulation of the equilibrium condition which exists at the liquid-vapor boundary.
It states that the sum of the surface areas between the theoretical isotherm of the state
equation (metastable isotherm) and the stable straight-line isotherm of the wet-vapor
region must be zero for a pure substance. The reader is referred to reference 3 for the
complete analysis (also see ref. 5).
When an equation of state is obtained with the Maxwell-phase-rule constraint along
with the other usual constraints (eq. (C6) to (C 11)), saturation properties and metastable
properties are directly calculable from equation (25. It should be noted that the GASP
values for the critical parameters are the results of the least-squares fit but also agree
well with reported values.
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Bender's equations for methane, nitrogen, oxygen, argon, and carbon dioxide. -
The ability of the coefficients in the Bender equation to represent the PVT surface for
any particular fluid depends, of course, on the existence of consistent and accurate PVT
data over the _urface range of interest. These measurements are expensive, time con-
suming, and especially difficult in the near-critical region and along the liquid-vapor
boundary, where accurate measurements are most necessary. Bender (refs. 4 and 5)
carefully evaluated the existing data for the fluids methane, nitrogen, argon, oxygen, and
carbon dioxide. We chose his equations of state for these fluids for GASP. The PVT
ranges and critical parameters are given in table I. Bender carefully reported compar-
isons to the measured PVT data used in his curve-fits. Additional data sets and PVT
predictions of other equations when available are herein compared to PVT predictions by
GASP. As additional data become available (as is now the case for methane, refs. 13
and 14), the Bender coefficients could be reevaluated with the improved or extended-
range PVT data sets. However, we are confident of the equations for these five fluids
for all but the most critical user. Extrapolation of the equations used in GASP has been
satisfactorily compared to more recent data, as discussed in the section _e-
Temperature Extrapolations of the Bender Fluids.
Equations for carbon monoxide, neon, and helium. - The equations chosen for GASP
for the fluids carbon monoxide, helium, and neon were the best available that were also
compatible with the GASP program structure. They are, however, Strobridge-BWR-
type equations fit on quite limited data sets without some of the constraints employed by
Bender and recent researchers and investigators.
The equation for carbon monoxide (eqs. (B 1) and (B2)) has been reported by Hust and
Stewart (ref. 9). It is converted directly from the Strobridge nitrogen equation by using
the Su principle of corresponding states. Since carbon monoxide has been of limited in-
terest, the results are satisfactory at present.
The neon equation (eqs. (B1) and (B2)) is a slightly modified Strobridge-BWR equa-
tion reported by McCarty and Stewart (ref. 10). The helium equation developed by Mann
(ref. 11) and Mann and Stewart (ref. 15) differs from the Strobridge-BWR equation in
that the exponential term is a function of temperature (eqs. (B1) and (B2)). More re-
cently, McCarty (refs. 16 and 17) presented an improved helium equation in a form not
compatible to GASP. We attempted, unsuccessfully, to fit McCarty's recent helium data
compilation to the Bender equation using Bender's program. The reasons for the failure
have not been investigated. Any user wishing the best currently available subcritical
temperature or near-critical temperature and pressure calculations for helium should
1
use reference 17 or a program by the authors, HELP, based on references 16 and 17.
The helium equation (ref. 11) in GASP should be considered valid above 6 K.
lInternal NASA program for IBM 7094-7044, IBM 360-67, and Univac 1106.
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Equations for fluorine and parahydrogen. - Prydz and Straty (ref. 18) have recently
measured PVT data for fluorine. Their report on the properties of fluorine and on the
entire F 2 PVT data set used by Prydz (including his own and other researchers} was
chosen as the best and most up-to-date source for fluorine. The coefficients which we
obtained for fluorine, 2 table II, by using Bender's curve-fitting technique compare well
with the data as reported in the next section.
We found no single coefficient set for the fluid parahydrogen, although its properties
are and have been of much interest. Many limited-range equations, especially the early
work of Roder and Goodwin (refs. 8 and 19) have been available in computerized forms.
Tables of smoothed hydrogen data and their extrapolations have been compiled and com-
puterized, the most popular being the NBS TABCODE computer program. 3 A most re-
cent publication by McCarty and Weber (ref. 20) uses several equations of state, depend-
ing on the region of interest, and includes many useful parahydrogen properties over a
wide PVT range.
We wanted a coefficient set for a Bender parahydrogen equation to use in GASP that
could also compare favorably to reference 19. Goodwin's parahydrogen data set and
Bender's curve-fit program were used to develop a set of coefficients (table II) that pre-
dict parahydrogen PVT data quite well and can also reproduce the NBS high-pressure
PVT extrapolations of reference 20. The simplicity of this Bender-type equation
(eq. (2)) compared to the computerization of reference 19 should be preferable for all but
the most critical user.
Calculation of Transport Properties
Transport properties are related to the dynamics of the system (e. g., viscosity to
fluid flow, and thermal conductivity to heat transfer}. Precise measurements in such
systems are extremely difficult, and errors of over 5 percent in the gaseous phase and
15 to 20 percent in the dense-gas or liquid phase are not uncommon. Consequently, at
this point in the development of GASP, we chose to abandon "precision" in favor of con-
sistency. In order to do this, we chose generalized forms for fitting the transport prop-
erties which, for the most part, are (1) functions of only temperature for the dilute gases
and (2) functions of only density (excess data, i.e., _ - p* and k -k*) for dense fluid
regions. Such representations can obviously lead to erroneous results. For example,
thermal conductivity data near the critical density but at 1.5 times the critical temper-
ature are not representative of all data along the critical isochore, as would be implied;
and viscosity coefficients are temperature sensitive at reduced densities greater than 2.
2The derived properties of fluorine need further work. The authors recommend that the user
check the results above 1 MPa (10 atm). The extensive PVT data were made available from NBS.
3Available from H. M. Roder, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.
Viscosity. - The dilute-gas viscosity for all fluids in GASP, with the exception of
hydrogen, is based on the simplified Chapman-Enskog model iref. 21)
t_ = 0. 2669x10 -4
2gt*(2, 2)
(4)
The dilute-gas viscosity for hydrogen is based on the work of Diller, Hanley, and Roder
(ref. 22). Extensions of this work to higher temperatures (1000 K) proved satisfactory.
However, above 1000 K, the Chapman-Enskog model was again used.
The Enskog dense-gas theory suggests that an excess in viscosity can be treated as
a function of density alone. From the work of Jossi, Stiel, and Thodos (ref. 23), this
seems justified for the fluids in GASP and was modified and adopted for use herein.
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The formulation appears valid except for dissociation and some regions beyond PR = 2
where some temperature dependence can be noted. For fluorine, a small correction
factor was added, based on the work of Hanley 4.
The regions covered and the specific formulation and coefficientsused are given in
table X and appendix B.
Thermal conductivity. - E ucken proposed that the dilute-gas thermal conductivity be
the sum of translational and internal molecular energies times some factor
#
The Mason and Monchick model (ref. 24) gives the sum as
_-'_fiCi=1.32Cv+ 1.77R-0.91qZ_




where Z represents the collision number. Brokaw (ref. 25) determined a simple em-
pirical form for the sum
_-_ fiCi = 1.24 Cv + 2.54
While the preceding equations are the basis of dilute-gas theory and used to determine
the thermal conductivity of fluorine, empirical formulations given by Stiel and Thodos
(ref. 26) and by Roder and Diller (ref. 27) for hydrogen are used in GASP.




while reference 27 gives a slightly more elaborate form for the sum. See appendix B
and table X for specific forms and coefficients and table III for the sources of the con-
stants and coefficients.
For the dense-gas region, excluding near critical, the excess thermal conductivity
(like viscosity) is a function of density alone. The exceptions here are the thermal con-
ductivities of helium and hydrogen near the saturation boundaries, which are also func-
tions of temperature. These fluids are handled separately and use the fits determined by
McCarty and Roder (refs. 16 and 28) and by Roder and Diller (ref. 27) for helium and
hydrogen, respectively. For other fluids covered by GASP, the formulation of Stiel and
Thodos (ref. 26) is used:












It is expected that none of the results from these equations can be any better than
+5 percent in the gas phase and +15 percent in the liquid or dense-fluid phase. Diller,
Hanley, and Roder (ref. 22) report that even higher errors may be likely because of our
inherent lack of understanding of the problem. However, current work by Sengers,
LeNeindre, Tufeu, and Bury (refs. 29 and 30), Hanley, and others should bring these
problems sharply into focus in the near future.
Calculation of Anomalous Properties
Thermal conductivity. - The anomalous behavior of the thermal conductivity in the
region near the thermodynamic critical point is directly related to the specific heat at a
constant pressure; see, for example, Roder and Diller (ref. 27) and Brokaw (ref. 25).
In reference 31 the authors compare the techniques of Brokaw and of Sengers and Keyes
(ref. 32) and conclude that both techniques are capable of reproducing the carbon dioxide
data. However, the technique of Sengers and Keyes (ref. 32), as extended to other fluids
in reference 31, was adopted because of its simplicity, accuracy, and relation to the
scaling laws. GASP returns the anomalous thermal conductivity values for the region
0.4 -< PR -< 1.6. However, to obtain the total thermal conductivity, the anomalous value
must be added by the user to the thermal conductivity
ktota 1 = k + Xr (11)
More recent work of Sengers, LeNeindre, Tufeu, and Bury (refs. 29 and 30) indicates
that an acceptable theoretical approach based on scaling laws and molecular potentials
may be developed.
Viscosity. - Quite close to the thermodynamic critical point, viscosity also exhibits
anomalous behavior. Unlike thermal conductivity, where the anomalous behavior is very
strong, the anomalous behavior of viscosity appears quite weak and more closely par-
allels the behavior of Cv. In simplified terms, the near-critical behavior (along the
critical isochore) can be thought of in terms of the function
where
II - TRI-P (12)
p = 1.2 to 1.3 for thermal conductivity
9
and
p = 0.04 to 0.06 for viscosity
The effect, for viscosity, appears quite weak and is not calculated herein.
Surface tension. - In 1894, van der Waals suggested that the behavior of the




where C and p are constants.
a
with the Riedel factor _c:
Brock and Bird (ref. 33) determined that C (Y






ln PRRI°tc = In
C
p : 11/9
The Brock and Bird equation is used in GASP to determine surface tension. However,
the equation is not applicable to hydrogen or helium because of quantum effects, and
consequently we used pseudocritical values for these fluids. Details of the equations
and coefficients are found in appendix B.
EVALUATION (RESULTS)
Pressure-Volume-Temperature Comparison
We have evaluated Bender's equation of state for methane, nitrogen, oxygen, argon,
carbon dioxide, fluorine, and parahydrogen by comparing GASP-calculated PVT values
to the measured PVT data of several investigators. The comparisons presented for most
fluids are in the near-critical range or near the two-phase boundary. Although we made
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other comparisons, those in the near-critical range are the most revealing since this
portion of the PVT surface is the most difficult to represent by an equationof state valid
for the whole surface.
The comparisons for the fluids fit by the authors, fluorine and parahydrogen, and for
a fluid of interest to the Lewis Research Center's Aerospace SafetyResearch and Data
Institute, oxygen, are madewith most of the available data for the fluid as furnished to
the authors by the NBSCryogenic Data Center. Comparisons of data to values calculated
from a state equationfor carbon monoxideand neoncanbe found in references 9 and 10,
respectively.
The results of these comparisons are presentedas figures 1to 18and summarized
in table IV. The measuredPVT data are the standard for comparison, and three plots
are shownfor each set with the percent deviations plotted as the ordinate andthe reduced
comparedparameter, T, P, or p in that order, as the abscissa for each fluid.
Methane. - Figure 1 compares GASP-calculated PVT data for methane to the data of
Jansoone, Gielen, DeBoelpaep, and Verbeeke (ref. 34). The temperatures are within
+0.1 percent, and the pressures generally agree within -0.5 to 1.0 percent. The den-
sities show some irregularities near PR = 0.98; but since the temperature range is
within +2 K of the critical value (190.77 K), this is expected. In general, the GASP pro-
gram will show significant deviations slightly below the critical point, but it is good
above the critical point. This may be caused by the mismatch, near the critical point,
between Bender's saturation data and the vapor pressure equation used in GASP
(eq. (B18)). While reference 34 presents an equation that predicts these data very well,
the equation is valid only for the near-critical range.
The PVT data of Vennix (ref. 35) for methane are compared in figure 2. The GASP-
calculated temperatures are within +0.25 percent o_ta, except for a few
points which are within +1.0 percent; the pressures are generally within +1.0 percent,
with more than one-half of the pressure values agreeing within +0.5 percent.
A few pressures near the maximum density range (~2.5 pc } show deviations greater
than 2 percent. The GASP densities are within _2.5 percent, with most of the values
within +1.0 percent. One density value at 190.80 K showed a 6.5 percent deviation from
the Vennix data. Vennix (ref. 35) presented an equation of state for methane with 24 co-
efficients which predicts his PVT data with about the same deviation in pressure as the
Bender equation in GASP (fig. 3}. The claimed density predictions of reference 35 are
better than the GASP values. We tested the Vennix equation and found it unacceptable for
PVT and derived property calculations at temperatures less than ~155 K and for some
higher ranges in derived properties.
The PVT data of Goodwin (ref. 13} for methane are compared in figure 4. The
GASP-calculated temperatures are within -0.8 to 0.3 percent, with most data within
_0.2 percent and major departures confined to 0.7 _ T R _ 1. The calculated pressures
are most satisfactory for PR > 1, with deviations of -0.5 to 3.0 percent, and least
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satisfactory at very low pressures, where there are five points with deviations above
20percent. The cal_'_[ateddensities are within +0.5 percent, except in the critical
region (PR _ 1), where departures of -3 to 2 percent are noted.
Nitrogen. - The Strobridge PVT values for nitrogen were calculated by using equa-
tion (1) and necessary constants from reference 7. The equation was extrapolated to
1000 K and 50 megapascals (or MN/m2). As might be expected, these extrapolated PVT
data show the largest deviations from Bender's results. The results in figures 6 to 8
show temperatures within 22 percent for densities less than 2.5 Pc" The temperature
deviation in the dense liquid ranges to -4 percent, with the largest errors at the highest
densities. The pressures are within +5 percent, except for the dense-liquid low-
temperature region, where deviations to -10 percent and greater are found. The
Strobridge fit is inadequate in this portion of the PVT surface, and we consider Bender's
values more accurate than the Strobridge-BWR fit of the standard PVT surface. The
densities, figure 6(c), are within 22.0 percent, except for deviations near the critical
isochore.
Figure 9 compares calculated PVT values with the liquid-saturation and near-
critical data of Weber (ref. 36). The density comparison is most crucial in the near-
critical area of the PVT surface. The values calculated by GASP are within +0.5 per-
cent, except for data on two isochores at 0.265 and 0. 467 g/cm 3, where deviations are
from -3.0 to 1.0 percent. The liquid values (high density) predicted by Bender are lower
than those of Weber by approximately 0.003 g/cm 3, while the Bender density along the
0.265-g/cm 3 isochore is slightly higher. Figure 10 is discussed later.
Coleman and Stewart (ref. 37), after an exhaustive compilation of the literature,
derived an equation of state similar to that of Strobridge (ref. 7). A comparison of this
wide-range PVT equation presented in reference 38 with the Bender fit indicated little
difference in PVT results. However, the equation was judged unacceptable because of
anomalous calculated derived properties and also because it was the more complicated
form.
Oxygen. - From the PVT data of Weber (ref. 39), 1352 data points were used by
Bender (ref. 4) in his oxygen fit. We compare 1478 PVT data points from reference 39
with those computed from GASP in figure 11. Most temperatures are within 20.15 per-
cent, including the PVT saturation data. The majority of the pressures are within
1 percent, except in the high-density region (p > 2.5 pc ), where 1 to 2 percent devia-
tions are common and a few deviations to 20 percent are found at very low temperatures
(_70 K). Most densities are within +0.2 percent, except in the critical region, where
the maximum deviation is 22 percent. Figure 12 is discussed later.
Argon. - Subcritical PVT data for argon reported by Van Itterbeek, Verbeeke, and
Staes (ref. 40) are compared with GASP-computed values in figure 13. The temper-
atures agree within _:0.3 percent, with most being within +0.1 percent. The pressures
are within +5 percent, with a few errors to 10 percent for the 90 to 110 K range. The
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densities are in excellent agreement, with more than one-haLf the Bender values being
within +0. I percent of the data. We noted two discrepancies in the plotted and tabulated
data of reference 40, so the temperature value selected for two of the isotherms may be
in error by 0.05 K.
Carbon dioxide. - The PVT data of Michels, Blaisse, and Michels (ref. 41) are com-
pared to the GASP-calculated carbon dioxide values in figure 14. A few values listed in
reference 41 were in the GASP two-phase region and are not considered. The temper-
atures are within +0. i percent. The pressures are within +0.5 percent, except for three
deviations to 5 percent at the highest measured density. The density deviations are well
scattered within 14 percent.
Helium. - Helium values for five isobars and a temperature range of 2.5 to 1500 K
were calculated by using McCarty's three-region fit (ref. 17) as the best available source
for comparison. The comparison to the Mann equation used in GASP is shown in fig-
ure 15 (eqs. (BI) and (B2)). The temperatures are within +i percent, except for near-
critical deviations to 3 percent and dense-liquid (P > 2.8 pc ) deviations to +i0 percent.
The pressures are within +0. I percent for T _ T c and within +10 percent at subcritical
temperatures. Large density deviations occur in the near-critical region (3 to 6 K), and
elsewhere density agrees within 1 percent. The PVT range for helium based on Mann's
equation from reference 11 (table i) is quite limited compared to reference 17. There-
fore, part of the comparison is really an extrapolation and hence subject to uncertainty.
We do not recommend the use of Mann's equations in GASP for T < 6 K.
Fluorine. - All extensive compilation of the thermodynamic properties of fluorine
has been made by Prydz and Straty (ref. 18), including 850 points of measured PVT data.
These data and saturation data from reference 42 were used by the authors to obtain the
fluorine coefficients in table If. The comparisons are shown in figure 16. The temper-
atures are within +0.15 percent, except for very low temperatures, where a few devia-
tions are near 1 percent. The pressure errors are within 1 percent, except for the re-
gion where densities are greater than 2.5 Pc (melting locus) and temperature is less
than 90 K, where larger errors occur. The densities are within +0.5 percent, except
near the critical isochore or isotherm, where deviations to 3 percent occur.
Parahydrogen. - The parahydrogen data compiled by Roder, Weber, and Goodwin
(ref. 19) and by McCarty and Weber (ref. 20) are compared to GASP-calculated values
in figures 17 and 18.
The temperatures agree within +0.25 percent, except for a few points which deviate
to +0.5 percent. The pressures are within +1 percent, except for several points in the
near-critical area or near the melting locus. The densities are within +0.5 percent, ex-
cept near the critical isochore, where deviations to +3 percent occur. Densities greater
than 0.06 g/cm 3 are all within +0.1 percent. The critical density Pc of reference 19 is
0. 03142 g/cm 3, whereas the Pc we determined in the Bender fit is 0.0311 g/cm 3.
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Additional comparisons. - The derived properties for all the fluids were compared
to the existing standard data source for the fluid published by the National Bureau of
Standards (e.g., refs. 9 to 11, 17, 39, and 43). The results are in excellent agreement
for most fluids, except for small differences in the critical and dense-liquid regions in
the specific heats and the velocity of sound. Slight differences in calculated pressure in
the dense-liquid region result in larger differences in the (SP/_T)p and (SP/_p) T and
in (82p/ST2_ (e.g. C for neon and carbon monoxide alongmuch larger differences [) ' V
the saturation locus can be negative). Also slight differences in the calculated densities
\ ]
near the critical region can cause problems when comparing derivatives. The critical
parameters used in GASP are the least-squares-determined values, whereas the NBS
standard reports correct the equation of state along the two-phase boundary and in the
near-critical region to agree with known measured parameters, including Cv, in this
region.
For all but the most critical user, the GASP-derived values are compatible with
standard references for each fluid. The exceptions are carbon monoxide, neon, and
helium, where nothing better than GASP is available for the first two fluids. McCarty's
helium references are to be used in preference to GASP for all subcritical or high-
density helium derived-property calculations.
Pressure-Temperature Extrapolations of the Bender Fluids
Recent interest in both very low- and very high-pressure results for hydrogen and
oxygen prompted us to attempt calculations in this range using GASP.
Low pressure. - Results in the low-pressure region for both hydrogen and oxygen
show that the equation approaches ideality at 10 -4 megapascal, as verified by the calcu-
lated isotherm and isochore derivatives.
High pressure and high temperature. - High-pressure-hydrogen extrapolations were
compared with the data of McCarty and Weber (ref. 20). We were amazed at the excel-
lent agreement, as shown in figure 19 for density, (_P/_T)p, and (_PJ_P)T" The density
deviations are systematic with pressure, yet within +0.5 to -1.5 percent, except at
68. 948 megapascals (104 psia), where deviations near p = 1.5 Pc are closer to +0.6 to
-1.8 percent. Deviations in (_P/_T)p and (_P/_P)T are most significant near 300 K,
yet are less than 21percent for the extended temperature range 600 to 2779 K. Since the
range of reference 8 is to 300 K, the disagreement may be due to matching of regions.
The agreement is remarkable over the extended range to 2779 K and 68. 948 megapascals
(104 psia) as Bender's equation uses no dissociation corrections. Reference 20 is a
multiregion approximation, while the Bender extrapolation is only one equation.
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Streett 5 measuredPVT data for oxygenalong six isotherms (96, 100, 110, 170,
190, and 250 K) with pressure varying to 680atmospheres. High-pressure-oxygen ex-
trapolations were madeto these data, as illustrated in figures 20and 21. As with the
hydrogen, the extrapolation seemsremarkably good, except for low pressures and high
temperatures. Suchresults are inconsistent with the remarks of reference 39. At the
higher densities (high pressure and low temperature), which is the region of major in-
terest, the deviations in pressure are less than 3 percent for P > 0.8 Pc' the deviations
in dens_.tyare less than +0.05 percent, and the deviations in temperature are less than
+0.2 percent (T < 170 K) and less than 0.2 to -1.6 percent for all the data.
The extrapolations necessary for Joule-Thomson calculations were consistent with
other published values and are presented in reference 38. In general, the temperature
range can be increased with greater confidence (up to dissociation) than the pressure
range. The best extrapolated results come from extending the temperature range for
oxygen and parahydrogen. Also, the helium temperature (but definitely not pressure)
extrapolations give good results. The maximum range for each fluid (table I) includes
extrapolated limits, where we found the errors to be within the same range as the errors
in the original fitted surface.
The melting locus is not programmed in GASP and would be useful for calculations
in the very dense liquid region.
Pressure-Volume-Temperature Comparisons to Other Equations of State
The comparison, given in reference 38, of the Coleman-Stewart equation (ref. 37)to
the Bender fit can also be considered part of this section (see the discussion of nitrogen
in the section Pressure-Volume-Temperature Comparison and fig. 7). The basic equa-
tion for comparison here was developed by Stewart, Jacobsen, and Meyers (ref. 44). It
is a 33-term modified BWR equation and is readily adapted to equation (B1), where N = 9
and M = 6. Other differences are found in the specific form of the coefficient arrays and
the appearance of a V_ term. The specific forms are found in appendix D.
In order to put the Stewart formulation into GASP, a number of changes had to be
made. A few problems in operation were encountered. This formulation involves rather
large powers of density, which gave exponents greater than 10 +35 Convergence to a
meaningful density on an IBM 7094-7044 type machine was not found, except for the gas-
eous region, where the exponentials are not important. The equations as such are not
easily run on machines such as the 7094-7044. Double precision does not alleviate the
problem. In order to make the following comparisons, the equation had to be repro-
grammed in double precision on the IBM 360-67, which carries exponents to 10 +88.
Evp.n there, underflows were quite often encountered, but most times convergence on
5Unpublished data taken by William B. Streett, U.S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.
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density and calculation of pressure gave meaningful results.
Nitrogen - generated "data. " - While a consistent set of nitrogen data is not avail-
able, several comparisons can be made in figure 7. The PVT values were compared by
inputting either (P,T), (P,p), or (p, T) as generated by GASP into the equation of Cole-
man and Stewart (ref. 37). The deviations are quite small, but a change in form of
equation (BI) does not appear warranted.
In figure 8 a similar comparison was made to the 33-term modified BWR equation of
Stewart, Jacobsen, and Meyers (ref. 44). Generated P,T data gave a comparison of
deviations in density, as shown in figure 8(b). The deviations are well within 1 percent,
with increased deviations at higher densities. However, the generated density, when in-
putted into the 33-term equation, did not always properly converge, and significant devia-
tions for T < T c were noted.
We then generated p,T and compared the deviations in calculated pressure. Again
the deviations for T < T c or T -< Tsat in the liquid region were large, and the conver-
gence not always assured. The technique of solution and the cause of these irregularities
require further investigation.
Nitrogen - measured data. - Figure I0 compares the calculated values of refer-
ence 44 with the near-critical nitrogen data of Weber (ref. 36). The deviations in pres-
sure (-i to 3 percent, fig. 10(a)) appear slightly better than those of figure 9(a). The
deviations in density range from I. 5 percent at low densities to +0. 1 percent at higher
densities (fig. 10(b)) and also appear slightly better than those of figure 9(b).
Methane. - The recent methane data of Goodwin (ref. 13) represent an accurate con-
sistent set of PVT measurements for fluid methane. Using these data and the techniques
of Hust and McCarty (ref. 45), McCarty (ref. 46) developed a Stewart-type equation, and
the relative errors in pressure are given as figure 5(a). For the most part, the relative
error falls between +I percent, with the exception of a few points at lower pressure (with
rather large deviations, _ i0 percent) and some near the critical pressure. The density
deviations of figure 5(b) are for the most part within -0.25 to 0.5 percent, except for a
few points near the critical density.











Equation of state (eq. (B1))
N=6 M=2 N=9, M =6
(Bender-type equation, ref. 4) Stewart-type equation, ref. 44)
A few points (5) to 40 perceut
A few points to 10 percent;
for the most part, lto5percent
-1 to 3 Percent
-2 to 1.5 Percent
-0.3 to 0.1 Percent
-0.4 to 0.05 Percent
A few points (4) to 10 percent
±2 Percent
±1 Percent
-0.7 to 1 Percent
±0.2 Percent
-0.25 to 0.6 Percent
-0.2 to 0.05 Percent
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The McCarty fit (ref. 46)of the Goodwindata does represent the data more accurately
than the Bender-type fit. However, a refit of methaneusing the Goodwindata may also
prove fruitful.
Oxygen. - The data of Weber (ref. 39) represent an accurate and consistent set of
PVT data for fluid oxygen. These data and the Bender-type equation are compared in
figure 11. When the 33-term equation and coefficients as determined by Stewart,
Jacobsen, and Meyers (ref. 44) are used, the relative error in pressure appears as in
figure 12(a). The relative error at low pressure appears systematically scattered about
+2 percent, with a few points outside this range. At higher pressure the scatter appears
about +1 percent, again a few points outside this range. The relative error in density is
illustrated in figure 12(b). For the most part the scatter is within +0. 1 percent, except
near the critical density and some points at rather low densities.
Comparing figure ll(b) with 12(a) and figure ll(c) with 12(b) reveals
Parameter Region Equationof state(eq. (BI))
N=6, M=2
(Bender-type equation, ref. 4)
N=9, M=6
(Stewart-type equation, ref. 44)
Pressure Low +2.5 Percent +2 Percent
!High +1.5 Percent :el Percent
Density Near critical +2 Percent +0.8 Percent
Dther +0.3 Percent +0.1 Percent
From these comparisons, either equation can be used with good results, except in pre-
dicting density near the critical point, where the Stewart-type equation is better.
Parahydrogen. - The parahydrogen data of Goodwin (refs. 8 and 19) represent prob-
ably one of the most exhaustive PVT studies in the literature. We used these data to de-
termine a Bender-type equation (eq. (B1)) for parahydrogen. The PVT comparisons are
made in figure 17. When the 33-term equation and coefficients as detel mined by Stewart
(ref. 44) are used, the relative error in pressure is given as in figure 18(a). The rela-
tive errors lie for the most part between +1 percent at low pressures and +0. 5 percent
at high pressures. The relative errors in density (fig. 18(b)) are for the most part
within +0.2 percent, except near the critical density, where errors to s0.7 percent are
noted. Cross-comparing the relative errors of figure 17(b) with 18(a) and figure 17(c)
with 18(b) reveals
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Parameter Region Equation of state (eq. (BI))
N=6, M=2 N=9, M=6
(Bender-type equation, ref. 4) (Stewart-type equation, ref. 44)
Pressure Low -0.5 to 1.5 Percent -1.0 to 0.8 Percent
Moderate :e0.2 Percent _-0.4 Percent
High +0.3 Percent ±0.5 Percent
Density Near critical +2 Percent +0.6 Percent
Other -0.3 to 0.2 Percent ±0.2 Percent
It would appear that the Bender-type equation is superior except in predicting density in
the near-critical region, where clearly the number of constraints of reference 44
(13 additional terms) does appear helpful.
The greatest advantage of having a single accurate and consistent set of data to de-
rive a curve fit is the accuracy with which it reproduces the data. This is readily ob-
vious from the parahydrogen results, where both McCarty (ref. 46) and the authors
used Goodwin's data to develop a PVT surface. The results are self-evident. There
is virtually no improvement in predicting the PVT surface, except for density near the
critical point. Here the extra terms do seem to merit use.
While similar remarks can be made for oxygen, methane serves as an example of
not having a self-consistent set of data available (e. g., the comparison of the Bender-fit
to the McCarty fit in the section Methane). Clearly, the McCarty fit is better. The
question as to whether it would be better if all the methane data were used in the fit still
remains to be investigated.
Some current drawbacks in changing to a 33-term equation (Stewart type) are as
follows:
(1) The coefficients are available for only four fluids. Thus, several refits would
be required.
(2) Such an equation is limited to specific computing machines
(a) Because it requires double precision, 10 +88 capability, additional storage,
and data set modifications
00) Because exponentials can become sufficiently large as to cause overflow
and underflow
(3) Thirteen additional constants (i. e., 33 as opposed to 20 for the Bender-type
equation) are required.
(4) The first virial coefficient is not a polynomial.
Some current advantages in changing to a 33-term equation are
(1) Better PVT representation of the near-critical region and along the freezing
locus
(2) Better behavior of _2p/_T2 at low temperatures (One may not have to use num-
erical determination of C v in this range, as is now done in GASP. )
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At this time, we feel that the Bender-type equationwill provide adequatephysical
properties for all but the most critical user. However, the revision of the Bender-type
equationis under consideration. And as delineated in the INTRODUCTION, we suggest
that this report represent an ongoingprogram where revision canbe madeas more in-
formation becomesavailable.
USER'S GUIDE TO GASP
Researchers interested in thermodynamic property calculations generally require
highly accurate results; another class of user requires high-speed access; while still
another class requires moderate accuracy and access time. Calculations for such proj-
ects as a final analysis or calibration, scientific calculations, or tabulated data require
the best accuracy attainable. Speed and core storage are of lesser concern. For this
purpose, isochores and isotherms of the best data available are used to obtain PVT data
and derived properties. The user is usually working with a limited portion of the PVT
surface and is not too concerned about the consistency of the whole surface.
Cycle or system analysis, simulation for Skylab, or flight simulation are examples
of calculations requiring speed and having limited core storage. Tabular look-ups or in-
terpolation with limited-range equations using few coefficients provide the greatest speed
and the least core storage. The parahydrogen computer program TABCODE 6 is an
example. Depending on the grid of the table or the spacing of the polynomial ranges,
accuracy can be obtained, but thermodynamic consistency is not guaranteed.
Most calculations with test data from thermodynamic-related experiments require
both accurate, thermodynamically consistent properties and efficient calculation methods.
Usually, a wide range of the PVT surface is needed. For this type of calculation the
equation-of-state method is best. The equation can be almost as accurate as the data
from which it is obtained, and it is flexible and consistent over a wide range of the PVT
surface. The core storage required is less than for the isochore-isotherm system, and
the computing speed is much greater.
It is for the user requiring both accuracy and speed that GASP is written. Some
users requiring only accuracy can use GASP until their calculations need a final accurate
value. The user requiring speed can use GASP to generate tables for portions of the PVT
surface to use for interpolation.
This section gives operating instructions for GASP designed for the user with limited
programming experience. Table V, the operations sheet, and table VI, the units specifi-
cation instructions, are provided for handy reference for the experienced GASP user,
while table VII provides the user with time estimates for the various calls to GASP.
6Available from H. M. Roder, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.
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HOWGASPHANDLESINPUT ANDOUTPUT
GASPis a group of subroutines designedto be used as a subprogram with the user's
program. Standardcommunicationbetweenthe user's program and GASPis achievedby
the following three FORTRANstatements, which contain the symbols representing the
input and output parameters andoptions:
COMMON/PROPTY/KU, DL, DV, HL, HV, etc.
CALL SETUP (NAMGAS)
CALL GASP(KS, KP, T, P, D, H, KR)
SeeappendixA for definition of symbols andtable V for operation modes.
Four requirements must be fulfilled for a successful call to GASP:
(1)The cards for COMMON/PROPTY/KU, DL, DV, etc., must be included in the
user's main program or subroutine that calls GASP. The GASPsubprogram deck must
be correctly loaded with the user's program as shownin table VIII. The variables MU,
MUL, K, KL, and KV must be declared REAL. You cannotuse K as an indexfor a sub-
scripted variable; however, the user canchangethe names of these variables in
COMMON/PROPTY/.
(2) The units system for input and output must be correctly specified. The input con-
trol KU is specified in the COMMON/PROPTY/KU, DL, DV, etc., and must be set such
that 1 -< KU -< 5. KU identifies the units system for input and output, and KU is never
altered by GASP. Therefore, unless the user switches from one system to another, he
need set his value for KU only once, before any calls to subroutine GASP.
There are three specific units options described in table VI. The option KU= 1 is the
units system internal to the program. The other two options are commonly used in en-
gineering calculations. If the user does not wish to use one of these options, he can
specify any desired units system for KU=4 and KU=5, provided the conversion factors for
this system are stored as directed in table VI.
(3) The call to SETUP must be made before any calls to GASP and is reissued for
each change in fluid. (All subroutines are described in appendix F. ) The variable













CO Carbon dioxide CO2
2O
Since many coefficients are put into the program COMMONSby SETUP, it is recom-
mendedthat all calculations for onefluid be madebefore changingfluids.
(4) The controls KR, KS, andKP which tell GASPwhatvariables are to be used as
input andwhat properties are requested for output must be correctly initialized in the
call statement for subroutine GASP. The corresponding input variables in the call state-
ment and COMMON/PROPTY/... must also be correctly initialized.
The controls KS andKR determine which of the variables T, P, D, H, or Sor com-
binations thereof are neededas thermodynamic input. The input control KP specifies
which properties are soughtas output. KR is also an output variable since it gives the
correct region number for the variables in a specific call to GASP, as shownby the
sketch in table V. Dependingon the input for KS andKP, the other possible output var-
iables are T, P, D, H, and all of COMMON/PROPTY/ except the control KU.
As mentionedabove, KR is both input and output andmust be reset before each call
to GASP. The input options are
(1) KR=0 when the user wishes GASP to determine a value for KR
(2) KR=I when the user wishes saturation conditions 7
The output for KR will be
(1) KR=I for saturation
(2) KR=2 for liquid
(3) KR=3 for vapor
The control KS specifies which variables are to be used as input for a call to sub-
routine GASP. (In the remaining discussion on GASP input and output, the input var-
iables are assumed to be in user's units specified by KU. Output is always returned in
the KU system of units. )
The following table shows the input and output for all KS, KR combinations:
7Saturation or coexistence conditions exist on the PVT surface when pressure is a function of
only temperature and the liquid and vapor states both exist at that pressure. Thus, when KR=I,
two outputs for each property are available in COMMON/PROPTY/and only one independent vari-
able is required for some input options, as shown in the KS--KR input/output chart (table V).
To find saturation properties given temperature TI: prior to the call to GASP, set P-=-0,
T=T1, and KR=I. Select the proper KP and CALL GASP(KS, KP, T, P, D, H, KR). The saturation
pressure is returned as P. All other properties are in COMMON/PROPTY/etc.
To find saturation properties given pressure Pl: follow the above procedure except set T=0
and P=Pl. The saturation temperature is returned as T.




0 TandP TandD PandD PandH PandS
1 T or pa T P P P
Outpat
1 T or pa, p T T,DL, and DV T,DL, and DV
DL and DV
2 D P T Dand r DandT
3 D P T D and T D and T
aSee footnote 7, p. 21.
The input control KP specifies which derived and transport properties are requested
by the user. It is the sum of the individual KP options and is described in table V. This
binary sum allows GASP to uniquely identify any combination of requests. The following


































Specific heat at constant pressure






Surface tension of fluid as func-
tion of temperature
TROUBLESHOOTING FOR USER ERRORS
After experience with GASP, we have found that several common errors are easily
detected and corrected:
(1) Failure to set 1 -< KU -< 5 will cause a "division by 0.0" and/or no valid an-
swers. Set KU to its proper value.
(2) Failure to set 1 -< KS -< 5 will most likely cause a halt to the program because
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of an execution error. The branching on KS in subroutine GASP is a computed "GO
TO. " Simply set KS to its proper value.
(3)Failure to set KP will return enthalpy ifKP is odd and no derived properties if
KP is even.
(4)Ifa wrong value is entered for KR, itis treated as KR=0. Ifa user enters KR=I
when he does not want saturation properties, he will get them anyway for T < T c and
otherwise will get a wrong answer.
(5)Ifany T, P, D, H, or S is entered incorrectly, that value will be used and the
answer willbe wrong.
(6)Ifthe COMMON/PROPTY/is duplicated incorrectly, there are a variety of pos-
sible errors, almost all serious.
(7)Ifthe call to SETUP has an illegalfluidrequest (notone of i0 fluids,keypunch
error, etc.), the execution stops after an error message.
Other small problems may be encountered ifGASP is modified for different com-
pilers or computers. The FORTRAN IV coding in GASP is machine independent except
for a few Hollerith format statements which can be easily changed. The reader who
needs more detailed information should read the appendixes.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The approximate core storage for the complete GASP program is (23306)8= (9926)10
locations.
The following problems have previously been encountered when converting to non-
IBM machines or to different FORTRAN IV - FORTRAN V compilers:
(1) Users of the IBM 360-67 should run in double precision by inserting IMPLICIT
REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z) and REAL*8 MU, MUL, MUV, K, KL, KV in subprogram GASP
and IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z) in all other subroutines. COMMON/PROPTY/KU,
KZ, DL, DV, etc., should be changed for proper alinement.
(2) Data statements are found in subroutines BLOCK DATA, THERM, VISC, and
SURF. Many compilers differ in formatting data statements.
(3) The multiple-entry routine CHECK (TCHECK, PCHECK, DCHECK) has an entry
point, DCHECK, whose input vector (KU, D) does not correspond in kind and number with
the other entry points (KU, KR, T) or (KU, KR, P). To our knowledge, this has caused
a problem on only one compiler, a FORTRAN IV for a CDC 3800. It was easily remedied
by an equivalence statement.
We adapted the code to fit all the compilers and machines 8 tried so far with the pre-
ceding exceptions.




A FORTRAN IV subprogram called GASP has been developed to calculate the ther-
modynamic and transport properties of 10 fluids: parahydrogen, helium, neon, methane,
nitrogen, carbon monoxide, oxygen, fluorine, argon, and carbon dioxide.
The basic concept of both GASP and this report is to provide the user with reliable
fluid properties and to permit periodic updating of the program. As new data and new
techniques for evaluating data become available, reevaluation of existing computational
techniques (addition, modification, and/or deletion of subroutines) is an essential part of
a viable properties program.
No computer code for fluid properties can remain viable without incorporating im-
proved data as they become available. It is strongly recommended that NASA continue
its support of the NASA-NBS thermophysical properties program, continue the effort
initiated by GASP to provide the engineer with a means to calculate thermodynamic and
transport properties with accuracy and speed, combine these programs in a continuing
effort to update the fluids and the computational techniques, and provide distribution of
the programs a_Ld their results.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,










Ai coefficients of terms in eqs. (B1) and (B2)
Bj coefficients of terms in eqs. (B1) and (B2)
Ci, Dj coefficients of terms in eq. (B10)
c C sonic velocity, cm/sec
CL sonic velocity of saturated liquid, cm/sec
CVP sonic velocity of saturated gas, cm/sec
CP specific heat at constantpressur% J/(g)(K)
specific heat at "zero" pressure, J/(g)(K)
CPOCOR specific-heat units correction factor
CPL specific heat of saturated liquid at constantpressure,
J/(g)(K)
CPV specific heat of saturated vapor at constant pressure,
J/(g)(K)
C v CV specificheat at constant volume, J/(g)(K)
CVL specificheat of saturated liquidat constant volume, J/(g)(K)
CW specificheat of saturated vapor at constant volume, J/(g)(K)
EXCL reacting conductivity of saturated liquid,W/(cm)(K)
EXCV reacting conductivity of saturated vapor, W/(cm)(K)
H H enthalpy, J/g
H 0 reference enthalpy, J/g
HL enthalpy of saturated liquid, J/g
HV enthalpy of saturated vapor, J/g
set of constants for equation of vapor pressure curve
9Symbols used in the individual subroutines are identified in the work statement of that sub-





































thermal conductivity of dilute gas, W/(cm)(K)
region delimiter used in numerical calculation of Cv
thermal conductivity of saturated liquid, W/(cm)(K)




thermal conductivity of saturated vapor, W/(cm)(K)
molecular weight, g/g-mole
set of constants for equation of specific heat at "zero"
pressure
Hollerith code used to specify fluid
set of constants for equation of state
pressure, MPa
pressure at thermodynamic critical point
upper pressure limit, MPa
lower pressure limit, MPa
pressure used internal to program, MPa
saturation pressure used internal to program, MPa
saturation pressure (eq. (3)), MPa
partial derivative of pressure at constant volume,
MPa/K
partial derivative of pressure at constant volume of
saturated liquid, MPa/K
partial derivative of pressure at constant volume of
saturated vapor, MPa/K






































partial derivative of pressure at constant temperature of
saturated liquid, J/g





entropy of saturated liquid, J/(g)(K)
entropy of saturated vapor, J/(g)(K)
temperature, K
temperature at thermodynamic critical point, K
upper temperature limit, K
lower temperature limit, K
temperature used internal to program, K
saturation temperature computed by function TSS, K
triple-point temperature, K
reference temperature, K
internal energy, H - (P/p), J/g
specific volume, cm3/g
volume of saturated liquid, eq. (3)
volume of saturated vapor, eq. (3)
compressibility factor, P/pRT
compressibility factor at critical point, eq. (10)
ratio of specific heats, Cp/C v
ratio of specific heats of saturated liquid
ratio of specific heats of saturated vapor
potential parameter, used to reduce temperature, K




































dynamic viscosity of dilute gas, g/(cm)(sec)
dynamic viscosity of saturated liquid, gJ(cm)(sec)
dynamic viscosity of saturated vapor, g/(cm)(sec)
TIJ66_ _/_-_p2/3
viscosity parameter, c /_vl c , where the units
are T c in K, Pc in atm, and viscosity in cP
density, g/era3
density of saturated liquid,g/cm 3
density used internal to program, g/cm 3
density of saturated liquid, used internal to program, g/cm 3
density at thermodynamic criticalpoint, g/cm 3
density where calculationof C v changes from numeric to
analytic
triple-pointdensity, g/cm 3
density of saturated vapor, g/cm 3
surface tension, dyne/cm
hard-sphere collisiondiameter, A (or i0-I0 m)
Lennard-Jones collisionintegral for diffusion








EQUATIONS USED IN GASP
EQUATION OF STATE
The modified virial equation of state
N M _cp2/T 2
P = P(p,W) = 2 Ai(T)pi + _ Bj (T)p2j+I e
i=l j=l
(B 1)
is used to calculate all PVT and derived properties returned by GASP. The terms Ai(T )
and Bj(T) are polynomials in T and T -1 If the fluid is helium, T 2 = T and c_ = 1;
otherwise, T 2 = 1 and ot = 0 10 (Mann's equation, ref. 11). The values of N and M
depend on the nature of the data and the curve-fitting technique. Herein, we use N = 6
and M = 2. The coefficients A i and Bj become
AI(T) = RT
n 3 n 4 n 5
A2(T) =nlT +n 2+-+- +-- +n2---_1
T T 2 T 3 T 4
n._._8+ __A3(T) = n22T2 + n6T + n 7 + n23
T T 2
A4(T) = n9T + nl0
n24
As(T) =nllT + n12 +
A6(T) = n13















The coefficients n1 to n20 represent Bender's original equation, while n21 to n24
havebeen addedto accommodatecarbon monoxide, neon, and helium.
While the fluids fit using Bender's routine (appendixC) do not require a vapor pres-
sure curve, carbon monoxide, neon, and helium do. Wedecided to use a vapor pressure
curve for eachfluid. As an immediate consequence,the critical points and slope of the
vapor pressure loci andthose of the PVT surface fit did not match. As a result the sat-
uration properties are forced to match, and returned derived properties are not smooth
for temperatures less than but within 0.1 to 0.2 K of the critical point.
DERIVATIVES AND INTEGRALS OF GASP
In order to obtain thermodynamic functions, with the exception of a direct pressure
calculation, several derivatives and integrals must be evaluated. The required deriva-
tives of equation (B 1) are




T 82p dp (B6)
p 2 \OT/oJ T
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The derivative (_P/_P)T (eq. (B3)) is straightforward. From equation (B1),
Z .2cp p2j e-Cp2/T2
i=l j=l
(B9)
and (_2p/_T2)p, it is more convenient to re-To calculate the derivatives
arrange the virial equation:
7 3 _cp2/T 2





C 1 = n22P
nlp2 3 4 5C 2 =Rp+ +n6P +ngp +nllP
n2p2 3 4 5 6C 3 = +n7P +nl0P +n12P + nl3P
n3p2 3 5C 4 = +n8P +n24P
C 5 =n4 p2 +n23 p3
2
C 6 = n5P
2
C 7 = n21P
D l= p3(n14+ nl7P 2)
D2=p3(n15+n18 p2)




For fluids other than helium, a = 0 and T 2 = 1.
In order to determine the specific heats, the /\_82p/_T2)o is required, although it
is never used in that form. After differentiating equation (B12) to give (B5), the integral
(eq. (B6)) becomes
T 2 -i
(3 - i)(2 - i)Ci(p)
2
P
+ 2 T2 T_LT2 T P +_ P
J j=l P T 2
e-cp2/T2 T -j
:f_[Ei(T)o_-l+Fi(T)oei-le-COe/T_'] d°i=l








2n 3 + __ + -- +
T T 2 T 3
T 2
2n 8 6n23
E2(T) = 2n22T + __ +










-- F2(T ) =
-2n20 ot k k









In order to facilitate evaluating equation (B7), rearrange the virial equation to the
form
IR i i-1 i p2j -cp2/T2]P = pT + Ai(W ) k + Bj(T) -- e = pW[_]
i=2 T j =1 T
(B15)
After differentiation of equation (B15) with respect to T and substitution into equa-
tion (B7), the integral becomes
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2_ k- I 1
j+l
+Or TBj c(T2? +1 E\ c ] e-Cp2/T2 --
k=l
j_
(k - 1E (B16)
Equation (B15) is used to evaluate equation (B8) and the integral becomes
p2 \aT/piT _-' _..a L"_--
j=l
+c_Bj
cp 2 2j+l tT 2 ] e'Cp2/T
dp
6 2
= - -_u-, / -_L._ ].-Zi-\-_/
i=2 j=l
J
e-ep2/T2 _-'_ [(j - 1), (cp2_k-11







Equations (B 1) to (B17) constitute the basic relations in GASP; however, one also
needs the constants of integration (i.e., H0, SO as well as Cp, 0 (or Cv,0)) to deter-
mine the derived properties and the saturation pressures needed to isolate the two-phase
region. The sources for these constants are found in table VII.
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CONSTANTS OF INTEGRATION
The equation for the saturation pressure is
J2
l°g10 Psat = J1 + -- + ]3T + J4T2 + J5T3 + J6T4 + J7T5
T
(B18)
The values Jl to J7 are listed for each fluid in table IX.
The specific heat for the dilute gas Cp, 0 is a function of temperature only (except
for hydrogen, see appendix K):
Cp,0 = Z mi Ti 1
i=l
(B19)
with m i listed in table IX for each fluid. The values of H0 and SO are also listed in
table IX.
With these constants and equations (B1) to (B19), the following general forms for de-
rived properties can be evaluated:
E nthalpy:
Entropy:




S= S0+ Cp,0d InT - RIn (RTp) _ 1 _P
0
Specific heat at constant volume:





Specific heat at constantpressure:
Cp = Cv +
T \_T/p (B23)
An alternate method for Cv used at high density is






With (aP/aT)p, (0P/ap)T, P, p, T, and the Bridgeman Tables (appendix E), the user can
calculate any other thermodynamic relation of his choice.
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
In general, the thermal conductivity, viscosity, and surface tension are calculated by
the techniques outlined in the main text under Calculation of Transport Properties. Here
we specify these calculations in greater detail.
Viscosity
For fluids other than hydrogen, the dilute-gas viscosity is given by
* (B27)= 0.26693x10 -4
2_2"(2 , 2)
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and the excess viscosity function is specified by
. =[0.0093324 p4- 0.040758 p3+ 0.058533 p2 + 0. 023364 PR + 0. 10230] 4 -
lx10 -4
I00
If the fluid is fluorine, a small correction factor is used
(P-_*)F2 =(_- _*)[ 1-1sin(2"38081npR)]4
(B28)
(B29)
The viscosity then becomes
p = (# - #*) + p (B30)
If the fluid is hydrogen, a two-part fit is used which for the most part is from H. M.
Roder of NBS, Boulder, Colorado:
Let
and
/_H2 + 19.55/\T + 1175.9/
* = 1.799 T O. 6835 T > 100 K (B32)
PH 2
where R -> -80 (B33)
A : exp [5. 7694 + In p + 65p 3/2- 6x10 °4 e127" 2p] (B34)
B = 10 + 7.2 \0.07/ - 17.63e (B35)
The viscosity for hydrogen becomes
= + Ae (B/T) × 10 -6
/_H 2 H 2
(B36)
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At elevated temperatures, the value of * predicted from equation (B32)dominates,
PH 2
and it becomes unnecessary to correct for density effects (i. e., one can assume that
A_0).
While it is known that the excess viscosity of cryogens is temperature dependent
(refs. 47 to 55), it is not yet known how to represent this effect for several fluids by
using corresponding-states principles. Gibbon and Kuebler (ref. 56) present a pseudo-
corresponding-states analogy to predict the viscosities of argon, nitrogen (limited),
neon, and helium. Haynes (ref. 55) presents a "virial" equation for argon viscosity.
However, attempts to extend these equations to other fluids were met with limited suc-
cess. Further, as will be shown later, the data of various investigators differ substan-
tially for the same fluid region. These data appear to be dependent on the apparatus,
the measurement technique, and the fluid region where the measurements are made
(refs. 57 to 59). (Recall that thermal conductivity measurements suffer the same prob-
lems; so perhaps do all transport properties. )
It is difficult to make generalizations, however, the authors have found some trends.
In figure 22 we plot the viscosity data of Diller (ref. 50) as a function of reduced density.
Similar plots were made for nitrogen and argon by using the data of Zhdanova (refs. 60
and 61). See also reference 47.
(1) The i§otherms are nearly linear and intersect the saturation locus for TR < 1;
the extended isotherms appear to "focus" at PR = 2. For T R > 1 the isotherms tend
to "focus" near PR = 1.
(2) The saturation locus appears to be continuous; however, at T R _ 1, some dis-
continuities in the surface are noticeable.
(3) Viscosity in the region PR -->2 can be described by
p = 0.63(PR - 2)tanlm(TR) ]
T R
1.3 --- TR-< 1
2
0.08(9+TR3 ) TR>I
A/_ = (1. 616x10 p-5) (B37)
However, the formulation is limited to this region; subsequent comparisons found equa-
tion (B37) better, but not significantly better, than assuming that the temperature de-
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pendencefor 1.5 -<PR ( 2.8 may be expressed as an additional density-dependent term
for each fluid:
#= PlEq. (B30) (B38)
1-[A+ B(PR 1.5)]
where A= B= 0 for PR < 1.5 and(PR 1.5)- 1.3 for PR > 2.8. The following















Neon 0. 1 0.2
Carbon monoxide .1 0
Helium a 0 0
Fluorine 0 0
Hydrogen a 0 0
Several sets of viscosity data are compared with calculated values in figures 23
to 28. The ordinate is [(#exp - #calc)/PexpJ x 100, and the abscissa is reduced density.
Nitrogen. - The data of references 49, 53, and 54 are compared in figure 23. Note
the deviations in the data of these references near 1.5 < PR < 2. Generally, the devia-
tions are +20 percent; most are less than +10 percent.
Oxygen. - The data of references 52 to 54 are compared in figure 24. Again note
the deviations in the data sets of references 52 and 54 near 1.5 < PR < 2. If one
ignores these latter data, the deviations are -20 to +10 percent.
Argon. - The data of references 51, 53, and 55 are compared in figure 25. The
data of reference 55 are extensive and, in general, the deviations are +15 percent, with
most deviations within +5 percent.
Neon, carbon monoxide_ and methane. - These data sets are limited to saturation
data. The neon data (refs. 62 and 63) deviate by ±5 percent over the domain indicated in
figure 26. The carbon monoxide data (ref. 64) deviate by +10 percent over a limited do-
main (fig. 27). The methane data (ref. 59) deviate by -8 to +4 percent (fig. 28).
While these results do not necessarily apply to the dense fluid regions, in the ab-
sence of data we assume that they are applicable. The extensive data of Diller (ref. 50)
were not compared because GASP uses the equations developed by Diller. Also, helium
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data were not comparedbecauseGASPuses the equations of McCarty. 11 Recall that the
helium equation in GASPis valid for T _ 6 K and the calculations of reference 17;
otherwise, the computer program HELP1 shouldbe used.
Thermal Conductivity
The quantum fluids hydrogen and helium are treated separately, as is fluid fluorine.
The excess functions k - k* for parahydrogen and fluorine are nearly functions of den-
sity alone; however, for helium the excess thermal conductivity is a function of temper-
ature and density. The dilute-gas thermal conductivity k* for parahydrogen does not
reduce as do other fluids to form a universal curve. Fluorine has been addressed by
Hanley 12 and his fit is used herein. Thus, for fluids other than hydrogen, helium, and
fluorine, the dilute-gas thermal conductivity becomes
biT
k* = k* i=l /
Tc 10 (B39)
where the coefficients b i and k*Tc are given in table X. Table X also lists a lower
bound LB on the excess function k - k*. If the density is less than 10LB,
k - k* = PR×10 -7 for log10 PR -< LB (B40)
where the coefficients a i,
k -k* = for log 10 PR > LB (B41)
Zc, and _ are given in table X(b). For these coefficients,
k= [(k-k*)+k*] ×4.184 (B42)
llprivate communication with R. D. McCarty of National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
Colorado.
12private communication with H. J. M. Hanley of National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
Colorado.
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Fluorine. - First, compute the dilute-gas thermal conductivity
1.77R+ 6 ' _ 2 _2(2,2)* 2
_(1, 1)* Cv'O _- _2(1, D*J v,
2 * 0.02 T O. 83333
(B43)
Then add the excess function
(k -k*) +k*
F 2 (1344)
Parahydrogen. - From an interpolation routine provided by Roder,
In k* = [(Interpolation of tabulated values) - (Dependent on T alone)]H 2 (B45)
Let
B =39.6 - 2 65 _-_] J (B46)
Then
=0 lk" {C [C ( C3 )] 2)kH2 . H2 exp 1Bp + 2 + _ P T <250K (B47)
where
C 1 = 0. 9885311
C 2 = 32.0887
C 3 = -910. 141
For temperatures between 150 and 250 K, the thermal conductivity is given by
k= (k -k*)Eq. (B41) x 4.184+ 3.383xi0 -5x T O.72872 for T > 250 K (B48)
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and
k=x(k)Eq" (B48)+ (1 -X)kEq" (B47) for 150-<T-< 250K (B49)
where
x = 0.01(T - 150 K) (B50)
Above 2000 K, departures due to dissociation begin to become noticeable.








lOgl0 S = -621. 369 p3 + 224.256 p2 _ 29.485 p + 2. 094 196
Then the excess function becomes
(B52)
- × 10-3(k. k*)H e l°gl0 (T)
10S
(B53)
and finally, the thermal conductivity is given by
k =(k-k*)H e * (B54)+ kHe
Thermal Conductivity Anomaly
The prediction of the anomalous thermal conductivity of simple substances has been
investigated by Sengers (refs. 29, 30, and 32), Brokaw (ref. 25), and Hendricks and
Baron (ref. 31). While each technique reproduces the CO 2 data of references 29, 30,
and 32 with good agreement, the simplified technique of reference 32 is used herein.
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Define the parametric groupings:
(B55)




_F = f(p) + k*
is the frozen or nonanomalous part.
(B57)
Within the region 0.4 -<PR -< i.6, the anomalous thermal conductivity can be com-
puted by using the following formulas:
For x2 < 0.4:
For 0.4-<x fl-< 3:
For x/_ > 3:
_r = k - XF = 3.05'<10 -5 p_ (B58)









The surface tension of fluids other than hydrogenand helium are given as
!
(_= C [1 -TRIll/910"432
\ 1/3 2/3
0.95 T c Pc
where Z c is the compressibility at the initial point and Pc
and C =FIXIT is given by the following table:
a
is in (atmospheres) 2/3
(B61)
Fluid C Fluid C
Hydrogen 1 Carbon monoxide 1
Helium 2.27 Oxygen 1
Neon 1.1 Fluorine 1
Methane 1.015 Argon 1
Nitrogen 1 Carbon dioxide 1.02
For hydrogen and helium, a slightly different slope is noted and
where
)1.065¢ =C 1 1 -T R (B62)
C 1 = 5.369 for hydrogen
C 1 = 5.308 for helium
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APPENDIX C
BENDER CURVE FIT - SUMMARY
It is customary today to find the coefficients for an equation of state from the meas-
ured PVT values with the well-known method of least squares by using a digital com-
puter. The method as applied to the Bender equation for methane is explained in refer-
ence 3 (see also refs. 4 and 5). The formulation is summarized here for the interested
user.
The least-squares sum S which must be made a minimum is defined as the summa-
tion over the square of the residuals. In which case the residual r is the difference be-
tween the calculated pressure P of the state equation and the measured pressure P
exp"
N N
S= Z Wp,nr2,n = _ Wp,n [P(Vn, Tn)- Pexp, n] 2
n=l n=l
(C 1)
Individual values can be distinctly weighted with the factor Wp, n"
The equation can then be expanded to include any number of constraints. For
Bender's equation the following constraints are used for the two-phase boundary
equilibrium"
p, p_T
= = Psat (C2)
g'(T, Psat ) = g"(T, Psat ) (C3)
The specific free enthalpy g
sum S is now
is of the liquid and g is of the vapor. The expanded
N N J




P(vj,Tj)dv + Psat,j(vj - vj) (C5)
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In addition, the critical constraints usedare
Pc = Pc(Pc'Tc ) (C6)
C
O2p = 0





= 0 (C 10)
= 0 (Cll)
are sometimes needed to obtain a good fit in the critical region. These constraints are
referred to as the fifth-order attachment, while equations (C7) and (C8) give the usual
third -order attachment.
The coefficient n20 in equation (B2) is not determined in the fit but must be varied
systematically until an acceptable set of coefficients is determined. The data needed for
this method then are
(1) PVT data over the pressure and temperature range of interest
(2) Smoothed PVT data along the saturation boundary
(3) Estimates of the critical parameters and ac (Initial estimates can be found
from the saturation loci. )
2_1.(4) Value of n20 in equation (B2) (Initial estimate satisfies n20 Pc
The items (3) and (4) along with the weight factors can be varied to obtain the best set of
coefficients for equation (B2).
Techniques to actually solve the system of equations are in the literature; see, for
example, Hust and McCarty (ref. 45) and Morsy (ref. 65).
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APPEND_ D
STATE EQUATION OF STEWART, JACOBSEN, AND MEYERS
Stewart, along with Jacobsen and Meyers (ref. 44), extended the work of Coleman
and Stewart (ref. 37) to nitrogen and oxygen. As Bender's analysis and program was
made available to Stewart and his coworkers, they utilized Bender's technique to develop
another state equation. The state equation is essentially equation (B1) where N = 9 and
M = 6, with a %/T term. The explicit forms for Ai(T) and Bi(T) become
AI(T) = RT
n 4
A2(T) =nlT + n 3 +
T
n 5
+ -- + E I(T)
T 2
n 8 n9
A3(T) =n6T+ n 7 +-- +--
T T 2
nl 2
A4(T) = nl0T + nll+ __
T
















B I(T) n20 + n21




B3(T ) n24 + n25





B4(T ) - +
T 2 T 4
B5(T) = n2___88+ n29
T 2 T 3
B6(T) = no + n___1 + n3____2
T 2 T 3 T 4
(D2)
where
El(T) = n 2






The explicit forms for Ci(p) and Dj(p) become
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c l(p)= 0 = c6(p) = cT(p)










+ n l0 p
lp4 5+ n 1 + nl3P
4
+ nl2P
DI(p) = in20 + n22 p2 + n24 p4 + n26 p6 + n28 p8
4
D2(p) = (n21 + n25P + n29 p8
n23p2 6D3(p) = + n27P












With these coefficients now defined, equations (B9), (B10), (B12), (B13), (B16), and
13
(B17) maybe written, where N= 9 and M= 6 as follows:
P = PEq. (BI0) + F1 _ (D8)





13When referring to these equations, we assume the reader will alter the summation indices
appropriately for N = 9, M = 6 rather than N = 6, lV[= 2, and substitute the proper coefficients






f [__1c_'_ld_ , c_"_1,_,_/ _,_P/dJ
F 1
Eq. (B17) 2p 2yr_
(D12]
With these alterations, and subsequent alteration of SETUP and BLOCK, GASP will re-
turn results as outlined in the report if GASP is operating in double precision on a ma-
chine with 10 +88 capability.
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APPEND_ E
THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS AND DERIVATIVES
The symbols Cp, Cv, H, P, R, S, T, and p have the same meaning as defined
elsewhere in this report. The other symbols used exclusively in this appendix are de-
fined as follows:
A = E - TS Helmholtz free energy or work content
E internal energy
F = H - TS Gibbs free energy or free energy
K equilibrium constant
V specific volume
To illustrate the facility of the partial derivatives, Roder and Weber (ref. 66) give











The background material necessary to derive these and other parameters as the
Joule-Thomson coefficient
aT)H = 1
can be found in most thermodynamic texts.
GASP provides the partial derivatives (aP/_p) T and (_P/_T)p. With the aid of the
following thermodynamic derivatives and the Bridgeman Tables, any thermodynamic
parameter can be found. The following thermodynamic tables were taken from refer-
ence 67.
Differential energy formulas:
dE = TdS- P dV
dH = TdS +VdP
dA=- S dT- P dV


















Effect of P or V on H or E:
T
Temperature effect on AF/T = - R In K:
[_] = - R aIn K =_ ___HH
_T T 2P
Partial molal quantities, where Y is any extensive quantity:
Yl = 0Y
, T, n2, n3,
Y=nlY 1 +n2Y 2+.
+. =0
nj/ anian j \ani/
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The so-called Bridgeman Tables are summarized as follows:
(aT)p = -(_P)T = I
(aV)p:-(aP)V= a(_T)P
Cp




(aH)p = - (aP)H : Cp





= _-_ ]p \0P/T
(_H)T -(aT) H -V + k"_]p
(OF) T = -(OT) F =-V
= = p(aV_
(aA)T -(aT) A k-a-_]T
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(aS)v = - (aV)s = T[ P_-_]T \aT/pJ
= =c /av_ +T(_] _
(aE)v -(aV)E P t'_-P)T \aT/p
: :C I_V_ T(_]__ vpV_
(aH)v -(aV)H P_aP/T + \aT/p t_-T/p
]
(aF)V -- - (aV)F L \-_/p taP/T]
= =_spV]




(aH)S = -(aS)H = T
_[v -sT(_'_I(aF)S = -(aS)F = - -_ Cp \aTipJ
(aA)S = -(aS)A = T i"\aP]T \aT/pJ [-_/pJ
<_.)..:-<_..),=-v[c_-(m,_,_jl-_ro[i>t77)T/.av_+m(aV]"]k7711>J
<_>..:-<_.,_:_v[c_,(_v_1+_h(_v_+_(_v_1t> t77/t>J L _77/p t-D7/_j
(aA)E=-(aE) A P Cp t-_l T taTIpJ _'TIp
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_- __ ms(_V_
(a;)H -(aH); -v(cp+s)+ [_TIp
JTipl xaT/pl Pt_)_
(aA)F -(_F) A -S[ taP/TJ _'T/p
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APPENDIX F
DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES IN GASP
This appendix includes a discussion of the input and output and important features of
the major subroutines in GASP. The equations are presented in appendix B. The
FORTRAN IV variables mentioned correspond to the program listing in appendix H (see
also symbol list, appendix A).
GENERAL MATHEMATICAL ROUTINES
Function SOLVE(X1, F, DF)
Function SOLVE performs a Newton-Raphson iteration given the initial estimate X1,
the function F, and the derivative function DF. The convergence is determined when
The value of TOL is 1. E-5 for iterations 1 to 40, 1. E-4 for 41 to 60, 1. E-3 for 61 to 80,
and 1. E-2 for 81 to 100. In all cases studied, the convergence was usually obtained in
fewer than 40 iterations. For the exceptions, usually in the near-critical region of the
PVT surface, the values returned with the increased tolerance are the best obtainable us-
ing equation (B3). The maximum number of iterations is 100, and an appropriate mes-
sage is written if this number is reached.
Subroutines ROOT(X0, X2, FOFX, FUNC, Xl)
and ROOTX(X0, X2, FOFX, FUNC, Xl)
Subroutines ROOT and ROOTX are identical except for name. The duplication is
necessary for the double iterations in the solutions for temperature and density given
pressure and enthalpy (KS=4) or pressure and entropy (KS=5) as input (see also table V).
The solution method is a modified, half-interval, search technique for a monotonic
function, FUNC, with a root between X0 and X2 such that FUNC(X1) = FOFX, where Xl
is the answer returned. The number of iterations does not exceed 100, and the tolerance
is varied in the same manner as in function SOLVE. In addition, both the root and the
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function value FUNC(X1)must meet a tolerance. While the tolerance on X1 is TOL, the
tolerance onFUNC(X1) is 10.*TOL. Error messagesare written whenthe iterations
reach 100or whenthere is no solution in the interval X0 to X2.
SubroutineSPLINA(X, Y, NX, T, NT, YINT, KFD, KERROR)
SubroutineSPLINA performs a spline curve fit for interpolation in the numerical
calculation for Cp (eq. (B25))and Cv (eq. (B24)) in the denseliquid region.
SubroutinePOLY(X, COEF)
Subroutine POLY evaluates the polynomial at X for the transport equationsgiven in
appendixB, where F(X) is described by the coefficient array COEF.
Subroutine SETUP(NAMGAS)
Subroutine SETUP uses NAMGAS, a two- or three-letter Hollerith code tabulated in
this section, to select the coefficients for a particular fluid and overlay them into the





(a) Viscosity, p - p* and p*
(b) Thermal conductivity, k - k and k
(c) Force constants
(d) Surface tension, a






























COF(55, element number)14 is stored as
(1, element number) R
subroutine SETUP(NAMGAS)transfers the proper coefficients from
(2, element number) CP1 to CP25
(26, element number) CPS1to CPS7
(33, element number) TO







(42, element number) DCH1
(43, element number) DCH2
(44, element number) PCH1
(45, element number) PCH2
(46, element number) PCH3
(47, element number) TCHI
(48, element number) TCH2
(49, element number) TCH3
(50, element number) DST
(51, element number) TST










T 0, H 0
units correction for C p, 0
U sed to
minimum density, g/cm31 tag p and
_as range
/ 3[for half-
maximum density, g/cm |interval
!
_J search
triple-point pressure, Pt' MPa
pressure at thermodynamic critical
point, Pc' MPa
upper pressure limit, Pmax' MPa
triple-point temperature, T t, K
temperature at thermodynamic criti-
cal point, T c, K
upper temperature limit, Tmax, K
estimate of liquid density for SOLVE,
g/cm 3
estimate of gas temperature for
SOLVE, K












TCCOF(15, element number) is stored as

























used in k - k* reduced correlation
for thermal conductivity; Z also
c
used in surface tension
temperature at thermodynamic criti-
cal point, Tc, K
density at thermodynamic critical
point, pc , g/era 3
(k - k*)),Z 5 coefficients for POLY
C
index for k /k T curve
C
k T , cal/sec-cm-K
C
k /k T curve coefficients for POLY
c
KODE= 1 for inert gas
=2 for diatomie
=3 for carbon dioxide
=4 for methane (CH4)
viscosity normalizing parameter, (
surface tension multiplier, C
density at the triple point
lower temperature switch to numeri-
cal specific heats
use numerical techniques on neon,
carbon monoxide, and helium where






temperature increment for evaluating
numerical specific heats
density delimiter for switching to
numerical specific heat calculation
viscosity correction parameters at
high density (eq. (B38))
Function CHECK
Entry: DCHECK(KU, D). - At this entry point the density D is converted to g/cm 3
and checked to see ifD is out of range.
Entry: PCHECK(KU, KR, P). - This entry converts the pressure P to MPa and
checks for out of range. IfKR=I, P is checked to see ifitis out of saturation range. If
P is out of range, the program writes an out-of-range note and continues.
Entry: TCHECK(KU, KR, T). - This entry converts the temperature T to Kelvin
and checks for out of range. If KR=I, T is checked to see if it is out of saturation range.
If T is out of range, the program writes an out-of-range note and continue.
These entry points convert the variables from the user's units to those represented
by KU=I and check for out-of-range variables. Appropriate messages are written for
any out-of-range input, but the calculation is allowed to continue.
SUBROUTINES TO OBTAIN STATE VARIABLES(KS OPTIONS)
The following subroutines use the mathematical routines, function CHECK, and sub-
routines listed with each (see the modular structure of GASP, appendix G and table XI).
Their use is determined by the KS ahd KP options (table V), and they are called by sub-
routine GASP. If a user wants to use only a few of these subroutines, he can disassem-
ble the GASP program by following the instructions in appendix G and the discussion for
the routine of interest. These subroutines are called twice by GASP for saturation prop-
erties, once with DL and once with DV as input for D.
Subroutine DENS(KU, T, P, D, DL, DV, KR)
Subroutine DENS solves equation 03I)for the density, given T and P in units indi-
cated by KU. The region number KR is returned, and the density is returned in D for
KR=2 or KR=3. For KR=I, the saturation values are returned in DL and DV. IfKR=I
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for input and either T=0. or P=0. for input, the saturated value is calculated and re-
turned for the variable which was input as 0.
The solution is obtained by ROOT for subcritical pressures and by SOLVE for sat-
uration or supercritical pressures. Special initial estimates were found necessary for
convergence with SOLVE in the near-subcritical temperature region when
0.9T c <T <0.9999T c.
Subroutine PRESS(KU, T, D, P, KR)
Subroutine PRESS solves equation (B 1) for the pressure as a function of T and D in
regions KR=2 and KR=3 and as a function of only T in region KR=I (using subroutine
PSSS). The result, P, is returned in user's units indicated by KU. The correct value
of KR is also returned, and the calculation is direct. Equation (B1) is repeated in its
expanded form for N= 6, M = 2:
P = RpW + A(T)p 2 + B(T)p 3 + C(W)p 4 + D(T)p 5 + n13 p6 + p3 EE(T ) + p2F(T)_e-n20p2/T2
where if the fluid is helium, T 2 = T, otherwise T 2 = 1; and where
n3 n 4 n 5 n21
A(T) =nl T +n 2+u+-+n+
T T 2 T 3 T 4
n 8 n23
B(T) =n22T2+n6T +n 7+_+
T T 2
C(T) = n9T + nl0
n24




n n19_ 1F(T) = 17 +n18+
-_- -_-_/T 2
The coefficients n 1 to n20 are from Bender's original equation, while n21 to n24
have been added for carbon monoxide, neon, and helium.
Subroutine TEMP(KU, P, D, T, KR)
Subroutine TEMP solves equation (B 10) for the temperature parameter T, given P
and D in user's units specified by KU. In regions KR=2 and KR=3, SOLVE is used to ob-
tain the solution. In region KR=I, which is either input or determined, T is a function of
P only and is obtained from subroutine TSS by solving equation (B18) for T. Subroutine
TSS also uses SOLVE. The correct KR is returned.
Function DSF (DS)
Function DSF is a multiple-entry routine used with DENS to solve for density DS,
given temperature TS and pressure PS:
DSF = PEquation of state - PGiven
Entry DDSF(DS)
Entry DDSF calculates the derivative of function DFS(DS) and is used with DENS to








lOgl0 P = jl + _ + J3 T + J4 T2 + J5 T3 + J6 T4 + J7 T5
T
and the values Jl to J7 are stored by subroutine SETUP.
Function TSS(PS)
Function TSS(PS) is used to compute saturation temperature, given the pressure IS.
Function TSSF (TSS)
Function TSSF is a multiple-entry routine used with function TSS to solve for sat-
uration temperature TSS, given pressure PSS:
TSSF = (Vapor-pressure equation) - lOgl0 (IS)
Entry DTSSF(TSS)
Entry DTSSF provides the derivative of function TSSF(TSS) and is used with function




Function TSF is a multiple-entry routine used with TEMP to solve for the temper-
ature TS, given pressure PS and density DS.
TSF = (Equation of state) - PS
Entry DTSF(TS)
Entry DTSF calculates the derivative of function TSF(TS) and is used with TEMP to
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solve for temperature TS, given pressure PS, and density DS:
DTSF - 8(TSF)
8T
SubroutineTEMPPH(KU, P, H, T, D, DL, DV, KR)
SubroutineTEMPPH solves equation (B20)by using equation (B10}for the temper-
ature parameter T anddensity D, given P and H as input in user's units indicated by KU.
The doubleiteration is performed by using ROOTand ROOTXwith function TSHF for re-
gions KR=2and KR=3. In region KR=I the saturation values are determined for DL and
DV by DENS, andT is foundby function TSS(using SOLVE). KR is also returned.
SubroutineTEMPS(KU, P, S, T, D, DL, DV, KR)
SubroutineTEMPS solves equations (B21)and (B16)for T and D in the samemanner
as TEMPPH, by using P andS as input and function TPSF for the double iteration with
ROOT and ROOTX.
Function TSHF (TS)
Function TSHF is a multiple-entry routine used in conjunction with TEMPPH. It ob-
tains a trial value of DS by using the given PS and a trial TS. Then it obtains a trial H,
which is compared with the input enthalpy within an iteration in TEMPPH.
Entry TPSF(TS)
Entry TPSF is a function used in conjunction with TEMPPS. It obtains a trial value
of DS from the given PS and a trial TS. Then it finds a trial S, which is compared to the
input entropy within an iteration in TEMPPS.
SUBROUTINES TO OBTAIN DERIVED THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
The following routines assume that the variables T and D have been input or pre-
viously calculated in the user's units. This condition is satisfied in subroutine GASP.
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WhenKR=I is input or hasbeenso determined, the corresponding saturated variable
(HL, SL, etc., or HV, SV, etc.) is output.
Subroutine ENTH(KU, KR, T, P, D, H, HL, HV)
Subroutine ENTH calculates enthalpy H in user's units (KU) by using equation (B20).
SL and SV are returned for saturation conditions, KR=I.
Subroutine ENT(KU, KR, T, P, D, S, SL, SV)
Subroutine ENT calculates entropy S in user's units (KU) by using equation (B21).
SL and SV are returned for saturation conditions, KR=I.
Function HDINT(DS, DSL)
Function HDINT is a multiple-entry routine which computes the integral used in the
enthalpy computation from density DSL to density DS.
DS
Entry SDINT(DS, DSL)




Function HDINTF is a multiple-entry routine which evaluatesthe integrand of func-




Entry SDINTF evaluates the integrand of function SDINT, where DS is the variable
of integration.
Function HSS(PS, DS)
Function HSS is a multiple-entry routine which computes the enthalpy in the region
KR=3 (table V) or saturated vapor enthalpy (KR=I), given pressure PS, density DS, and
temperature TS.
H =H 0+ Cp,0dT + (Z - I)RT + P T 0P dp
TO p2 T
where
Cp, 0 = _ mi Ti-1
j=l
and the values m 1 to m 5 are stored by subroutine SETUP, except those for hydrogen.
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Entry SSS(PS,DS)
Entry SSScomputesthe entropy in the region KR=3or the saturated vapor entropy
(KR=I), given pressure PS, density DS, and temperature TS.
S = SO + Cp, 0 d(ln T) - R ln(RTp) - -- dp
Subroutine HSLV(PS)
Subroutine HSLV is a multiple-entry routine used in conjunction with HSS to compute
the saturated liquid and vapor enthalpies, given pressure PS and temperature TS. HV
comes from HSS, and HL = HV - T*HSSLVF.
Entry SSLV(PS)
Entry SSLV is used with SSS to compute the saturated liquid and vapor entropies,
given pressure PS and temperature TS. SV comes from SSS, and SL = SV - HSSLVF.
Function HSSLVF(PS)
Function HSSLVF is used with HSLV to compute saturated liquid enthalpy from sat-
urated vapor enthalpy or saturated liquid entropy from saturated vapor entropy, given
pressure PS and temperature TS.
_D
HSSLVF = "_ AV
ST
where V = 1/p.
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Subroutine CPPRL(PS, DS, T, CPPART, CVPART, KU, KR, KCP)
This routine calculates the following in user's units KU:
(1) Specific heat at constant volume CV
(2) Specific heat at constant pressure CP
These specific heats are computed by




CP = C v +
p2 _(_PP)T
provided the input density is less than Pswitch/Pc (the ratio of the density where the cal-
culation of CV changes from numeric to analytic to the critical density). These ratios

























At a certain density ratio for each fluid, the calculation of the specific heat CV
changes from the direct calculation of equation (B22) to a numeric method where
CV = A(_T)p - AT
is solved by using a spline interpolation of five enthalpy values calculated on the isochore.
This numeric calculation is performed by subroutines SPCHV, CVPS, and SPLINA.
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While direct calculation of CV may be valid at densities greater than the switching den-
sities for some fluids in GASP, the numeric method is preferred because of the some-
times erratic behavior of aP2/ST 2. In addition, if T < Tc, the specific heats for neon,
carbon monoxide, and helium are computed by SPCHV. The P-T diagram given in fig-
ure 29 will give the user a better feel for the physical regions involved.
The first partial derivatives from subroutine PTRHO (eqs. (B9) and (B12)) are made
available through COMMON/DERIV/PDT, PDTL, PDTV, PTVL, and PTVV. These are
with PDTV for saturated vapor and PDTL for saturated liquid and
PTV = 8(_T) p
with PTVL for saturated liquid and PTVV for saturated vapor.
Function C PPRLF(DS)
Function CPPRLF evaluates the integral used in computing specific heats:
Subroutine PTRHO(D, T)
Subroutine PTRHO evaluates two partial derivatives.
COMMON/PARTLS/PTV, PDT.
PTV = a(_)p
The answers are returned in
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Subroutine SPCHV(KU, KR, T, P, D, CV, CVL, CVV)
Subroutine SPCHV computes the specific heat at constant volume CV given temper-
ature T, pressure P, and density D. If KR=I, the saturated liquid or vapor specific heat,




Subroutine CVPS(KVP, KR, CVS)
Given temperature, pressure, and density, this routine is used to determine five
values of internal energy U for a spline fit used in SPCHV to compute the specific heat at
constant volume.
Subroutine SONIC(KU, KR, T, D, GAMMA, C)
This routine calculates the sonic velocity C, in user's units KU, by using equa-
tion (B26) and the ratio GAMMA=CP/CV, where GAMMA is calculated in subroutine
GASP.
Subroutine VISC(KU, KR, T, D, MU)
Subroutine VISC uses T and D as input in user's units KU. Dynamic viscosity is
calculated by using one or more of equations (B27) to (B36) depending on the fluid, as
explained in appendix B. Calculations of dynamic viscosity are direct evaluations of




Function VISCD, developed by McCarty of NBS, computes the dynamic viscosity of
helium.
Subroutine THERM(KU, KR, T, P, D, EXCESK, FK)
Subroutine THERM uses T, P, and D in user's units KU to calculate the thermal
conductivity FK in user's units KU. An optional coding section calculates the critical
excess thermal conductivity EXCESK associated with the critical anomaly in the PVT
region, O. 4 < P/Pc < 1.6. See also references 25 and 29 to 32, the subroutine listing
in appendix H, and equations (B55) to (B60). EXCESK will be computed for the density
regime 0.4 < P/Pc < 1.6. To obtain the thermal conductivity of a near-critical fluid,
the user must add FK and EXCESK.
The equations used for the thermal conductivity of the different fluids are (B39) to
(B54). Subroutines CONZ and CONC are used for the special forms for parahydrogen
and helium (eqs. (B45) to (B47) and (B51))o
Subroutine SURF(KU, KR, T, SIGMA)
Subroutine SURF uses T in user's units KU to calculate the surface tension SIGMA
of the liquid by using equations (B61) and (B62).
Subroutine DGUESS(TS, TCR, DST)
Subroutine DGUESS provides an estimate of near-critical density that is used by
subroutine DENS.
Function CONZ(TEMP)
Function CONZ computes the thermal conductivity of dilute gaseous helium as a
function of temperature by the technique of H. M Roder of NBS, Boulder, Colorado
(private communication).
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Function CONC (T, D)
Function CONC computes the thermal conductivity of hydrogen in both the dense-
and dilute-gas regions.
Subroutine SETCPO(T)
Subroutine SETCPO computes Cp,0
established in appendix K.
for hydrogen according to the regions
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APPEND_ G
MODULAR DESIGN OF GASP
A user with limited core storage or with specific property needs may wish to use
only parts of GASP. The subroutines have been coded so that most of the subroutines
corresponding to the "KP" option requests may be removed without causing errors in
logic or calculation. Table XI indicates which routines are absolutely necessary and
which are optional. The conditions for removal must be strictly followed. For sim-
plicity, the KP options are discussed as though only one option was being requested. In
reality, the input variable KP is always the sum of the KP options desired.
Prior to modifying GASP, the user should note that the internal structure of GASP
is best seen from the flow chart of appendix H and table V, noting the various KP options.
(The separate calls which use enthalpy and entropy are assumed to have been deleted
whenever the enthalpy or enthalpy subroutine is removed. )
Other storage savings may be constructed by using table XII. Some changes that can
be made to GASP and the corresponding reduction in storage requirements are as follows:




A more prudent trimming of BLOCK and SETUP results in a savings of more storage
spaces. Similarly, by editing each subroutine and function in GASP, further savings can
be realized. Also, parahydrogen requires several special subroutines that are not re-
quired for other fluids such as methane, for example, FUNCTION VISCD, FUNCTION
CONC, FUNCTION CONZ, SUBROUTINE SETCPO, special calculations in VISC and
THERM, special branching and subsequent calculations throughout the program. Thus,
if results for only a single fluid other than hydrogen are desired, a maximum savings in
storage can be attained by deleting these special subroutines.
(2) Calculations with P, p, and T only (eliminate all others)
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P, p, T calculations (KS=l, 5)
KP = 1 E nthalpy
KP= 2 E ntropy
Storage saved, 66318
(3) E nthalpy-entropy calculations
P, p, T calculations (KS=I,3)
= t I
IStorage saved, 131378
(4) Specific user requirement - specific heats, sonic velocity, and derivatives
(a) If p <--Pswitch (see table on p. 70 of appendix F),
P, p, T calculations (KS=l,3)
KP=4 Specific heats, sonic
velocity, and derivatives
ri co it \
Storage saved, 111758
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(b) If p > Pswitch'
P, p, T calculations (KS=l, 3)
KP= 1 E nthalpy
K-P=2 Entropy
KP=4 Specific heats, sonic
velocity, and derivatives
(5) Transport property calculations
Storage saved, 46508
P, p, T calculations (KS=I,3)
KP=8 Viscosity
KP= 16 Thermal conductivity
KP=32 Surface tension
Storage saved, 76128
The specific illustration of removing all but one fluid from subroutine SETUP and
BLOCK DATA is given as follows:
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TEST PROGRA_ PREPAFES TABLES FOR EACH FLUID OVER A RANGE OF PVT
COMMDN/PROPTY/KU_DLvDV_HLwHV_S_SLtSVmCVmCVL!'CVVtCP_CPLtCPVmGAMMAt
[GAqMAL i GAMMAV i C i CL _CVP t MU_ MULL MUV_ K _,KL t KV_ SI _ MA pEXCES K, EXCLt'EXCV
COWMDN IDER IV/PDT_ PTV_ PDTL tPDTV, P TVL t PTVV
REAL MUtMUL _MUVt K_KL_ KV
CO_4M3N/CHECKS/DCHlpDCH2_PCH I_PCH2_PCH3, TCHI tTCHZtTCH3tDST ,TST m H
ISCHI_HSCH2
DATA NAM/3HCH_t2HN2_ZHO2_2HARI3HCOZ,2HNE_ZHCDIZHHEt2HFZtZHH2/
DIMENSION NAq( IOIBP(3I_T(250}IYPL(2501[O} pTSIART(3tIO)tDTA(3elO)
DATA Pll._ [.P 100.I
DATA TSTAPTIg5.tZOS.t4OO. m65.,200, t400. _bO. p225.t_OO.,BS.t225.,400
_'.l, 2ZO.t, 420.,50O*l'25.,80._,400.,70-tZOO.'_O0° _3.tt3. tI30*_70.,,203._,
*_O0._ 16._40,t 200o/
DATA CTAIiO.t, 20.t [DO.t, IO. _,ZO. _,1DO. _lO. m20. _,I)O. _I0. s,20. tl30.t






DO 1000 t=lOt I0
CALL SETUP (NAN[LIt
P( 2 I=PCMZ/. lO 1325
T( I )=TSTART( l_t |
OT=DTA(ILL)








IF(L.EO. IO .AND. TJ._E.Igg9. S) GOTO 25



























C CENSITYm ENTROPY_ ENTHALPY_ CP_ CV, S(_NIC VELOCITY
C THERMAL C3NDLCTIVITY, VISCUSITY AND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
C FOR EACH T P
WRITE( 6,800( NAM(LItKU
800 FORMAT( IHI _5X_34H THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY TABLE -- ,_A_ _3X,3HKU=
1 13}
WI_ITE(E,80ll P[I )
BOl FORMAT[LHO _5Xt FLU,Z ,IIH ATM ISOBAR)
WRITE( 6,701 I
WRITE( 6_ 702}
701 FORMAT( 3HO _ 4HTEMPt 5Xt 7HDENSI TY _6X _ BHE NTHALP Yt_tX t 7HENT ROPY_TX t 2 HC
=ptloxt 21,_cvtgX_THSDN VELI_X_,tOHTHERM CONOISXI_HVISCtTXtSHDP/DDITX,_5
$HDP/DT_/]




WRITE (6,803} I IJI,,(YPL(Jt NI_,N=J.,IO!
IF (4OC(J,501.NE°O| S{1 TO 15_,
IF ( J.EO. KPT) GO TT_ lbu
WRITE( 6t80Ol NAM(L }
WRIT_(6_801) P(1)
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BU3 FORMAT ( IH _FO*I_2XpLO(IXtGII.4|b
150 CONTINUE
lO0 CONTINUE









...... THIS RFIUTINE OVERLAYS COFFICIENTS FOR SPECIFIED FLUIO-NAMGAS
...... IN PROGRAM COMMON BLOCKS
...... COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL FLUIDS AR,_ PR_:STORED IN BLOCK DATA
SUBROUI INE SETUP (NAMGAS |
COMMON/_LLCOF/COFi53)tTCCOFIL5) pAKSTCOILBI _DIST_
IWTMOL,EPSOKtZETAtFFtSWTtKSWT,OIFTT_
2RFOSWT, CT_ IPL tAMUC, BMUC
COMMCN TO DETERMINE FLUID AND INFORM USER OF HIS CHOICE
COMM]NIGASES/MESSAG( 15I
COMMON IWt-AT/K GA S
SPECIAL SWITCHES FOR HELIUM_FLUORINE_HYDROGEN
COMMON/PELFLU/ IHE, [FLt IHY
CCMMON FOR EQUATION OF STATE COEFFICIENTS
COMMON/BEND/ R(1)_CPI,CP21CP31CP4,CPStCP6tCPTtCPBICPgpCPXOI





COMMON ICOCPO/TO( L ) t CCOP I,CC OP2,CCOP3, CCOP4,CCOP5
REFERENCE ENTROPY, ENTHALPY , CP COERRECTION FACTOR
COMMON/R E FNO / SOTO t HOTO BCPOC OR t HTE RM t STL- RM
PARAMETERS FOR CHECKING REGION AND RANGE LIMITS ON DENSITY
PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, ENTHALPY. D_NSITY AND TEMPERATURE ESTIMATES FOR
NEWTCN-RAPHSON ITERATIONS
COMMON/CFECKS/DCHI(L),DCH2_PCHI_PCHZtPCH3tTCHI_TCH2,TCH3jDST,TST_H
LS CH It _SCF2
CONSTANTS FOR THERMAL CONDLMZTIVITY CALCULATION.
COMMON/TCONO/CKMKST(9(, XLAMB_ZCS, RHOCR_ TCRI TCSTARm CKSTAR(181
CONSTANTS FOR VISCOSITY CALCULATION.
COMMON/COFMU/EP SKt WM, D IS _ RHOCRTe ZETAA pAMUX tBMUX
CONSTANTS FOR SURFACE TENSION CALCULATION.
COMMON/SUPCON/PCTCoTCRITpFIXITt ZET
SWITCF FOR CR-CV CALCULATION. VALUES IN CERTAIN REGIONS ARE
CALCULATED BY NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION ...WHENEVER THE ANALYTICAL
DERIVATIVES ARE GOODy THEY ARE USED .........




NAMGAS IS ALWAYS H2 FOR PARA-HYDROGEN
K GAS= lC
IHY=I
WRITE(6, IOl| (MESSAG(I |,I =I,lS)
FORMAT ( IHO,LSA61
STORE CONSTANTS FO_ BENDER-S EQ. OF STATE
DO 2D I=I125
RIll= ('OF(l)
STORE SATURATION CURVE FOR GAS
DO 25 I=26,32
CPS|(I-251 = COF(1)
STORE CPO COEFFICIENTS AND REFERENCE TO
00 30 I=33_3B
TO( 1-32l = COFI II
STORE REFERENCE ENTROPY, _-NTHA LPY, CPO CORRECT I (IN FACTOR
TX=T3(1)
COMPUTE LOWER ROUND FOR THE ENTHALPY AND ENTROPY CALCULATIONS IN HSS
10.3L2 = 4.968_'4.184/2.01572
STERM= |0.3L2'WALOG(TX)
HTERM = }0 • 312'_ TX
SOTO= CDF( 39|
HOTD= COF(40}
CPOCOR =CO F ( _l )
STERE CPITICAL VALUES AND REGION BOUNDARY CONSTANTS
DO 35 I=42,53
OCHI(I-_i) = COP( II





C LOAD K-K* CURVE COEFFICIENTS
O0 _,5 I=5, I3
45 CKMKST(I-4) = TCCOF( II
TCSTAR= TCCOF( 151
I= TCCOF(14)+.I
C LOAD K STAR/KSTARTC CURVE COEFFICIENTS
DO 50 J=lt I8
50 CKSTAR(J) = AKSTCOfJ)






C STORE CONSTANTS FOR SURFACE TENSION ( RF IS RIEDEL FACTCR|
TCR IT=TCE2
PCTC= ( PCP2/. 10 1325 )*=. 6666667_' ICH2 W'W',3333333
F IX [T=FF
Z ET=Z E _w,.2











STORES TEE COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL FLUIDS FOR THE EQUATION OF STATE
ANE THE TRANSPORT EQUATIONS.
STORES CONVERSION CONSTANTS NEEDED BY ALL FLUIDS
BLOCK CATA
CCMMON IGASES/ME SSAG(15)




COMM_)N/ALLCOF/COF (53) p TCC OF ( 15| ,AKSTCU(18) ,DI ST,
IWTMOL, EPSOK, Z ETA, FF)SWT,K SWT,DI F TT)
2RHO SW T, CTR IPL, AMUC) BMUC
DIMENSION MH2( 15|
EQUIVALENCE ( MESSAG( I ),MH2( I| )
DATA MP2(I]/ 90HTHERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPCRT PROPERTIES FCR HYDRO
|G ENPC = 12.75gATM) TC=32. 976K, RHOC =. 03143G/CC l
DATA TCONV /I.)t.)l.8,2"w[./
DATA PCONV/I. ) _.86g2327_. 145.03774 ,2_I. /
DATA CCONV/2=I.)62.42Tg6, 2_I./
DATA SCONV/Z_ [ .,O. 23900574, 2m I. /
DATA PCONV/Z_ I.)0.4302 i03,2_' I. /
OATA CCONV/2_w i.,O.O 328084t 2w_I. /
DATA (COFI] l,[=I)531/4.1260486w .4_446153E'.F2,
I-.3865_EO4E+4)-.IOgEb55CE+6) .12080022E+7,-.5474T655E*7)
2-.3327E647E+3, .81345734E_'5_, .Z6294257Ee6, .30063983E+5.,
3-.33024955E*7,-.24686TOTE+6) .47555234E+8, -.L2064332E+9_
4-.4928_827E+8) .15925894E+IO, -.87182365E+|O, .66330266E+II)
5. 16366622E÷ll, -.12954419E+14) °1050E+4) 4"0.)
6- .LOSg3eITE*l, - .35249570E +2) .3787003gC+0 p -. 2360 16 [4E-I,
T. 85529568E-3) -. 16180625E-4, . 12500233E-6, 20.268)
V[4.75_g-_60) - . 2Ig77388) .32 IO076gE-Z,-. 12061502E-4,. 57121808E-8)
X__L. L7(42,209.9406,L.O)
8. IE-4) .ll, .101325E-3, 1.2928, iO0., 13.8, 32.976,
A3000., .Og_ 60.t-30g. sglg7 i 49289.7 /
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES ARE LIMITED BY THE STATE OF THE ART
_EAE REPORT ON GASP FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
DATA (AKSTCO(I ))I=l,18)/3.)3. p-4. td°,O., 1.0, 0.,
LO .0) - l ° LZ398g B5, • 79352374) • 83465682_- • 2137047LE-2, • 377941
2O.lO., .72% .C81707270, 1.0 /
DATA (TCCI]F{I |)I=i, 15)/l.4978,oZ525t2E-2)32.976).03143,1._4.,
1- I. ) 2 • ]0581484, 4. 306 L0645) l. 889608891 I. 26994786 )--b. 82428539 t °4)
22., .b IS74E-4/
OATA [ [ST,EPSDK )WTMOL, ZETA,FF ,l)TRI EL) SWT,KSWT _DIFTT )RHOSWT _AMUC, BM
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PROGRAM LISTING AND FLOW CHART FOR GASP
This appendix contains a complete listingof GASP and a set of flow charts to aid the


























BENDER-S EQUATION OF STATE FOR THE FIVE GASES--N2,CH4,AR, C2,CC2
ALSO EQUATI3NS 3F STATE FOR CO_ NEt HER AND FLUORINE
ALSO PARA-HY DROGEN
COMPUTE THE STATE REL6. TIONS AND THERMODYNAMIC AND
TRANSPORT PROPERITES OF SPECIFIED FLUID GI VEN TEMPERArJRE Tt
PRESSUI_E Pt DENSITY D, OR ENTHALPY H. STATE RELATIONS ARE
SPECIFIED BY KS. THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
ARE SPECIFIED BY KP. IF KR IS RETURNED OR SPECIFIED AS 1,
PROPERTIES ARE COMPUTED AT SATURATION.




COMMON/DER IV/POT, PTV, PDTL tPDTV,PTVL,PTVV
COUlMON/PARTL S/PTV 1tPgT 1
COMMON/CHECKS/OCH 1 t OCH2, PCHI t PC_ 2,PCH3 t TC4 ]. t TCH2 ,TCH3,DST,TST, H
].S CH It HSCH2
COMMON/CON 1231DCONV! 5 I,TCONV(5) ,PCONV(5)
COMMON/HELFLU/ IHE, IFYtIHY
KTR=O
GO T3 (IOtZO, 30,AOt45)tKS
COMPUTE DENSITY





EDM PUTE TENPER ATUR E
CALL TENP(KUIP,D, TtKR }
GO TO 50
COMPUTE TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY GIVEN PRESSURE AhD ENTHALPY
CALL T EMPP H(KUtP t H=,Tt D cOL eDV,KR I
GO TO 50
COMPUTE TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY GI VEN PRESSURE AND ENTROPY





IF(MODIKTRA, Zt.EO.O) GOTO 50




























CALL ENT(KUt KR ! Tt Pt Dt St SL. SV|
GOTO _n
COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEATS 'AND SON1 _. VELOCITY
KCP=O
IF (KR.NE.II GO TO 200
CALL OENS(KU, TtPtO_OLmOVt 11
CALL CPPRL |P t DL _TtCPL tCVL tKUpKRt KCP tGAMMALtCL 1
P TVL= PTV Iw'PC3NV (KU)/TCONV (KUI
P OTL= P CT [*PC3NV { K U)/DC ONV (K U)
CALL CPPRL (P_ DVtT t CP VtCVV _KUIKR t KCP t_,AMMAVt CVP)
PTVV= PTV I_'PC3NV (KU I/TCONV { KU!
POTVzP CT ltPC3NVI KU)/OCONV (KU|
GO T3 140
CALL CPPRL(PtD_TtCPtCVtKUtKRtKCPeGAMMAtCI




IF (KR.NE.1t GO TO 165
CALL DENSIKU, T,P,O,OL,OV, 1)
CALL V 1SC(KUt KRt TtOL, MULl
CALL V ISC(KUt KRtTtDV_ MUV)
GO T_3 170
CALL V ISC(KUt KRtTtD_MU)
GOTO 50
COMPUTE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
N3T E-- FR3Z EN VALUE AVAILABLE
-- REACTING CONDUCTIVITY
IF (<R.NE.I) GO TO 220












EXCES K,j EXCLt EXCV
...... THIS R3UTINE OVERLAYS EOFFICIENTS FOR SPECIFIED FLtlIO-NAMGAS
IN PROGRAM COMMON BLOCKS
..... COEFFICIENTS FnR ALL FLUIDS ARE PRESTf]RED IN BLOCK DATA
SUBRC)LII IN E SETUP (NAMGAS l
COMMON/ALICOFICOF( 53, IOII, TCCOF(15,101 ,AKSTCF](IB,A) ,01ST(13 ) ,
IWTMDL ( IO)eEPSPK( IO),7ETA( [O),FF(IOI,SwT(IO),KSWT(IO),DIFTT(IO|,
2_HOSWT( I_),_TRIPL( 10)tAM_JC(IJItBMUC(LOI
COMMON TO ,flET_RMINE _L,IIn AND INFORM USER O_ HIS CHOICE
CO_MF)NIr.ASES/MATCH| IO|,_SSAr. IL5,1O)
CC)MM(]N/WHAT/KCAS
SPECIAL SwITCHeS FF_,R HELIU_,FL_)qRIN_,HYDROGFN
COMM(_NIf._LFL'J/ IHE_, IFL, IHY
CO'_M(]N F{II_ E,_UATI(]_I ]FSTATF C_EFFICIfT'_T5
C[_Wt'C3N/B_-I'!_/ RI I).CPIt(LP2tC_3tCPAtCPb,CP6_,C_T,CPSeCP_CPID,
ICPL [_ CP12,CP [ 3,CP [6,_CP [5,CP[(_,CPIT,CPL_CPIO,FP29












REFERENCE ENTROPY_ ENTHALPY t CP CORRECTION FACTOR
COMMDN/REFND/SOT_ mHOTn tCPOCnR 7HTERM_ STERM
PARAMETERS FOR CHECKING REGION ANO RANGE LIMITS ON DENSITY
PRESSUPE_, TEMPERATURE, EHTHALPY. DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE ESTIMATES FOR
_EWTON-RAPHSC)N ITERATIONS
COMMON/CHECKSIDCHI( I)_,{)CH2_PCHI,PCH2,pPCHO,TCHImTCH2pTCH3t, DSTt, TSTt, H
IS CHI, HSCH2
CONSTANTS F._R THERMAL COND(_TIVITY CALCULATION.
COMMr]N/TCt_ND/CKMKST(QIt XLA_B_7. C51, RHOCR_ TCRt, TCSTARt. CKSTAR(I81
CJNSTANTS FOR VISCOSITY CALCULATION.
CO_'40N/COFMU/EPSK vWMt,D IS pRHOCRT _ZETAA t,AMUX ,BMUX
CuNSTANTS FIR SURFACE TENSION CALCULATIUN.
COM_ONISURCOV./PCTCt T'..RIT,FI XI Tt ZET
S_ITCF FOR CP-CV CALCULATION. VALUES IN CERTAIN REGIONS ARE
CA. CULATEO BY _UME_ICAL )IFFERENTIATIUN ...WHENEVER THE ANALYTICAL
DERIVATIVES ARE GO]Dr THEY ARE USED .........
CO_]N/SW ITSIK SWI T, TSWIT,D IF T,R SWI T
CO_MON/SOL ID/DTRIP
< GAS=O
00 I0 l=Ip I0
IF(NAMC.AS.E_.MATCH(II ) KGAS=I
CO_T INUE







I FI KGAS.EQ.IO I IHY=I
WRITE(6_,IOll IMESSAGI ItKGASItI=I,15)
FORMAT ( IHO, 15A6)
STORE CONSTANTS FOR BENDER-S EQ. OF STATE
DO 20 I=1t25
R(I)= CO F( It, KGAS I
STORE SATURATION CURVE FOR GAS
DO 25 I=26,32
CPSI{ 1-25I =COF(I,KGAS)
STORE CPO COEFF IC I_:_TS ANO REFERENCE TO
DO 30 I=33t, 38
TO(1-32) = COF[In, KGAS)
STORE REFEREN"- _ E NTROPYt, E NTHALPY, CPO CORRECt I CN FACTOR
TX=TD ! II
COMPUTE LOWER BOUND F]R THE ENTHALPY AND ENTROPY CALCULATIONS IN HSS
A I=CCOP 5".25













CPOCO R=CO F( _I_KGAS!
STORE CRITICAL VALUES AND REGION BOUNDARY CONSTANTS
DO 35 I=_2,53
DCHI{ l-_il = COFI I,KGAS)
XLA_B= TCCOF( IoKGAS|
ICS-- TCCOF(2, KGASI
TCR= TCCOF( 3,KGAS l
RHOCR = TCC3FI4_KGAS)
LOAD K-K* CURVE COEFFICIENTS
DO t¢5 I=5, 13
86
• 5 CKMKSTI I-6| z TCC_F| ItKGAS)
TCSTAR- TCCDF( [SpKGAS|
I m TCCOF(14_KGASI_.[
LOAD KSTAR/KSTARTC CURVE COEFFICIENTS
DO 50 J"IB 18
50 CKSTAR(J l= AKSTCO|J_I I
STORE CONSTANTS FOR U-Ui, AND VISCOSI TY CALCULATION
WM=WTMOL|KGAS)
Z ETAA-ZETA( KGAS )
RHO CRT-TCCD F( 4t KGAS |
EPSK zEPSOK(K GAS !
O IS:,,O IST( KGAS )
STORE CONSTANTS FOR SURFACE TENSION ( RF IS RIEDEL FACTOR)
T CR IT -TC H2
PCTC=| PCPZ/.LOI325)i,4,.6(_6666T*TCH2i_,I ,.3333333.
FIXIT-FF(KGAS)
Z ET,,Z C5"* .2






DTR IP =CTR IPL( KGAS )
AMUX=AMUC( KGAS )
BMUX= BMUC( KGA S)
RETURN
70 WRITE(AtTI}
71 FDRMAT(IHOo 6QH ERROR IN CODE FOR NAMGAS - NO CnNSTANTS STORED-
2 PRDGRAM STOP. )
?2 FORMAT(IHOtl[SH Th1_ REGION 125-L65K FOR T AND P GREATER THAN 10
IATM YIELDS POOR RESULTS FOR THE DERIVED PROEPRTIES--BEWARE.
STOP
END
C STORES T_E COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL FLUIDS FF)R TH_ EQUATION OF STATE
C AND THE TRANSPORT EQUATIONS.
C STORES CHNVER SION CONSTANTS NEEDED BY ALL FLU) f3S
C
BLOCK rATA
COMMON IGASES/MATC H( ]._ ItME SSAG( 15, L O!




COMMON/ALLCF)F/COF(53t [O}_TCCOF( [5tlO! tAKSTCI)(18 _4) pDIST(I} It
IWTHOL ( IO)_EPSOK( TO! t(ETA( IOItFF (IO) ,SWT(IO),KSWT(IO)tDIFTT (IO 1,
2RHOSwT( IOItDTRIPL( IO)tAMUC(IO),BMUC(IO)
rtIMENS ION MCH4( 15!,MW2( L5)tMOZ( 15! tMAR([5) tM=O2 (15) tMNE(L5 ) tMCO(15
I!,MHE| 15)tMF2| 151tMH2(15)
EOUIVALENCE(MESSAG( It I|,MCH4(I) ! _(MESSAG(It2| _MN2(I!| t ( MESSAG| ],3)
It M]2( l))t (MESSAG( Lt4)tMAR( Ill t|MES_AG(I t5| ,M=02 |11 I t(MESSAG| I_O)t
2MNE|) I ItIMESSAG( lpTItMCO( I! )o(MESSAG(ItS! tMH--- (I)! t (MESSAG( [tg!t MF2
3([) ), | MESSAG( It 101,MH2 ( 11!
DATA (MATCH( I|_ I=ItBII3HCHt, t2HNZt2H02 t2HARt3HCCZtZHNEo2HC(]tZHHE/
DATA MATCH( 9 )/2HF2/
OATA MATCI'( lO )/2HH2/
DATA wCH¢| ]) /(9OH THERMODYNAMIC ANL) TRANSPCRT PROPERTIES FOR ME
ITHANE PC=45.66 ATM,T:=I9O.T7 K_ROC=.I02 C,/CC /
DATA MN2( 1! /90"I TH-R_DOYNAHIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR N
IITROGEN RC=33.72ATM,TC=126.3 KtROC=.3105G/CC /
DATA M02(I) /90H THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPCRT PROPERTIES FOR OX
IYGEN PC=SO.IbATMtTC=154.78 KtROC=.4325C,/CC /
DATA MAR| I! /C)OH THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PF_OPERTIES FOR AR
tGON PC= z,B.O14AT_t T:=ISO.7 K,RPC=.531 G/CC /
DATA MC02( [l /9DH THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPCQT PR(]PERTIES FOR CO
2 PC=72.B6qATMt TC=304.21. K, RUC=.464 G/CC /
'ATA MNE| II /qOH THERMOr_yNAMIC AND TRA_SPC_RT PROPERTIES FOR NE
87
].ON PC= 26.19ATM ,Tc=64-6 K, RHOC=o483 G/CC /
DATA MCOI 11 IgOH THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT
L PC=36°52gATMt T.C=132.91 K, RHOC=.2997 G/CC I
DATA MHE(ll /90H THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT
I PC = 2.265ATM, TC = 5°2K, RHOC = .0693G/CC /
DATA MF2(|| /90HTHERMDDYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT
IORINE PC=BI°47ATM, T==1¢¢.31K,RHOC=-5738G/C C
DATA MHZ( L)/ 90HTHERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT
LG E_IPC" 12.759& TM t TC =32 • g76Kt RHOC =. 03163G/CC






MET PAN E- .................. BENDER 1971
DATA (COFI I, 1 ), I: 1, 5;11 .518251
1- .B6366_O2E3 , .25005236E 5 ,-.125338_8E8
2 .T5523689 ,-.12111233E3 , .20547188E6
3- .61948317E6 t- .25603803E 2 , .11556713E6
6 ._949_1630E8 t-.I1956135Ell , .88302981E12
5 .12302028E13 t-.64499295E14 , .37E2 ,4_'0. t
6 .29976933E3, .70773219 , -.T23_gLZZE-Z
7-.1213063gE-0, .I_8489295E-9 , .11167E3
8 .39225023E-2 ,-.56781803E-4 , .234_2607E-S
98.355173_6 , .803207E3 , .260815
I .57 , .01167 ,_,.62T
2 .gO66E2 t .19077E3 , .bE3
3 .25E3 t 220.28242 ,2007. /
















, . I E--*,
, . 5067E2
, .45
DATA (COF(I,21,I=1,531/ .296797 , .48058175 ,
1-.1506TOIOE3 , .26071365E4 ,-.12792742E7 , .29_36228E8 ,
Z .37500265 t-.SOT38465E2 , .1_699236E5 , .1_*0998E1 ,
3-.2_136776E3 t .2895/_771 ,-.27613799E2 , .360/'826_E3 ,
6- .200 83357E7 t .4326518q_: 9 t-.16513521Ell t-. I0141_39E8 ,
5 .4721_396E10 ,-.12016418E12 , .LE2 , 4"0. , -.66869126E1 ,
6-.20086668E3 , .37077481 ,-.62602129E-__ , .56187159E-4 ,
7-.25986366E-6 t ._gO25967E-9 , .77364 E2 , .29093035E+2
8 .8993017OE-3, -.92391t038E-5• .26008592E-7, -.I4102926E-13,
9 .Z3351167 E1 , .231188578E3 , .35693888E-1 • o14e19 E-3 ,
11.1208 , .010132 _3._17 o .5067 E2 ,
2 .6_ E2 , .1263 E3 , .100 E_ , .92 ,
3 .18 E3 ,2.1159267 , 1262. /
OXYGEN .................... BENDER 1970
DATA(COF(1,3), 1=l,531 / .259832 , .36811077 ,
1-.1_07C678E3 , .250617_4E _' ,-.10081345E7 , .IgOT_I6_E8 ,
2-._.OI3_'g66E-2 , .65172112E2 , .10962206E5 , .6972158
3-.262_2649E3 , .191378 , .29_16771 EZ , .78932076E2 ,
_" o1923 158E7 , .46 1082'_tE 9 ,-. 39936263E11 t-. 5668995E7 ,
5 .136_6286E10 , .919771gBEI1 ,5._ , _0. , -.5150_18E1
6-.25626822E3, .26280757 ,-.36222681E-2 , .26516635E-4 ,
7-.10006386E-6 t .15423155E-9 , .c)OE2 , .29165189E2
8-.5691_86E-3 t .6803263_E-5 ,-.48_56604E-_ , . 13822647E-9 ,
94.72426938 t .35642E3 , .03125117 , .15E-3 ,
1 1.50 , .010 1325 t 5. 083 ,I.OO3OE2 ,
2 .5635C7E2 , .15478E3 , .5E+3 ,1.3 ,
3 .23E3 ,88.46_226 ,739.86 /
ARGON ..................... BENDER 1970
DATA (COF( 1,41, I=l, 531 / .208128 , .19825921 t
I-.BIT3__IlRE2 , .17777_7E4 ,.-.8240654_tE6 , .31666098E8 ,
2-.4_202671E-1 , .62161_2E2 , .11_.32_8E_ , ._779752 t
3-.196_5227E3 ,-.21572754 , .165_@141E3 ,-. 281 42112E2 ,
@ .8 253205gE5 ,- .gI538377E 7 ,-. [ 83_0752E13 ,-. 33858130E7 ,
5 .15532886E10 ,-.67_79568E11 ,3.5 , _'0. _ .1381_648E+2 ,
6-.573g(:331E+3 t -.18072036_+0 t .18350292E-2 ,-.10957549E-4 ,
7 .36123787E-T , -.50397228E-IO_ .8728E2 ,2.5 ,
8 .0 , .0 , .O , .0 t
9 2.757177 , .237932E3 , .208152 , .1E-3 ,
11._8 , .0101325 ,4.865 , .5066E2 ,
2 .8378E2 , .1537E3 , .i E4 ,1.3 ,
3 .25E3 _ 70.0510g2 ,725.240@3 l
88
CARBON DI3XIDE ............ BENDER 1970
DATA(COP (ltSI •I=1t53)/ °188918 t .22488558 ,
£-.13T 17965E3 ,-.I44302L4E5 ,-. 29630491_: 7 t-.ZO606039E9 ,
2 ._5554393E-1 • .7TO428_OE2 t °406023TIE5 • .40029509 t
3-.39_360TTE3 • .12115286 • .10783386E3 • .43962336E2 ,
4-,,,36505545EB • .19490511EII •-.29186718E13 • °2435862TE8 p
5-.37516530E11 • °11898141E14 • 5. ,4$0. •-.95913112E*2 ,
6 .26738653E÷4 p .11405373E÷1 • -.67026553E-2 , .21745017E'-4 ,
7-°37153665E-7 • °2_225608E-10 , .19471 E3 •5.152
8 °015224 ,-.9681E-5 • .2313E-8 ,0. ,
_w_°0851019 , °TZ66541_lE3 p .095067 , °83E-5 ,
11 °25 • 0.010132 • 7. 3835 , ° 50669E2 ,
2 °21656E3 o .30421E3 , .lOOE4 ,l.l ,
3 ,,37 E3 • 381.34364 • 1567°66 /
NEON MCCARTY AN{) STEWART 1965
DATA (COF(1,61•I=1, 531/ .41185435 , .42879277 ,
1-._1617333E2 • -°15368388E4 , .21705583E5 , .0
2.5237778E-1 • .31832376E2 ,.15304725E4 , .86991276 ,
3-.86565802E2 , .O , .0 , .z_1994281E2 ,
4 .23856729E6 •-.10444366E8 • .0 ,-.19828098E7 ,
5 .TOg657O1E8 , .0 ,*.13590L531__ ,0.0 ,
6- .125 _ 3439E-2 • - .T6888021E 3 ,-. 8493835 8E3, .67422985E1 ,
T- °l 1786837E3 ,-. 19946844 , . 69680979E-Z ,-. 14H523832 E-3 ,
8 .17229114E-5 •-.83773053E-8 , 27.09 , 1.02986 ,
9 °0 • .0 , .O ,.3 ,
12°454C781 • .9234824E2 , i. •°30015 ,
2 h350 • .0101325 , 2.6537 ,°2029E2 ,
3 24.54 , 44°4 ,600. , 1.2 ,
4 IOO. ,.06205 ,694. 635 /
C CARBON MD43XIDE ........... HUST AND STEWART
DATA (COF( I•71,I=lt531/ .29692807
l- .80241533E2 ,-. 16713841E5 • • 13l 29095E6
2 .653C8710 ,-.80131497E2 • °O
3 .0 , °0 , .O
4 .18061147ET , +.63943277E9 ,-. 66472139E II
5 .96546154E10 ,-.47286423E12 , .74632444EI
6 .0 • .0 , O.
7- .52482838E3 ,- • 18207888 • • 2 03 85068E-2
8 .51448459E-7 ,'.81676932E-10 ,68.14
9-°5033-_221-5 , °260325231-7 , .0
14.7928763 • °35387E3 • I.
2.86 • .O 101325 •3.4986
3 68.14 t 132.91 , 600.
4 180. •120.13179 ,908.8334
C HELIUM MANN 1962
DATA ICOF(I, 8t, I=1,531/ 2.07722241
1-. 2_0 5643513 • .478576622E 2 ,-. l 19375479E3
2 .20230184612 , .14653521414 , .0
3-.II186866E5 , .0 , .76324486315
4-.790460718E4 ,.54530767615 , .15941i473=6
5.414625688E7 , -°168878287E8 , .405704262E3
6 .0 , .0 , O.
7-.32251748E I , .2356[801E I ,-. 95999492
8-.26190460E-1 , .12190675E-2 , .42144EI
9 .0 , .0 , .0
A4.5053 , 36.5592 , .IEI
8 .2100 , .OlO 132 , .2274644
C .3E1 • .52EI , .603E3
O .35E2 t 5.329044 •3167.6647






,-. 24767075 E8 •
.5872531_ 19 •
.13172848 E2 •







































































PAPAHYDK3GEN ............. BARON (B_N[)tR} IgTl
DATA (COF( I,I0|ii=I,533/4.{260486, ._4446150E÷2,
1-.386506041+4,-.109665501*6, .12080022E÷7, -.54747655E+7,
2-.332786471+3, .@13457341+5, .262942571+6, .$0063983E÷5,
3-.33024955E÷7m-.240867071','6, .47555234E÷8, -. [2064332E÷9,
4-.492898271_'8, .159258941+1C_ -.87182365c1"10, .66330266E÷11t
5.163666221+II, -.129544131+14, .10501+#_ 410. m
6-. 10593817E+I, - .35249570[ +2, .37870039E+0, -. 236316}4F-I,
7. 85529568E-3, -. 16iR06251-4, . 12503233E-6, 20.258,
VI4. 759q360,- .2197 7388 t .32100769E-2,-. 12061502 E-4,.5712 1808E-8,
X2l. 17(42,209.9406,1.0t
8.11-4, .Ii, . IO 1325E- 3, 1.2928, I00., 13.81 32.976,
A3000., .09_ 60.f-309.891g7 , 49289.7 /
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES ARE LIMITED BY THE STATE OF THE ART
READ REPORT ON GASP FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
DATA (AKSTC3( I,I),I=I,18)13.,3.,-4.,0.,0.,.983,.3891166E-2
1-.969 10013E- Ira- .L6491245_=-1,-. 841788351-I,.85 181928,. 1751_3831-1
2, .903089987 ,0.,0., .631,.136720567, io778 l
DATA {AKSTC3(I,2),I=I,18|/3.,3.,-_.,0.,0., 1.0, 0.,
I0.3,- 1. 12398985, • 7935237_, • 8C465682,-.2137047 IE-2,. 39794,
20.,0., .729, .081707270, 1.0 /
DATA [ _KSTC3( I, 3|,I=1,8 )/I., 3. , -.22,-.I0597949, -.2i522105,
11.315846441 .16196636 E-2 ,I.0/
DATA( AKSTCO(I,4|,I=I, 15|/ 2.,4.,-.280,0.0, .36187329,.26550054,
1 1.0243779, -.3075470, .238_ 1.6717516,-3.6259505,2.72817_8,
2 .48625031, -.26386826, .71948992/
C CH4
DATA (TCCOF( |,IT , I=1,15 ) /.75226444,.20119504E-2, L00.77 ,
1.1620 , I. , 4. ,-.9586073 ,.92583319, /._5004971, .87342136 ,
21.29907897 ,-T.,31464957, .617 , 4., 1.E-4/
E N2
DATA (TCCOF( 1,2l , I=l,15l 1.11425_81E1,.23865873E-2, 126.3 ,
1.3105 , I., 4., -1.39794 ,.51372790E-l,.171559_7,.39312363 ,
21.56022809 p-6.85395932, .39967,2., 2.77E-5 /
C 32
DATA (TCCOF(I,3| ,I=1,15| /.96364877,.21320779E-2, 154.78 ,
1.4325 1. 4. ,-2.6383, O.e.587013201-1,.2388732[,I.39461538,, t
2-6.86562723 , .513217612._3.401-5/
C AR
DATA {TCCDF(I,4|, I=1,15| /.IIO37387EI,.21277034E-2,153.70,
1.5313 , I.,4., -1.744727, .47325357E'I, .29305409, .72199889t
21.56855570, -6.94782507, .45108,1. ,2.241-5/
C C02
C Wl-K'W FROM KEYES-SENGERS
DATA (TCCOF( I,Sl,I=l, 151 /. 98614941,.162r 9794 E-2, 33_.2,
1.4640 , I., 4., -4.699 , .251/03Z81-I, .2_823104, .59310573,
21°53850(0,-6.g8446882,.4226, 3..4.031-5/
C NE _JS ING K-K_' FOR ARGON WITH NE XLAM AND ZC5
DATA (TCCOF(I,6),I=I, 151/.95859 , .249676E-? , 44.4, .493,
if., 4.,-1.74_727,.47325357E-I,.29305409,.72199889,1.56855570,
2-6.9_ 782507, .45 I08, I. , 2. bE- 5/
C C3 USE N2 WITH CO CONSTANTS
DATA (TCCOF[ Ip7)i I=l, 151/I.127527, .226934E-2 ,132.91,
1.2997, I.,4.,- L.39794,.51372790_--I,.[ lI55947,.39312303,1.560228_9,
2-6.85 395932, .39967, 2., 2.791-5/
C PE
DATA (TCCOF(1,8), I=L, 15)/I. 136t.25791-2,5.2,.0693, l.,4.,-1.744727,
1.47325357E-1, .29305409,.72199889,1.5685557d_-6.94782507,._5108,1.,
25.E-5/
C F2 SETUP TO L]AD DIATOMIC CURVE FOR K= EVEN THOUGH IS NOT USED
DATA iTCCOF( I,g|, I=I, 1531 1.02031, .19754E-2, 144.31, .57375,
1 I.,_.,-1.301, ._47_771,1.3i97988, ._7309461, 1.3532272,
2-6.3527256, ._625, 2.,1./
£ tOAC CRITICAL _HO AND T FOR THERM AND H2
DATA ( TCCOF[ I, lO),I=l, 15)li.4978,.252512E-2,32.976,.03143, I.,4.,
I- I., 2. 705814R4, 4. 30610645, I. 88960889_ I. 26994786 ,-6.82428539,.4,
22.,.61C74E-4/













DATA ZETA /.468 gO513E-l,. 40786245E_ i, .-$0i 15154r:_ i '
1" 2762 8636E-1_ • 224073g4E-I t. _7495F-1,. 402544E-1 , .38 43, • 268 525E-1,
2 .40786245E- i/
DATA FF/ loO15t 5_l°Op 1.02, 1.1_ 1., 2.27, 1.0, 1.0/
DATA DTRIPL/°57tI.121,1.400_I.415,1.17,1.247,.83{_,.21,1.71,.[I/
DATA SgT/l13op2_68°t86.,216.t25. t70. tb.3e60.,68. /
DATA KSWT 15"1,3"2,2.1/
DATA CI FTT/7_ l.t. 11 2" 1./
DATA RHOSWT/2.5t2.2t6*2.4,2.2,2.2/
DATA AMUC/- -06, O. i .04, 2_'0., 2.. 1,3.0. /
DATA BMUC/.O7t°2, O.t.2tO.,.2,4*O. /
END
C3MPUTE P_ESSURE P GIVEN TEMPERATURE T AN) OENSITY O.
U_IITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU. IF KR IS RETURNED OR
SPECIFIED AS It P IS =OMPUTED AT SATURATION AS A
FUNCTION OF T ONLY,.
SUBROUTINE PRESS|KUtT,DtP,KRI
COMM3N/ CON123/ DCONV(5),TCONV(SItPCONV(51
COMMON/BEND/ R tCPItCP2,CP3tCP4tCP5tCP6tCP7 _CP8tCPg,CPI3,
ICPIIICPI2tCPI3tCP14t:P15tCPI6tCPIT_CPI8sCPIgtCP20
2 ,CP21tCP22, CP23tCP26
C(IqMON/CHECK S/DCH liD= H2,PCH l t PCH21, PCH3 wTCHI t,TCH2 t TCH3, DST, TST p
IHSCHI, t_SC H2
COqNON/BENDIT/TS




TS=TC HECK(KUt KR_T )
T2=I.0
IF (IHE.EO.I) T2=TS
IF (KR-1I IO, 7OtlO
10 DSfOChECK(KUp D)
IF (TS-TCH2I 20,20,50
20 CALL DENS(I, TS,ZE,ZE,DSLtDSVtl)
IF {DS-DSLI 30,60t40









REGIONS 2 AND 3
80 AI= R*TS
A2 = 1 ./TS
A3 = A2*A2
A4=(( (CP21*A2*CPSI*A2÷CP41*A2+CP3},_AZ4.CPZ+CPL.TS
AS=( CP23_A2+CP8 I* AZ+CP T+( CPZZ_TS+CP6 )*TS
A6 = cPg*TS*CPIO
A7= CP11'kTS+CPI2 +CPZ4_A2
A8 = ( (CP16=A2÷CP 15)=A2+CPI4)_A3
Ag = ( (CPIg'I=A2+Cp I8)*A2_-CPITI=wA3
.._i= EX P (-CP 20_'OS* D S IT 2 )
PS={( [ ((CP13_DS+A7+Ag_WB].)*DS+Ab)_,DS,,.ASeABW_BI) w,[-)S+A4I,OS+AI)_OS
go P=PS*PCONV(KU }
R ET JR N
END
91
C CONPUTE TENPER&TU_E T GIVEN PRESSURE P AND DENSITY O.
C UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU° IF KR IS RETURNED OR
C
SUBROUTINE TENPIKUtPtDBTt KR l
CC_INON/ CON123/ DCONV(5|BTCONV(5|tPCONV(5!
COqMON/BENO/ R pep ItCP2 _C P3eCP6t CP5 tCP6 tCP/_CP8 _CP9 *C PlO I
[CPI tt CPI2eCPI3tCP I6t_P 15tCP[6tCP[T_CPt8tCP[9tCP20
2 tCPZ[tCP22vCP23tCP26
CORNON/HELFLU/ IHEt IFkt |HY
COqMON/Ct_ECKS/DCHItDCHZtPCH ItPCH2 tPCH3 t TCHI tTCH2 ITCH3 eDST eTST,
1HSCHI, HSCH2




PS-PCHECK (KUt KR tP |
C
























C REGIONS Z AND 3
C
80 A1 = DS*CS
A3 =( ( ( (CPI3_'DSeCP IZI_,DSeCPIOI'_DS+CPTI*DSo'CPZ I*AI -PS
A4 = ( ( ( ( Cp I I_DS+CP q) _D S+CP 6) _3 S+CP/)*D S_RI *Z) S




A12 = 2**CP22_A I*DS
TS=SOLVE( TSm TSF tDTSF |
C
C VER IFY PEGION
C
]F (PS-PCH2) 1 lOt l 10190
90 IF (TS-TCH2I lOOt lOOtllO
IO0 KR=2







COMPUTE DENSITY O GIVEN TEMPERATURE T ANO PRESSURE P.
UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU. IF KR IS RETURNED OR
SPECIFIED AS It THE SATURATED LIQUID AND VAPOR DENSITIESt
01. AND OV RESPECTIVELYt ARE COMPUTED AS A FUNCTION
OF T OR P. THE OTHER VALUE MUST BE INPUT AS 0o0 °
7O
75
SUBROUTINE DENS(K Ut T_ P _D t DL tD Vl, KR)
COMM3N/ CDNI23/ OCONVIS|tTCONVI5)tPCONV(51
COMMON /CHECK I/NI
COqMON / BEND/ R tCPltCP2_C P3tCP6tCP5 tCP6 tCP7 tCP8 tCP9 ICPI3 o
|CPllt CP12tCPI3_CPI4_PIS_CPI6_CP17tCP18tCPIgtCP20
2 _CPZIICP22t CP23_CP 26
CO_MON IBENO !.31A lwA6pA 5,A6tATtA8_Agt PS
COMMON/BENDISIAIOeAII_AI2tAI3tAI6
COWN]N/BENDIT/TS
COWMON/CHECKS/OCHItDCHZ_PCHLtPCHZt PCH3_ TCHI _TCH2 tTCFS,{)ST,TST,
1HSCH1, HSCHZ
C0_ NON/CO FMU/EP SK pWMt D I S ! RHOC R T t ZE TAA
CO_MON/FELFLU/ IHE. IFLt, IHY
COMMON/SOL ID/DTR IP
COWMON / IERROR / IROUT
EXT_NAL DSFz, DDSF
I ROUT=I
IF (KR.EOol) GO TO 70
T S=TCI_ ECK (KUt KRt T |
GO T_ 5
IF (T°GT°O°O} GO TO 75














A5= ( CP23*A2_CP8 I_A2*CP 7+[CP22*TS_CP61*TS
A6= cPg*TS*CP 10
AT= CPII_TSt-CPI2 _CP24_A2
A8=( ( CP 16*AZ_-CP 15 _*A Z ¢'CP 16l _A3
A9=( ( CP xg_vA 2*CP 18 )_A Z _'CP £ 7l *A3
















CALL ROOT( ESTt DCHlt 0° _DSF _D S)
GO T3 150
110 IF (TS-TCH21 20_20t50
20 CaLL PSSS(PSS|
IF (ABS((PSS-PS)/PSSI-I.E-4| 60_30,30




IF ITS/TCH2.LT..90oO_.PS/PSS.LT..95_PSS) GO TO 90

















I F( T]LI .GT..995) DS=. 75*RHOCRT
IF(T11.GT..999| DS=.BS*RHOCRT
I F( T11°GT•.9995 )O S=.90SRHOCRT
OSV"SOLVE(DSt OSF,ODSF I
DL= DSL _DCONV( KU I
DV= DS V't'CCONV( KU I
RETURN
8 I DL=RHOCRT=DCONVIKU I= 1.001
OV= RHO CJ_T_DC_NVI K U I_' • 999
C
C THIS FIX IS APPLIED IN THE NEAR SUBCRITICAL AREA TO COMPENSATE FOR
C THE FAILURE OF NEWTON-RAPHSON TO CONVERGE ON A DENSITY HITHOUr AN
C ACCURATE ESTIMATE. PERHAPS ROOTX SHOULD BE USED IN THE REGION
C T/TCRT .GT..90 TO PREVENT THI S PROBLEM
C IF Y3U WANT AN ERROR MESSAGE WHEN THIS HAPPENS REMOVE THE C-S cROM
C FOLLOWING THREE CARDS.
C WRETE(6t 821 TS
C 82 FORHAT(IH e25H SATURATION CALL FOR TS:= tFtO.Dt65H IS TOG NEAR CRIT





REGIONS 2 AND 3
90 DS=SOLVE(OStDSFtDDSF)
150 D=DS*DCONVIKU )
IF IDS.GT.DTRIP) WRITE(6t tSZI TtP
152 FORMAT(ZH t 98H DENSITY SOLUTION IS BEYOND THE GRASP OF GASP. ANS









DIUENSION FMI(gIt FM2(9)t FM3(QI, FMT(gI_ ROUTlI3)
DATA FMI /SIHI 1H t,_12.4 ,DIHIS OUT OF RANGE FOR T IN SJB.-,A6 I
1/
DATA FM2 /5].HI [H tC, L2. zt t3IHIS OUT OF RANGE _(]R P IN SLIB.-tA6 )
94
1 /
DATA FM3 I51H(1H ,G12.4 t]L_IIS OUT OF RANGE FOR D IN SUB.-,A6 |
1 /
DATA ROUT /4HDENSeSHPRESSt4HTEMP t4HENTHtOHEhT ,6HTEMPPH,bHTEMPPS
It 5HSON ICe 5HS_CHPt 5HS_CHVt 5H'I14ERM t 4_IVI SC t_HSURF /
C)NVERT TEMPERATURE T TO DE_REES KELVIN AND CHECK
FOR OUT OF RANGE. UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU. IF KR
IS SPECIFIED AS It T IS CHECKED FOR OUT OF SATURATION
RANGE,








CONVERT PRESSURE P TO ATMOSPHERES AND CHECK
FOR OUT OF RANGE. UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU. IF KR IS
SPECIFIED AS I_ P IS CHECKED FOR OUT OF SATURATICN






2 FMT(J |=FM2(J |
GO T] IO
CONVERT DENSITY D TO GRAM-MOLESILI TER AND CHECK
FOR OUT 3F RANGE. UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU.







IO IF.(KR.EO.II GO TO 30
20 IFICHECK.LT.CHI) GD TO 40
IF(CHECK.GT.CHO| GO T_ 40
25 RETURN
30 IF(CHECK.LT.CHIi GO TO 40
IF(CHECKoLE.CH2I GO TO 25
(_0 dRITE| 6, FMT} CHECK,ROUTIIROUT|
RETURN
END
SAME AS RJOTX - NEEDED TO PREVENT RECU_SION
SOLVE FOR Xl SUCH THAT FUNC(XL) = FOFX, W4ERE Xl LIES










120 IF (A-I.) 133,130t1008
130 IF (FOFX-O.) 80,70,80
95
TO ASSIGN 100 TO JUMP
GD TO _D
80 ASSIGN 110 TO JUMP
90 X=( XXO+XX2)_'. 5
KOUNT = O
150 X 1 = X
KOUNT = KOU'WT ÷ 1
A = FDFX - F2
FX = FUNC(X)
FXL=FO,I X-XXO )_ (F2-FO)/(XX2-XXO!
8=ABS ( ( FX-FXL )/(F 2-FO) |
IF (A_'(FX-FOFX) .LT. 0.1 GO TD 1001
XXO = X
F O= FX
IF IB-.31 lOt2D. 20
20 X=I X_'XX2 )_.5
GO T3 40
1001 xx2 = x
F2 = FX
IF (B-.31 lOt3De30
30 X=( XXO,oX ),=.5
GO TO 40
10 X=XXO÷(FDFX-FOI*(XX2-XXC)/(F2-FO)
40 IF (ABSIIX-Xll/XI-TDL I 50ttDOOtlDO0
50 GO TO JUNP,(IOOoI1D)
100 IF (ABS(FUNC(XI)-TDLtlO. )60ttOOOelO00
11D IF (ABS((FOFX-FUNC(X|)/FOFX)-TOL ) bOelOOOpIDO0
LO00 IF IKDUNT.GT.401 TDL=TOL'kIO.
IF (KDUNToGT.60) TOL=TOL=IO°
IF IKOUNT.GT.80| TOL=TOL'_IO,
IF (KOUNT.LT.IOO) GO TO 150
160 WRITE (6,170t XltX
170 FORMAT I IHLtTgHAN ITERATION HAS BEEN TERMINATED AT 10D ITERATIONS°
1 THF LAST TWO VALUES WERE _3G15.5|
60 X l=x
RETURN
1007 X I = X O
GO T3 140
IO08 X l = X2
140 WRITE( 6,B L4'L|
141 FORMAT(IHOp2_H SOLUTION OUT OF RANGE I
RETURN
END
SOLVE FOR Xl SUCH THAT FUNCIXI) = FOFX, W4ERE Xl LIES
BETWEEN XO AND X2
SUBROUIINE ROOTX(XOeX2,FOFXtFUNC,XL)
CO_MON ICHECK 21K_ UNT
TOL=I .E-5




A=( FO FX-FOI/( F2-FO I
IF (A| IOD7tL20, I2D
120 IF (A-I.} 130t130tlO08
13D IF (FDFx-O.) 8DeTOeBD
70 ASSIGN 100 TO JUMP
GO T3 90
80 ASSIGN 110 T3 JUMP
90 W=( XX O.n.XX 2)_, 5
KOUNT = 0
150 X 1 = X
KDUNT = KOUNT + I




B,,ABS ( ( FX-FXL )/(FZ--FO I )




20 X =( X_'XX21_'.5
GO T3 _,0
1001 XX2 = X
F2 = FX
IF (8-°31 10,30t30
30 X=( X_O+X t_.5
GO TO _0
10 X=XXO4"(FOFX-FO|_( XX2-XX¢| /(F2-FO)
60 IF (ABS((X-XI|/X)-TOL I 50,1000tlOO(J
50 GO TO JUMP,| 100,110)
100 IF (ABS(FUNC(X)I-TOL_'LO. )60,1000,1000
110 IF (ABS((FOFX-FUNCIX)t/FOFX)-TOL ) 60t1000,1000
1000 IF (KOUNT.GT.#O) TOL=TOL_'IO.
IF ('{OUNT.GT°60) TOL=TOL=IO.
IF (KOUNT.GT,80) TOL=TOL_'IO.
IF (KOUNT.LT.100) GO TO 150
160 WRITE (At 170) XltX
170 FORMAT (IHLt79HAN ITERATION HAS BEEN TERMINATED AT 100 ITERATIONS.
1 THE LAST TWO VALUES WERE t)GlB, B|
60 X l=X
t_ ETURN
1007 X 1 = XO
GO TO 160
1008 Xl = X2
1_0 WRITE(6, 161)
161 FORMAT( IHOtZ4H SOLUTION OUT OF RANGE I
RETURN
END
NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION GIVEN AN INITIAL ESTIMATE Xi












20 I1: (WI.GT.40) TOL
IF (_I.GT.60) TOL
IF (NI.GT.80) TOL











60 FORMAT (IHLt81HAN ITERATION HAS BEEN TERMINATED AT





75 FORMAT( ].F t82H N-R ITERATIt_N DID NOT FIND A VALID ANSWER,


















Y INT( I I,, -.5/P
O = 3._.((Y(I*II-Y(1)I-(Y(I)-Y(I-I))|/H2
10 J(I)- (C-.5_,U(I-III/P
P =-. 5W'Y INT( NXN 11 ÷1.
Y INT( NX)= 0.







IF(T( (l-X( II )60t B5,70
60 WRITE(6,600) TIll, X(I), XINXI
600 FORMAT(IFILt_OH A_ ERROR OCCURRED DURING INTERPOLATION /
1 96H THE X WHERE INTERPOLATION DESIRED (XINT) IS OUT OF
2RA_IGE. THE ROUTINE WELL TRY TO EXTRAPOLATE./ 6H XINT=GIS.7_ 6H





I F(K-NX) 70_, TOt 81
81 KERROR = KERROR÷I
WRITE(6t600I T(llt X(l)t XINXI
K =NX
85 IF (KFOI 40f6OtSO
ttO YINT( I|=(XM(_-IH'(X(K)-T(I)t_'3_XM(K|4'(T(II-X(K-I||_3÷I6.'I'y(K-I| -
IXM( K- 1 |_'H2)_' ( X( K I-T( I ) I_'! 6. w,Y(K )-XM (K) _'HZ ) W_(T ( I I-X ( K-I ) ) )/ (6._,H)
GO T_ go















20 IF (XS-COEF( ITESTII 30_3Otz, O
30 I 8EG=3_ISTEP
I E'4D=- ITEST- ISTEP
DO 53 I=IBEGI. IEND,ISTEP
IF (XS-COEF([)) 60,60t50







71 FORNAT(IHOt E16.St 60H
IOLATEO_ I
60 I BEG" I- ]STEP _'2
I END,, I BEG_NOEG- 1
POL Y=COEF( IBEG-- 11
DO 80 I-IBEGI IEND
80 POLY=POLY*XS_'COEF( I I
R ETURN
END
IS OUT OF RANGE OF CURVE FIT VALUE IS EXTRAP
SUBROUTINE OGUESSITSpTCR,DSTI
COMMON/COFMU/EP SK _WMtD IStRHOCRTj ZETAA















• GT*.C_8IOST - RHOCRT*I.30
.GT o.999) OST=RHOC RT*I. 2 0
°GT..9995) OST=RHOCRT*I. 10




FUNCTION _ISED TO SOLVE FOR SATURATION TEMPERATURE TSS
GIVEN PRESSURE
FUNCTION TSSF(TSSI
COMMON/COSAT/ CPSI t CPS 2tCPS3s, CP S6tCPS5 I,CPS6 t CPS7




DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION USED TO SOLVE FOR SATURATION






FUNCTION USED TO SOLVE FOR TEMPERATURE TS GIVEN PRESSURE
AND DENSITY
FUNCTION TSF(TSI
COMMON/BEND/ R tCP I_ CP2,CP3,CP _eC PS,C Pb,CP7 I,CPB,C Pg,CPI3 ,
ICPII, CPI2_CPI3tCP 14_PIS_CPI6tCPITtCPI8pCPLQ_CP20
2 ,C(}2 |, CP22, CP 23t CP 24
COMM_N/_ELFLU/ IHEt IFL_ IHY
C OMM_]N/B EIND31DSv A irA3 _,A4,A 5,A6B _.ATB ,ABB, AI2
T2=I.O
IF ( IPE.EQ.I! T2=TS
99
A2,, DS* EXP( -CP 20.I,D S*DS IT21
A6A,,( CP [T_,A [4-CP 14 I_A [t.A 2
ATA=( CP 18_.A I_CP 15 |._A lSA 2
A 84:.( CP 19_.A leCP 16 IrA I*A 2
46=. AbAeA6B









T SF=( ( I A8*BI_AT)t' BI_-A 6 leB I÷A 5) _'BI_- (CPZ2_TS_'AI *O S÷A_ I*TS 4"A3
R ETUR N
DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION USED TO SOLVE FOR TEMPERATURE TS
GIVEN PRESSURE AND DENSITY
ENTRY CTSF(TS)







FUNCTION USED TO SOLVE FOR DENSITY OS GIVEN TEMPERATURE
ANC PRESSURE
FUNCTION DSF(OSI
COqMON/BEND/ R _CPItCPZ,CP3.CP6.CPS.CPb,CPT tCPBeCPg,CP13.
lCPlle CPIZpCPI3_CP 16tCPIStCP16_CPI7_CP18eCPZe_CP20
2 ,CP2 It CP22, CP 23, CP26
COMMON/BENDI3/AItAZtpAStAbtA TeA8_AgtPS
COMMONIBEND15/ A IOtA I I ,A I2tA I3,A I 6
COqM3NIHELFLU/ IHEt IFL, IHY
COMNON/B ENDIT/TS
T 2='1.0
IF ( II-E.EQ.II T2:TS
8 I= EX P(-CP Z0= DS'I'D S/T2 )
BZ= 48"81
B3= A9_'B 1
OSF=( ( ( ( (CP I. 3_,'D St'A 7_'B 3)¢DS÷A6I _DS_-A 5_-B2) _DS÷A_.) ,I,DS*- AI ) sOS- PS
RETURN
DERIVATIVE OF FUNCTION USED TO SOLVE FOR 3ENSITY DS GIVEN
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
ENTRY ECSF(DSI
DDS F= ( I ( ( ( A 10.8 3*DS'I-A 1J. ).0 S_-A 12'1-( 5. *A9_-AIO*A8 ) *Bl) _.DS.I-A13 ) "DS




COMPUTE SATUR_TIO_ PRESSURE PSS GIVEN TEMPERATURE
SUBROUTINE PSSS(PSS)
COMMON/_ END171TS
COMM]NICOSAT/ CPSI _CPSZ,CPS3 ,CP S_, CP SS,CPS6 eCPS7
PSS:[O._,*!((( (CPS7_TS÷CPSbIW'TS_'CPSS)*TS eCPS4) _TS',-CPS3I'_TS'*'CPSZ/TS_"
ICPS [ )
100





COMPUTE SATURATION TEMPERATURE GIVEN PRESSURE PS
FUNCTION TSS(PSi






AIzCPS I-ALOGEO(PS I I
A2=5._CPS7
A3z6°_CPS6















SUBROUTINE TEMPPH( KUt P tHt TtD,O L pDV,P KR)
COMMON/CONIZ310C3NVI 5 ),TCONV{ 5l ,PCONV( 5 I











IF (HS-FSCH2) 40t 60p20
WRITE[ 6t 211 HS
FORMAT(IHO_EI6.6_,40H INPUT H IS OUT OF RANGE--CALC.CONT.











80 CALL DENS(I, TS,ZE,ZE,OSL_,DSVtl|
DL=DSL*DCONVi KU |














pS = P S_.99qB8
TS2=TCP3
C





















SUBROUTINE TEMPPS (KUePtS,TIDtDL,DV_KR )
COWMDNI CON1231 DCONV( 51,TCONV( 5),PCONV{SI
CDMMON/CONV4/ SCDNV(5)
COMMON IBBND3 tiP S
COMMON IBEND55/SS













CALL ENT ( lpltTStPSeZE pZE tSSLtSSV )
IF ( SS-SSL ) 90t 7Or, 60
IF I SS-SSV) 70,70,100
REGION 1
70 KR= I
80 CALL DENS( I,TS,ZE,ZE,DSL,DSV, I)












T S I:,, TS'_ I.E-S
PS= P S* .':)gq88
TS2--TCF3
REGIONS 2 AND 3
rio CALL ROOTX ( TSL,TS2, SSI, TPSFtTS )
CALL CENSI It TSt PSI DS, ZE ,ZE ,KR l
D=DS*I]CONV(KII I
VERIFY REGION
IF (PS-PCH21 12Ct 120e 150


















CALL DENS ( ItTStPStDStZEpZEtKR)
CALL ENT ( /.,KRmTS,PSpDStSSC,ZE,ZE)
TSHF = SSC
R ET UR N
ENC)
C]MPUTE EWTHALPY H GIVEN TEMPERATURE T_ PRESSURE P_, AND
DENSITY D. UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU. REGICN IS
SPECIFIEO BY KF,. IF KR IS SPECIFIED AS 1, THE SATURATED
LIQUID AND VAPOR ENTHALPIES, HL AND HV RESPECTIVELYt
ARE COMPUTED AS A FUNCTION OF T L3NLY.
SUBROUTINE ENTH(KU_K_,T,P ,OtH.DHL_HV|
COMMU N/CONVb¢ HCON V( 5 |
C GMMON fBEN()17/TS
CO'4M_ N /BEND2)/DSL _,DS V
C OM _4_3N / BENO2q IHSL _,HSV
COMMON / IERROR / IRC)UT
IROUT=4
t S=TCt- ECK (K!J, KR ,T ]
PS:PCHECK|KU, KR_P
IF (KR.NE.[) I.)S=9CHECK(KU_DI

















FUNCTION USED T3 COMPUTE SATURATED LIQUID ENTHALPY
OM SATU_ATEO VAPOR ENTHALPY OR SATURATE9 LIQUID ENTROPY
FROM SATURATED VAPOR ENTROPY GIVEN PRESSU_ PS AND
TEMPERATURE
FUNCT ION HSSLVF(PS|
COMMON/COSAT/ CPS}. t CP $2,C PS3tCPS4t CP $5 ,CPS6, CPS7
COMMO N/BENDL7/TS






C3MPUTE SATURATED LIQUID AN{) VAPOR ENTHALPIES GIVEN






HSV=HSS( PSt DSV )
HSL =H SV-TS*HSSL VF (PSi
RETURN
ENTRY SSLV{PS I
COMPUTE SATURATED LIQUID ANO VAPOR ENTROPIES GIVEN
PRESStI_E _S AND TEMPERATURE
COMMO N/BEND21/SSL , SSV





C'3MPUTE ENTROPY S GIVEN T_-MPERATURE T_ PRESSURE P, AND
DENSITY D. UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU. REGICN IS
SPECIFIED BY KR. IF KR IS SPECIFIED AS L, THE SATURATED
LIQUID AND VAPOR ENTROPIES, SL AND SV RESPECTIVELY,
104
ARE COMPUTED AS A FUNCTION OF T ONLY.
SUBROUTINE ENT(KUtKR t Tt PtDI, $I,SL t SVI
COMMON/BEND  R tCPImCP2_CP3,CP4_,CP5tCP6_CPI tCP8_CPe_CPZ3v
ICPII, CPZ2tCPI3tCP I4_CP [5tCPI6,CP[T_CPI8tCPIgtCP20
2 I,CP2 It CP 22t CP 23t CP 24






TS=TChECK(KUt KR tT I
PS=PCHECK(KUt, KRI, P I














40 S =SS_t SCONV(KU )
RETURN
END
COMPUTE THE INTEGRAL IN THE
OENSITY DSL TO DENSITY DS
FUNCTION HDINT({)S,DSL !
ENTHALPY COMPUTATION FROM
COWM]N/BEND/ R tCPltCP2_CP3,CP4,CPStCP6,CPl ,CPB,CPg,CPI3,
ICPI I, CPI2,CPIO_CP 14,CPIS_CPI6,CPI7,CPIS,CPlg,CP20
2 tCP2 ItCP22_CP23, CP24
COMMON/BENDI?/TS
COMML]N/BEND27/A3, A4,A 5tA6s, AT, ABi, Ag,AlO,All,A[2 yAI3




A2= A I._A £
A3=-. 5_A2,_T 2/CP 20








A12= ( (CPI6=A l¢CP 15)_WAl+CP14!=A2







COMPUTE THE INTEGRAL IN THE ENTROPY COMPUTATION
DENSITY DSL Tg DENSITY DS
T2=l.O




64= | - 2 .*CP 22(' T S-CP &_-( 2.*CP23"A I_'CP B1"62 |*. 5
A 5= (4 °*CP 16$A 1.3°*CP 15 |*A I÷ 2.*CP 14
66=( _._CP 19*A 14-3._CP 181_A 1÷2.*CP17
67=-. 5eA2/CP2O*A leT2
6B=-CP_*.3333333
AD=(-CPI 1.CP24"62 )* .25
AlO=T 2/CP 20
612= ( (CP16*AIN'CP 15I*AI+CPINI*A2
Al3= ((CPIg*AI+CP 18)*AI+CPIT)*A2




FUNCTION USED T3 COMPUTE THE INTEGRAL IN THE ENTHALPY
COMPUTATION BASED ON DENSITY DS
FUNCTION flDINTF(DSI
COI_MON IB ENDI R ,CP I_CPZICP3tCP%CPS,CP6 ,CPZ ,C P8 t C P9 ,CPI_ ,
ICPll_ CPIZ.CPI3.CP INt=P IS, CP I6,CPI7,CPIB,CPIg,CPZO
2 ,CP2 Ip CP22, CP23, CP 24
COMMONIhELFLU/ IHEt IFL, IHY
CO'NMO N IBENDL71TS






IF ( IHE.EO.I| AIS=(AI2*(BI+AII)+AI3*((BI+2._'&II)*BI+2.*AII*AIII )
I'B2*.5
HDINTF=( ( ( (A IO*OS÷40)¢OStA8)*OS÷651 *O S',-At*!'_OS
÷A3$ B2_'( A6_-A75 ( fl I÷A 11 )1÷A15
R ETU R N
FUNCTION USED TO COMPUTE THE INTEGRAL IN THE ENTROPY
COMPUTATION BASED ON DENSITY DS
ENTRY SDINTF(DS)
T2=I.O
IF ( IINE.EO.II T2=TS
BI=CS*CS
R2= EXP(-CP2OW, B lIT2 |
AIS=O.C
IF(IHE,EO,I) AIS=AI2*F_2*,5_IFIIIT2_I,/CP20|_AL3_B2_(,5mBI*B)./T2
+( _.I_A 10 I/C) 20)




CJMPUTE E_WTHALPY IN REGION 3 OR SATURATE3 VAPU_ FNTHALPY
GIVEN I'FESSURE PSi, {)ENSITY DS, &NO TEMPERATURE
#U'!CT I']h!I_SS(PS,,qSI
r_l'_l_ IFrrPl P I,IFI,CP2,LP3,C.#4,CPS,CP_,CP?,CPS,CPg,CPl),
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ICPIIt CPI2tCPI3_CP 14t_P |5, CPI6pCPI7tCPIB_CPIQ,CP2_
2 , CP2 IpCP22, CP23t CP24
COMMZ)N/FELFLU/ ]HEr IFL, IHY
COMMON/COCPO/TO _CC OPle CCOP 2t CCOP 3 t CCOP4t C"- OP5
COMMON/BENDI7/TS
COMM3N/B END25/ A[tAZtA3_A4
COM _ON/HY DR ]/DEL Ht DEL S










HSS=HOTO _( HTERM I+DELH-HTERM|*C POCOR+P S/DS-R*T S÷HDI NT (DS ,0 !
RETURN
GIVEN PRESSURE PS_ DENSITY DS_ AND TEMPERATURE
COMPUTE ENTROPY IN REGION 3 OR SATURATED VAPOR ENTROPY
ENTRY SSS(PS,DSI
TPE TERM R*LNIRTD} IS NDT DIMFNSIONLESS CONSEQUENTLY
SHOULD BE R*LN(RT{)*CONVI = R*LN_CONV| ¢. R*LN(RTD)
THEREFORE ADD THE TERM R*LN(CONV)
FOP R ATM-L ITER/( GM-_rJt E K) [INNS
FOR R PSI A-CC I| G_i K)
FOR R J I( GM K !
FOR NITROGEN THE CDRRECTION BECUMES
BE_IDER SCDR_ =R*ALOC, I. _.01325) =-. 6794936
OEL S=O.O





SSS= SOT{I ÷ (STE_IMI ÷ DELS-STERM )*CPOCOR-R*ALCG(R*TS_DS)
E + SDINTfDStO.)
HSS=SSS





CONV = . 101325
NEEDED F3R STEPWISE INTEGRATION
SUBROUTINE SETCPO( TIN|
DIWENS ION ADOH(4_AD)S{4I,HCPO(5_3)
DATA ACCFIO.t-62.QT75p-147. 6,6L. 7/
DATA ACES/O._-9.9313, 5. 361,-16.70T/
COMMON/C[]CP3/TOi [ltC:nPI_CCOP2_CCOP3_CCOP4tC:(]P5







MULT[PLt FIT REQUIRES STEPWISE INTEGRATION FCR H2
IF (TEST.LT._,O.) GO TO _3
K=3
IF( TEST.LE.500. ! K=2
IF| TEST.LE .LSO. i K=I
5 DO 10 I=2_6
iL} TO( l} = t-CP3(I-[,K)
r,_ T_ 50
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50 OEL H=ADO_(K_[ |




COM_]NIBE_D/ R _CPItCPZ_CP3,CP41CP5_CP&tCP7 tCP8pCPg_CP13,
ICPII, CPIZ_CPI3_CPI_tCPIStCPE6,CPIT,CPI8tCPIgtCP20
2 t CP2 liCP22_ CP 23t CP 24
COMMON/BEND35/A2tAJt_4_AStA_AtA6BtA7A_ATB tABAIASBtAII tAt2t AI3wA[4D
tA15,A16
COMM3NIHELFLU/ IHEv IFL_ IHY
COMMON IPARTL SlPTV _PDT
T2= I.
IF (IHE.EQ.I) TZ=TS
PDT= ((((( 6-wwCPL3F-2.=CPZO'WAL6W=A2/T2| _DSc'S,_WA141_DS +(S-W'Al
[b-2.=CP20/T2=AL5)=A2_'4.tAI3)_'DS_'3._AI2I _'DS_-(-_°*AII_'3.tAI5'WA2) |eOS_
2R W,TS







PTV=A4-ALO_=( ( ( 4 .=A8*l g _-3. _tA 7)_=A 9e.2. *Ab) =Ag_-A_ I • At7
RETURN
END
SUBRF)UTINE CPPRL(P,Dt TtCPPART,CVPA_TtKU, KReK_P,GAMWA_CS(]N)
COMM]N/BEND/ R _CPL_CP2_CPJ_CP_CPS_CP&_CP_ _CP8_CPg,CPI)_
LCPlI, CPI2, CPl3, CP 14_CPIS,CPI6,CPIT_CPLB,CPIq_CP20





COMMON/PELFLU/ IHE_ IFL_ IHY
COMMJN/B ENDJ&/CP3
COM MON/P AR TL S/PTV _PDT
C04MDN/REFN3/SDTD _HOTO_CPO£ OR _H TERM _STE RM
CO_MJN ISW ITSIKSWI T, TSWIT_DIF T,R SWI T
COMM IN/CONV4/SCON V( 5|
COMMDN/CONVS/CC_NVi 5l
CO_MJN / IER_EJR / IROUT
TS=TCHECK(KU_KR_T |
PS=PCPECK(KU_ KR _P )
DS=DCHECK(KU, D)
I_ (IHY.EQ°I) CALL SETCPr)(TS)
TT=TS
IF (KR.EO.I! KCP=KCP_I
ASSIGN 500 T] JUMP
IF (DS.GT.RSWITI ASSIGN 600 TO JUMP
IF (KSWIT.EO.2.ANr).qTS.LE.TSWIT.OR. DS.JT.RSwITIIASSIGN &)DTOJJMP
GO T3 JLJMP,(5OC_&O0)









A15 = {(CPI6*A9 • CP[5} * Ag + CP[4) _.
AI6 = ({CPIq*A9 • CPlS_*AO +CPI7I*AI3
A[O
TEST CP COMPUTED BY THk INTE3RAL OF THE SECOND
PARTIAL OF P l_Y T
CPO = I | |CCDPS*TS*CCOP4) *TS+CCOP3)mTS_'CCDP2) _'TSo-CCOPI
CVO= CPO*CPDCOR-R
CVPART= -(CPP_LF(L]S) - CPPRLF(3.)I + CVO
GO TO lO00





A3=(| I (CPI3*DS÷CP |2)*OS÷CPlCI_DS+CP7|*DSeCP2)*AI
A4=(( ( (CPII*DS÷CPO|*DS+CObI*DS+CPLI*DS+R! *DS
A4=A4 e2.*CP 22"A I_DS*TS
AS=(| CP24*AI+CP8|*DS+CP3)_'Al
A(SA=( CP 17*A t+CP 14 |_'AI*A 2
A6B = (CP23*DS_CP4)*AI
AT/k={ CP 18*A [+CP i.5 I*A I.*A 2
A7B=CP 5*A I
ABA=( CP I9*A I_CP IO )*AI*A2
A8B=CP 2 I*AI
A9 = 1 ,ITS
AIO : AgW'Ag
All= ((( CP2I *Ag*CPS)_Aq+CP4)*Ag+CP3 )*Aq+CP2+CPI*TS
AI2=(CP23*Ag+cPBI*Ag+CPT+4CPZZ_TS_CP6)*T$
AI3 = CPlO + CP9 * TS
AI4= CPII*TS+CPI2 +CP24*A9
AL5 = ({CPL6*A9 • CPlS) * AO • CPI4I * AIO
A16 = ({CPlq_Ag + CPlO)*Ag +CPITI*AIO
CALL P TRIO( OS,iTS |
CPPART = CVPART• TS_PTV*PTV/(PDTW'OS*DS)
IF (ECP.EO.21 KCP=O
CPP ART =CPPAR T* SCON V(K U |
CVP ART =CVPAR T*SCONV(KU }
SONIC VELOCITY CSON FOR REGIONS l, 2, AND 3
I RDUT=8
G _ MA= CPPAR T/CVPAR T







COMM]N/BEklD/ _ _CP It CP2 _C P3tCP4,CPS,CP6 tCP7 ,C P8 _CPQ ,CPI3 ,
ICPI !, CPI. 2tCPI3tCP ],_,_CP 15_CP 1.6,CP].7,CPIB,CPlg,CP20
2 ,CP2 lfCP22t CP23tCP 24
C04MON IBENDIT/TS
COMM3N/b_ELFLU/ IHE, IFLI, IHY
INTEGRAL OF ((T /RHO**2IID2PIDTZI AT CONSTANT RHCI







B 3= EX P (-CP 20*V 2 )
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BI=-B3*. 5'_V [*T2/T S
A1 = 1./TS
D2=B2+T2eV1
03=BZ'I'B2÷2.eV l_' (B 2+V1 I
D4 = AI*AI
A17=( 10. ,I,CP 16_'A 1+ 6o'I'C P 15 ) *A 1+3. *CP 14
_18-( IOo'WCP LqW,A I+6.w, CP 18)_A I_-3.*CPl T
A19=T2/CP20
A20=A 1S,I, A 19
A21=( IOo_CPL6'_AI÷8°*CPL5I*AL÷b.*CPL4
A22=( IOo_'CP19_'A I+8.*CP 18l *A l÷b.*CPl7
DS=VI+V2'_( 1. +.5*V 2_CP 201
D52=D5/CP 20
D7=((B2/A19÷3°#_B2÷6.*AIq)_'B2_'b-'_A20
83= EX P(-CP 20_'B2/T2 |
T ERq=O
IF I|HE.NE,I# GO TO 10
T ERM=B3"1"( D2*& 21". 51(T 2_T2tT2|-AIS*DS÷AE2"1"052/T2-AIE*D7_W.S/T2)
10 CONTINUE
CPPRL F=2.*D_' ( ( ( ( 10 **CP 21'I'Al*6.*CPS) *AI_'3 .*CP4) *AI+CP3 ) *DS




COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEAT CV GIVEN TEMPERATURE T, PRESSURE P_
A_ CENSITY D. UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU. REGION IS
SPECIFIED BY KR. IF KR IS SPECIFIED AS It THE SATURATED
LIQUID AND VAPOR SPECIFIC HEATSt CVL AND CVV RESPECTIVELY,
IRE COMPUTED.





CONM_3N/C_ECKS/OCHI ( I t tOCHZt PCH1 wPCHZt PCH3 , TC"; L t TCHZ tTCH3tOSTt TST, H
1S CH It HSCH2






IF (_-I) lOOt tOy 100
REGIONS 2 AND 3
100 IF{PS-PCH2) 40,_0tI50
150 TSS = TC_2
GO T3 160
40 CALL TEMP([_PStIEtTSS_[)
160 GO T_) tlO, 20_30_,t(R
REGION













IF (TSS.LE.TS-Z._,DIFTI TSH( ].|=TS-Z.'a,DIFT
GO TO 90
REGION
30 TSH( t I-TS-2.eDIFT







ROUTINE USED TO COMPUTE SPECIFIC. HEAT CVS GIVEN
TEMPEPATUREI PRESSURE_ AND DENSITY. WHET_ER DENSITY OR




CD'_MON ISw ITSIKSW IT,,TSwIT,,DIF Tt R SWI T
COWMD N/BENO37/P S
C_WMO N/B END38/ TSHi6I_TS
COMMDN/BEND39/DS
IF ((VP-L) 60tTO_60
70 ASSIGN 80 TD JUMP
GO TO 90
60 ASSIGN lO0 T] JUMP
90 DO 50 I=It5
GO TO JUMP_(80t fOOl
80 CALL PRESS( I, TSH( I )pI)StPSH,KRHI
CALL ENTH( I,KRHtTSH(I I,PSH_r)StHS(I) _HSLpHSV)
IF (KRI-.EO.I) GO TO 95
HS( I|=kS( II-P SH/DS
_HS = PS( I 1
GO TO 50




i00 CALL DENS( I, TSH(I I,PS,OSHeDLS,DVS,,KRHI
CALL ENTH( I_,KRH,T SH( I IpP S ,,0SH,H SIT 11,HSL tHSVI
lID IF (KRI'-[| 50,,I0,,50
I0 IF (KR-2) 3Dr 23, 30
20 HS( I)=PSL
GO T3 40
30 HSI I I=I'SV
43 KRH=O
50 TSH(I_II=TSH( I |÷{)IFT
CALL SPLINA(TSH,,HS, 5_TSI, I_CVS, ItKERROR)
ET UR N
END
CHMPUTE VISCOSITY MU GIVFP'P TFMPERATtJR_ T AND DENSITY D.
UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KIJ. REGION IS SPECIFIEF) BY KR.
(H-H_)Z P_R_METER IS CALCULATED FRO_ Jt]SSI,STI_LpAND THODCS
VOL.8 _r.,.I A.I.CH.E.JOURNAL PAGE 60
SIJ_Fr('] lJ T I N_ V I_C (K lJpl.'pt T 1,9a,';'tl)
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DIMENSION COMEGA( 151_MCONV(51
REAL MUS_ MCONVt MU, MUM Z
DATA iCOMEGA(IItI=loI5112.,4._-.S2288o-I.33115022t.56160264.,
11.69896820. - 1 • 866 _152 6 t 1. 58066686t. 60206 t. 3268133_E-1
2- .2352A0 ?qo. 6522392% - 1. 03095995t 1. 60383078 t 2. 602061
COMMC)N ICOFMUIEPSK ,WM. D ISI. RHOCRT , ZE TA ,pAMUXtBMUX
DATA MCONVIZ* I. e. 67196899E- It Z* I. /
COMMON/HELFLU/IHE, I FL t IHY
COMMON I I ERROR / IROUT
I ROUT = 12
TS=TCHECK(KUtKR.TI
DS'OCHECK(KUeDI
IF IIHY,EO°II GO TO Z0
IF(IHE.EQ,[) GO TO 40
REGIONS Iv 2t AND 3
XMS=.26693E-_w.SORTIWM*TSI/(DIS*DIS*POLY(ALOGIO(TS*EPSK|,COMEGA)I
R HOR= DS/R HOCRT
MUMZ=( {RHOR*(RHOR'I'(RHOR_'(RHOR*.OO93326-.040758!÷.058533|÷.023366|
W, ÷. 102301w,*_,- 1.E-6I/ZETA*.01






















FROM MC CARTY NBS AND W.G. STEWARD,S DATA
R =OGC
TL= ALOG(T)
A =-0.135311743/TL ÷ 1.00347841 ÷ 1.20654649WWTL
,i -a.149564551_,TLtTL+O.O12 -':2CS_.16*TL*W,3
B =Rw'(-47.52_525g/TL _- 87.67g(_309 -42.074,158g*TL
14.8.331282Bg*TL*TL -0.589252385*TL**31
C = R*R*(547.309267tTL - 90/*.870586 ÷ 43'1.404928"TL
[-8,1.45C4854,=TLW, TL ÷ 5.37008433_,TL*.3!
D =R**3* _ - 1684.393241 TL ÷ 3331.08630 - 1632.19172_'TL
1",'308. 804 z.'13*TL*TL - 20. 2936367*TL*=3)
VISC) = EXP (A÷ B+ C+ DI*I.E-6
R ETURN
END
C3MPUTE THERMAL CONDUCTIV(TY K GIVEN TEMPEPAT!JR_ T AN[)
DENSITY D. UNITS ARE SPECIFIED HY KU. R_GICN IS SPECIFIED
BY KR.
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SUBROUTINE THERR IKUtKRtPtTs, DtEXCESKB K)
COMMON/FELFLU/ [HEr IFLt IHY
COMMON/TCOND/CKMKST(9|t XLAMB_ZC5t RHOCRt TCRt TCSTAR_ CKSTAR(I8I
COWMONIBEND/R tDUMY( 28 )
COMMON/COFMU/EP SK pWM_O IS_ RHOCRTt ZE TA wAMUX tBMUX
C I')MMONI REFND I SOTO tHOTO tCPOCOR _HTERM lSTE RM
COMMON/COCPO/TOtCCOPI pCCCtP2_CCOP3tCCOP4_CCOP5
DIMENSION OMEGAI(gltOMEGA2(15)
REAL KMKSs, KSRAT_, Kt KCONV _KZERO
DIMENSION KCONV(5|
DATA IOMEGAI! I)_I=If9)/t.t4. t-.5228,.8235gO30E-1p-.539823161
tl.28552593,-1.53509952,1.44223760,2.602 /
DATA (OMEGAZ(II_I=I_I.S)IZ._4. t-.SZ288_-L.33tt5022_.56[60244_
Jl .498948291-1.8468152 6_ I..589466841. 6020b_ •324813341-I t
2- .23524079, o65223929t- 1,03095995 v 1.4'0383078 t 2. 6020 & /
DATA K CONV/2_w 1. _ .01606044_ 2* I° /
COMMON / IERROR/IROUT
I ROUT=11
T S=TCHECK( KUt KR t T |
DS=DCHECK (KUt D I
C
C REGIONS It 21, ANO 3
C
IF (IHE.EO.£) GO TO 30
RHO = CS/PHOCR
ARHO=ALOGIO(RHO |
IF (ARHO.GT.CKMKSTI3)) GO TO 10
KMKS=IO,*_ (AR HO-7.0 |,
GO TO 20
10 KMKS = IO.**(POLY(ALgGIO(RHO)_CKMKSTI I I (ZC5tXLAMB)
20 IF (IFL.EQ.I) GO TO 35
IF (II_Y.EQ.I) GO TO 38
TR = TS/TCR
KSRAT = IO._=W= (POLY (ALOGIO(TRItCKSTARII_wTCSTAP
K= (KMKS ÷ KSRAT) * KCONV(KU| * _.184
GO TO 40
30 SLOPE =lO._'w'( OS W,( DS* (D S_ (-621. 36901 1 | +22_ • 2564)-29. 485 141 ÷2.094196 I
t|
KMKS= ALOGIO(TSI/SLOPE*I°E-3
C USE FANS RODERS KO
K ZERO=CONZ ( TS )4= .001
K =( KMK SeKZERO )4=KCONV( KU I
GO TO 40
C
C FLUORINE K/ERO CURVE BASEr) ON MASON-MONCHICK ANALYSI_
C FROM REID AND SHERWOOD PAGE 461 EQ 10-12
C
35 OMI=POLY(ALOGIO(TS*EPSKI,OMEGA] I
OM2=POLY( ALOG I0( T S*EP SK |_OMEGA2 )
OM2 I= 1.2*0M2/0_ I
XMO=. 2E6_3E-4*SORT(WM* TS) / (DI SmDI S_OM2I
CVO=CPOCOR=((((CCOPS=TS_CCFIP4I*IS*CCOP3I*TS*CCOP2I*TS*CCOPI)
C .6366203 = 2.13.1415q




C USES RODERS HYDROGEN CALCULATION BUT NOT HIS CRITICAl. SCALING FOR
C REACTING CONDUCTIVITY NEAR THE CRITICAL REGION.
C
38 K=O.
IF(TS.GT.2000. I GO Tn 40




I F( (TS.GT. 150. ).AND.( TS.L T.250. | ) K=X*K_ (I.-X)_SK
C
C REACTING CNNDUCTIVITY CALCIJLAT6D BY THE SE_GERS-KEYES METHOD




D EL AM B =0 .O
IF (ORHOC.GT..6! GO TO 50
DELTC=ABS((TS-TCRIITCRI
R AT =DS/FIHOCR
IF (DRI.wOC.LT..O000II GO TO 102
IF (OELTC.LT,I.E-TI GO TO IOI
XBETA= DELTCW"I' .351DRHOC
IFIXBETA.GT..4) GO TO 104
101 DELAMB= 3.OSE-S/ISORT(RATI'I'DRHOCWW*I-7[I
GO TO 50
104 IF(XBETA.GT.3.I GO TO 102
2.857143 = 1.1.35
OELAMB=3 °05E- 51{ SORT(RAT) *DELTC*W'. 611 (I. +.91XBETA'_*2. 8571e, 3 |**.6
GO TO 50
102 IF (DELTCoLT. I.E-7) GO TO [05
OEL AN B=3.0SE- 51 ( SORT(RAT) *DELTCW"I'. 6 t
50 E XCESK =DELAMBtKCONV(K U )
R ETURN
105 EXCESK= 1 .E30
RETURN
END
C KZER3 TABLE IN MWICM-Kt T IN KELVIN,, DECK OF 18 SEPT 10
C COURTESY OF HANS RODER NBS LAB BOULDER CCLORADO
C
FUNCTION CONZITEMPI




3 0.6877, O.T381, O.'/86Z, O.8333,0- 8701,0.9241,0. 9680,1.0113,1.054,
4 1.096,1.136_1.176,1-216,1.255,1-293,1-331,1" 369,1.406,1.443,
5 1.479, 1.516, 1.551, 1.912,Z.__08,2.4836,2.743,2.99,
63.226, 3.453/
DATA T/1.9,2.5,3.0,3.5,4.0,4.5,5.0,6.,7-,8.,9-,10-,12-,14-,16""
1 18., 20.,25.,30., 35.,40.,45.,50-,60.,70.,80-,90-,100-,11C)-,120.'
2 130., 140., 150.,160., 170.,180.,1(30. p200.,210. ,220. ,230. ,2_0-,250-,
3 Z60.,ZTO.,ZBO.,ZOO.,300.,400.,500-,60O.,TO0- ,BOO.,qO0.,1300./
TT= TEMP
9 DO 11 J=1,58
10 IF(TT-T(J )|I2, 12, I1
11 CONTINUE
12 CONTINUE
13 CONZ=A(J-1)+(TT-T(J-I))_'(A(J)-A(J-1I) I(T(JI-T(J-I} )
RETURN
END
THIS RDUTINE BY H_NS _,_]nEe HAS BEEN CHANGED TO COMMENT OUT THE
RI-ACTING CDNDUCTIVITY CALCULATIONS WHICH ARE N,]T USED AT PRESENT
T KELVIN, C,E'_ MUST BE IN GR/CC, CP IN CAL/HOLF
FUNCTION CONC(TMEAN,)ENI
DIWE_SION AAA(12|,TTT(12|,0(3)
DATA TTT 113.000,17.0Z0,19*587,25- 100_30.310,33.063,
[ 43 • IZ_St 50. L_7, 79.845, gg. 852, 122.90g,153.0/
DATA ,_AA /0. 1765, 0.3203, O. 4L 21,0.5 679,0. 849 1,0- 9363,
1 I. 115 3, 1-4781, 1. 7895, 2 •OTST' 2" 3357'2" 5_'5 O/
DATA 0 /q. B85311IB_-OL,3.ZOBB604OE_OI ,-9.19140gBgE+02/
CONC=O.
THIS CALCULATI']N BL(]WS UP IF EXTF-,APOLATcD Tf]C FAR




[F(TNE,_N -TTT(JIIIOt lO, q
9 CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONZI=C.I*EXP (AAA(J- 11 )
CONZJ=O.[_'EXP (AAA(J))
AAVE =CONZ I *'(TMEAN-TT'r(J'III*(CONZJ-CONZI)/(T.rT(J)-TTT(J-Z))
AAVE=ALOGIIO.O=AAVEt
BB=39.6-2,,wkS_R T( 248.0- (. [W.TME AN- [ 7. ),_,_Z)
DENSQ=EEN_DEN
FUNC=AAVE+D( I I*BBtDEN+DENSO*(D{2)+D(3) /(TME_.N-g.oI )
CDNC=O. t_tEXP( FUNC I
R E'FURN





SURFACE TENS ION DY_IEICM





DATA STCONVI2'I'I., 6.8521766E-Si, 2'w1. /
I ROU.r = 13
S IGWA=O.
T S=TCMECKIKUt I_,T|
IF ( .rS .GTo TCPITI RETUPN
IF( IHY.EO.I .DR. IHE.EQ.II GF)TO 10
SIG=PCTC_( I.-TSITCRIT)**I.222222'=(._32IrET-.951 )'_FIXlT





S IGMA=CI=( [.O-TP )_=,vL.OES*STCONV(KUJ
R ET U R N
EkIO
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COMPACT FLOW CHART FOR GASP
C SUBROUTINE Enter _'_GASP(KS, KPT.PD,H,KR}..J
i




Tests are so arranged (not indicated here} /,
such that KP=I+4-5 will return enthalpy <Can(I specific heats (CP. CVI. their ratio
CPtCV, sonic velocity, and partial deriva- No





CALL VISC(KU.KR,T.D,MUU CALL vise
CALL V SC KU. KR,T,D,MUV KU.KR.T.D,MU
[ i
(CALLDENS





CALL THERM(KU,KR.P, T.DL.EXCL,KL) 1













_PA.LDL,C PPPR.LCV, KU.KR, KLP} ,
PDT,PTV [
CALL CPPRL(P,DL T,CPL CVL KU,KR. KCP) I

















I _o T_o _c_c_TSS
ITS=TSS(PS)I .... I .......... , I PSSS




















t SeeappendixF for details of subroutine or function specified.
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CS Enter )UBROUTINE PRESS(KU. T,D,P,KR
1
Yes _ No
i p ps_oenNUlKii)l _ I PS is pressure computed I
" _" ....... I- [directly from equation of stateJ
 Ios:OC CK'KU,O'I
Determine region number
from TS and DS (i. e., set


















from PS and DS (i.e., setI
KR=I, 2, or 3) I
"I_Ts=SOLVE(TS,TSF,DTSF)I
I
IVerify region number for
Jgiven PS and calculated TS
t See appendix F for details of subroutine or function specified.
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CENTH(KU, KR,T,P,D, HL, HV) _
TS :TCHECK(KU, KR, T)













I CALL HSLV(PSSJ to Icompute HSL,C}SL
IHS=HSS(PS, DS_ I IHS:HSL÷PS/DS PSSJDSL ]
+HDINT(DS, DSL__ [
L H- HS,:,HCONV(K U,l-,.--I
I CALL SSLVIPS} to =compute SSL, SSV
J
I SL=SSL:::SCONV_KU)V' V= 'SCONV(KUI I














I CcoAL puStSe' SV_PLS_ _'L° 1
1
SS: SSL+ R_(ALOG(DSL}-ALOG(DS H
[SS :SSS_PS, DS}1 +SD NI DS, DSL}
_,_ S=SS':'SCONV(KU_/
t See appendix F for details of subroutine or function specified.
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___U Enter
B ROUTINE TEM PPHIKU, P,H,T,D,DL, DV, KR)_
\su_;OUT-,_E-T_M-P;S_-U;P.._TjDj£_;;.R_'--J
TEMPPS is identical to TEMPPH
except that H, representing enthalpy,
is everywhere replaced by S to indicate
entropy and ENTH is changed to ENT
and TSI-I= to TPSF
CALL TEMP to getl.
saturation rS I
. IDetermineapproximate region number
CALL ENTH to get HSL, HSV _J onba_sis ofH_SL. H_SV,and_PS .....
TCALLENTtogetSEL_-SSVl I Determine approximate region number
- I on basis of SSL, SSV, and PS
CALL DENS toL


















Yes_ Initialize TS1, TS2 I
1
I_CALL ROOTXITSI,TS2. HS,TSHF, TS)






T T_TrnNv_wnL_--.----] verify region number from I
-'-i "=''' ........... I - lgiven PS and ca cu ated TS I
! J
f See appendix F for details of subroutine or function specified.
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No _C S=1000. * GAv_-A-M-PRI
. Ic=csoccoNv( o;',-





K* curve and K-K*
curve, as described
in append x F
I
EXCESK is calculated I










































TEST PROGRAM WITH OUTPUT
This appendix contains a short isobar test program with sample output for each of
the 10 fluids in GASP. It is not intended to be used as a set of property tables but rather
as an aid to checking out the operation of GASP. The user can produce similar output by
using the following driver-deck
(1) To verify the GASP calling procedure
(2) To check user output against expected output
(3) To serve as a rapid means of providing the user with results
All parameters that are produced by GASP, with the exception of surface tension and
saturation properties, are listed as output for three pressures:
(i) 0. 101325 MPa (I atm)
(2) Critical pressure of the fluid




TEST PROGRAM PREPARES TABLES FOR EACH FLUID OVER A RAhGE CF PVT
COMMON/PROPTY/KU, OL,DV,HL,HV, S, St,SV,CV,CVL,CVV,CP,CPL,CPV,GAMMA,
IG AqMAL, GAMMAV, C,CL, CVP, MU, MUL ,MUV, K, KL, KV, S| 3 MA ,£XCESK, EXCL,EXCV
CO_MON/DER IV/PDTtPTVtPDTL,PDTV, PTVL,PTVV
REAL MU,MUL ,MUV, K,KL,KV
COMMON/CHECKS/DCH I,DC H2t PCH I, PCH 2 p PCH3, TCHI ,TCH2,TCH] ,DST, TST, H
IS CH l, I'-SC_ 2
DATA NAMI3HCH4,2HN2,2HO2,2HAR,3HCO2,2HNE,2HCO,2HHE,ZHF2,2HH2/
DIMENSION NA_( 10),P(3P,T(2501,YPL(250,101 ,TSTART(3,13I ,DTA(3,13)
DATA P/l., I._ 100.1
DATA TSTARTI95. ,295., 400. ,65. ,20C. ,400. ,60.,725.,_)0. ,85.,225.,400










DO lOOC L=l, lO
CALL SETUP {NAM(L )}
















IF(L.EC.IO .ANO. TJ°C,E.1999.5) GOTO 25





IF(N.LT._) TS=TSTAR T( N,L I
20 CONTINUE
25 KPT=KPT÷]
T(KPT ) =TC 1_3








Y PL (J _/_)=CP
YPL(J_ =_.) =CV
YPL (Jr E)=C
YPL(J _ 7 )=K






C CENSITY_ ENTROPYt ENTHALPYt CPl CVp
C TI'ERMAL CONDLLSTIVITYt Vl SCOSITY AND
C FOR EACH T P
WRITE( Bt BOO) NAM(LItKU
800 FORMAT(|H| t45X_34H THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY
1 I3)
_RITE( 6, 8011 PC I)





TABLE-- tA/_ o3X_3HKU =
70I FORMAT( 3HO t4HTEMPt5Xt7H{)ENSITYt4Xt8HENTHALPYt_.Xt7HENTROPYe7Xt2HC
*Pt IOXt 2HCVp9)(tTHSON VELt4XtIOHTHERM COND_SXt_HVISC,TXt5HDPlDDtTX_5
'I'H CP IDT t / )









WRITE (6_803) T (JI_(YPL(J_ NI_N=I_IO!
IF (MOD(J,SOI.NE.O) GO TO 150
IF ( J.EQ. KPT) GO TO 150
,_RITE(Bt800) NAM(L)
WRITE(E_80I) P[ I I
FORMAT ( IH _Fb°I_2X_].O([X_GII._])
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
FORMAT( 12H ISOBARS = 5F I0.3 )
CONTINUE
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SAMPLE PROBLEMS WITH OUTPUT
It is often instructive to present a few examples as an aid to the user. In this ap-
pendix, we have chosen four rather simple problems in order to demonstrate how to make
calls to GASP.
PROBLEM I
Calculate the heat-transfer coefficient for liquid hydrogen flowing turbulently through
a tube for these conditions:
(I) Tube diameter, 0.8 cm
(2) Average bulk velocity, 60 m/sec
(3) Average bulk temperature, 25 K
(4) Average bulk pressure, 6 megapascals
(5) Tube wall temperature, 450 K
where
Nu Nusselt number, hd/k
Re Reynolds number, pVd/u







u average bulk velocity







denote bulk, film, and wall conditions, respectively.
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CC 03 NDT USF K AS AN IN_E_ IT MEANS THERMAL CONOUCTIVITY














C SELECT UNITS DF CALCULATION - SET KU=I
KU=I
C SELECT BULK PROPERTIES DENSITY,VISCOSITY - SET KS=IpKP=8
KS=I
KP=8




C DETERMINE WALL PROPERTIES DENSITY,VISCOSITY - SET




£ DETERMINE FILM PROPERTIES, DENSITYwSPECIFIC HEAT_VISCQSITY











|000 FORMAT (]HI_SH OIA=pP5.215H VB=pFS.1F5H TB'tFS.2tSH PB',FS.[t





THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PRI]PERTIES FOR HYDROGENPC=E2.75qATMtTC=32.976KeRHOC=.O3I_3GICC
OIA- 0.80 VB" 60°0 TR=25.00 P_= 6.0 TW=_50._ REF= 36g005° PRF=O°6_5 NUF=6_3°O H,T,COF=I°508
O._TIO_B6E-OI _°IgO0674E-02 0°18762_8E-0_ 0.7o6q_OEE-O_ 0.72928_E-OL O°3[_T2_6E" OZ
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PROBLEM 2
Calculate the end point (exhaust conditions) of fluid properties for a methane ex-
pander with inlet conditions of 100 atm and 200 K and exhaust conditions at the critical
pressure. Assume the expansion is isentropic.
C
C DO MOT USE K AS AN INDEX IT MEANS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY





C DECLARE THE FnLLOWINC VARIABLES AS REAL
C
R EAL MUeMULgMUVtK _KLtKV
C





C SELECT _NITS DE CALCLtLATIDN - SET KU=Z
KU=2
C DETERMINE THE REGION OF CALCULATION - ASSUME UNKNOWN - SET KR=O
KR=O
C SELECT PRgPERTIES OENSITYwENTHALPYtENTROPY_SPECIEIC HEATSwSONIC











C ISENTROPIC EXPANSION TO OUTLET SDUT=SIN=S,P=ROUT - SET KS=5
KS=S














1000 FORMAT(LH|_SH TIN=IFS.OtSH PIN=pES.0tSH DIN=tFS.3tSH HIN=tFE.[t
I SH SIN=_FS.2w EH CPIN=tF S.?tEH C V|N=IFS*21gH SDNIC|N=tFb.3,BH VISC
21N=_T.6tTH C_NIN=tF_*S_bH W_IN=_F2.O_IIII)
100[ FORMATI6H TOUT=_F5.2, bH P_I=T=_PS.2_bH DDUT=_FS.3_6H HOUT=t FE.ZtbH
[ SOUT=_F4.2tlH CPOUT=tF4-?_TH CVOUT=_F4.2_[DH SCNICGUT=_FE.O_gH VI
2SCOUT=_FT,b_ RH CONC_IT=tFb. S_7H KROUT=_F2,Ol
SlOP
END
TPERM3DYNAMIE AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR METHANE PC=&S.Eb ATMtTC=Ig0°T7 K_ROC=.162 GIEE
|90.77 IS OUT OF RANGE F_R T IN SUB.-ENT
190.77 IS {)UT _F RANGE F_R T IN SUB.-DENS
TIN- 700. PIN= 103. DIN-0.268 HIN" 6¢).L SIN= 7.07 CPIN = 5.32 CVIN= 1.90 SONICIN'SE¢29. VISCIN'.000300 CC_NIN'.O008[ KRIN-_.
TOtIT=B8,43 PDtlT'_5.66 DOtJT-O,243 HOUT-b21.E& SOUT=T.07 CPOUT=I,B6 CVOUT-I,96 SONICOUT-@05_. VISCOUT=,OOOZTO CONOUT=,OOOEg KROUT-2o
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PROBLEM 3
Determine a temperature-entropy (T-S) diagram for fluorine from 55 to 200K with
pressure as a parameter. Also determine the isoquality lines from 0 to 1 in increments








The problem can be solved by incrementing temperature (KS--l) or entropy (KS=5). How-
ever, it is faster to increment temperatures. Therefore, select the temperature incre-
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THE REGION 125-145K FOR T AND P GREATER THAN 10 ATe4 YIELDS POOR RESULTS FOR THE EERIVED PROEPRTIES_BEWARE.
THERMODYNAHIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIFS FOR FLUORINE PCz51.47ATHp TC=I4_-.31KtRHOCz.5738G/CC
144.31 IS OUT OF RANGE FOR T IN SURo-ENT
144.31 IS OUT OF RANGE FOR T IN SUB,-DENS
2.2R6 84.845 2.490 84°845 2.695 84*845 2.899 84*845 3.103 84.845
3.308 84.845 3.512 84.845 3.716 84.845 3.921 84.845 4.125 84.845
4.329 84.845 2.199 80.000 4.331 85.000 4.377 90.000 4.421 95.000
4.462 tOC.O00 4,500 105.000 4.537 110.000 4.572 115.000 4.605 120.000
4.637 12_.000 4.668 130.000 4.697 135.000 4.725 140.000 4.753 145.000
2.706 111.834 2.833 111.834 2.960 111.834 3.087 ||1.834 3.215 111.834
3.342 [1|.834 3.469 111.834 3.596 111.834 3.723 111.834 3.850 111.834
3.977 111.834 2.196 80.000 2.28b 85.000 2.370 90.000 2.450 95.000
2.527 10C.000 2.603 105.000 2.678 110.000 4.007 115.000 4.049 120.000
4.089 IZ_.OOO 4.125 130.000 4.159 135.000 4.191 14,0.000 4.222 145.000
2.884 123.771 2.981 123.771 3.077 123.771 3.174 123.771 3.271 123.771
3.368 123.771 3.464 123.771 3.561 123.771 3.658 123.771 3.755 123.771
3.851 123.77! 2.193 80.000 2.283 85.000 2.367 90.000 2.446 95.000
2.523 lOC.O00 2.598 I05.00G 2.673 110.000 2.748 115.000 2.825 120.000
3.865 121.000 3.915 130.000 3.959 135.000 3.998 140.000 4.035 145.000
3.008 13|.917 3.083 |31o917 3.158 L31.917 3.233 131.917 3.307 131o917
3.382 13|o917 3.457 131.917 3.532 131.917 3.606 131.917 3.681 131o917
3°756 131.917 2.191 80°000 2.280 85.000 2.363 90.000 2.442 95.00C
2.519 10C.000 2.593 105.000 2.668 110.000 2.742 115.000 2.817 120.000
2.894 12!.000 2.575 130.000 3.798 135.000 3.856 140.000 3.90| 145.000
3.119 138.218 3.173 138.218 3.226 138.218 3.280 138.218 3.334 138.218
3.388 138.218 3.442 138.218 3.496 138.218 3.550 138.218 3.604 138.218
3.658 138.218 2.188 80.000 2.277 85.000 2.360 90.000 2.439 95.00C
2.515 ICC.O00 2.589 105.000 2.(_2 110.000 2.736 115.000 2.810 120.000
2.885 12_.000 2.962 130.000 3.047 135.000 3.698 140.000 3.774 145o000
3.378 144.312 3.378 144.312 3.378 144.312 3.378 144.312 3.378 144.312
3.378 144.312 3.378 144.312 3.378 144.312 3.378 144.312 3.378 144.312
3.378 144.312 2.184 80,000 2.273 85,000 2.356 90.000 2.435 95.00C
2.510 LOC.O00 2.584 1C5.000 2.657 110.000 2.729 115.000 2.802 120.00C
2.874 12_.000 2.948 130.000 3.026 135.000 3.120 140.000 3.531 145.000
2.182 8C.000 2.271 85,000 2.354 90.000 2.432 95.000 2.507 1(0.000
2.581 101o000 2.653 110.000 2.725 115.000 2.797 120.000 2.868 125.000
2.940 13C.000 3.015 135.000 3.100 140.000 3.224 145.000 2.180 80.000
2.268 8_.000 2.351 90.000 2.429 95.000 2.504 IO0.O00 2.578 lC5.000
2.648 11C.000 2.720 115.000 2.791 120.000 2.861 125.000 2.931 130.000
3.002 13_.000 3.081 140.000 3.178 145.000 2.177 80.000 2.265 85.000
2.348 96.000 2.425 q5.00C 2.500 100.000 2,572 105.000 2.844 llG.OOO
2.715 115.000 2.785 120.000 2.854 125.000 2.922 130.000 2.991 135.000
3.065 140.000 3.151 145.000 2.172 8U.000 2.260 85.000 2.342 90.000
2.419 55.000 2.493 I00.000 2.565 105.000 2.635 IlO,OOO 2.705 115.000


























Suppose you are asked to design a liquid-oxygen-cooled, copper-liner-type thrust
chamber where it is required to know the variation of enthalpy with pressure at nearly
constant temperature. Given the proposed design parameters of an inlet temperature of
172 ° R and an inlet pressure of 6700 psia, it is necessary to find (_H/_P) T over a range
in temperature and pressure for use in a solution matrix.
The (_H/_P} T is not directly available from GASP; however, (_P/_T)p and
(_P/_P)T are available and with a little manipulation one can find (SH/0P) T. From
appendix E
v
where V = l/p, and from the Bridgeman Tables
aV = (-OP)V - _ × (_T)v = - 3p × _V
=1 1 T _
The latter term is the volume expansivity multiplied by T or
The (_H/aP) T can now be found from GASP as follows:
(1) The desired units are psia, OR, and lbm/ft3(KU=3).
(2) The input is T and P. The output will be (SP/ST)p, (SP/Sp)T, and p.
KS=I, KP=4, and KR=0.
Set
161
(3) The units of _H/_P will be ft3/ibm, and aH/aP must be multiplied by
144/778.161to return the KU=3units, that is,
ft 3 144 in. 2 Btu Btu
--x x -
ibm ft 2 778. 161 ft-lbf lbm-psia
An alternate procedure is to use the units of the program since
is dimensionless, that is,
(1) Assign KU=I, with KP and KR as before.
(2) Convert P and T prior to calling GASP.
Pl=P/14.696; TI=T/1.8
CALL GASP(KU, KP, T1, P 1, D, H, KR)
(3) Then convert to the desired units. Note that the units of (_H/aP) T
and J/(g)(MPa) with no further conversion required.
are cm3/g
OIMENSIDN PlS),I(_I,HPT(q)


















_O0 _O_T (IHL_58H T_BIE _ IDH/_TI FO_ SELECTED T_MPE_ATURES AN
l0 PR_SStlP ES ///t)
101 FO_T{4X,9(bX,_6.11 //|
104 FORMAT ( l_ 6°L, 9(2X,_ 10._l /)
ST_P
END
L72.0 200°0 225o0 250.) 275,_ 30_.0 325.0 350.0 372,a
_000°0 OoL_2 0oL9_9 0°2587 0o_8 0o_613 0.6175 0°8|85 _,0558 1.27_
5000.0 _oL3_8 0.1T88 0o23Z2 _o_005 _o387_ _,6959 0.626¥ 0.775B 0°91_9
6000,0 _o1_48 0°165T 0°2116 0.268_ 0.3376 O._20Z _.5160 0.6223 O.t2|a
6700.0 ao|l_9 0.1579 0._q98 _._50_ 0.3Ll_ _,3819 0,_623 C.5503 0,631_
7000.0 9olleO O°lS_B 0°1952 3°Z_38 0,331_ 0.3680 _o_432 0o525! 0,6006
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PROBLEM 5
Suppose that an odd set of units such as that given here are, for some unknown
reason, required in a user's program and that the user also requires the use of GASP
for PVT values.
Quantity New system Equivalent in SI system















14 Ibm or 6350.29318 g
1000 yr or 3. 1556926×10 10 sec
4.2×10 TM J
1. 6021×10 -19 = 1. 16419×104 K
1. 380622×10 -22
0. 1382549121376 MN
Converting this system of units so that GASP can calculate PVT values requires the
following conversion factors: 15
To convert from- To- Multiply by -
Pressure, megapoundal/cb 2 MN/m 2 0. 138254954376 0.661406197
or MPa) (0. 4572) 2
Temperature, eVe K I. 16419×104
Density, st/cb 3 g/cm 3 6350. 29318 - 3. 037955
(45.72} 3
Enthalpy, megaton/st 4.2×10 16 - 6.6138679×1012
6350. 29318
Entropy and specific J/g-K 4.2x1016 = 5. 6810897×108
heats, megaton/st-eVe 6350. 29318 × 1. 16419×104
Sonic velocity, cb/millentum cm/sec 45.72 _ 1.4488103×10-9
3. 1556926×1010
11
Surface tension, dyne/cm 0. 138254954376×10 - 3. 30239491×109
m egapoundal/cb 45.72
Thermal conductivity, W/cm-sec 4.2×1016
megaton/cb-eVe-milienium 45.72 × I. 16419xi04 × 3. 1556926×1010
Viscosity, st/cb-milIenium g/cm-sec 6350. 29318 - 4. 4014205×I0 -9
45.72 × 3. 1556926×1010
= 2. 500486
15A convenient source for units conversion is
Mechtly, E.A.: The International System of Units, Physical Constants and Conversion Factors.
NASA SP-7012 (revised), 1973.
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The following DATA statements in GASP must now be altered:
(1) DATA statements to be altered in BLOCK DATA
DATA TCONV/1., 1., 1.8, 8.5896632E-5, 1.
DATA PCONV/1., 9. 8692327, 145. 03774, 1. 5119302, 1.
DATA DCONV/2* 1. , 62.42796, .3291688, 1.
DATA SCONV/2* 1. , . 23900574, 1. 7602257E-9, 1.
DATA CCONV/2* 1., . 0328084, .69022149E9, 1.
DATA HCONV/2* 1. , .4302103, 1. 5119746E-13, 1.
(2) Other DATA statements to be altered if these properties are to be completed
SUBROUTINE SURF
DATA STCONV/2* 1., 6. 8521766E-5, .3306934E-8, 1.
SUBROUTINE VISC
DATAMUCONV/2*I., .67196899E-1, .22719938E9, 1.
SUBROUTINE THERM
DATA KCONV/2* 1., . 01606044, . 39992226, 1.
The program for the units conversion is as follows:
CO_'NONIPROPTV/KU, OL eDV,HL ,HVo Sp SL p SVwCVeC VL i_ VVeCP tCPL tCPV ,GAMNA,
IGA_ MA L p GAt_MA_, CtCL, CVP ,_U, MUL ,HUVp K,KL ,KV, $[_ MA ,E XC ES K, EXC L,_X CV













DO 102 lzl, SZ
PsFLOAT_ I| *DP
_RITE {6,101) P
101 FD_HATt 1HI, FLOo3)
T zO.
KPsl
CALL GASP(KSp KP,T,P, D o H, _R I
[FIKR°EQoI| WR|TE(6,333J P,T,DL,HL,SLmCPL,CLpKL,P4UL,$1GMA
IFI_R°EO°I) WR[TE46,333i P,T,DVFHV, SV,CPV,CVPBK¥,M_PV
_R ITE! 61 lO00
,_RITE( 6, IOOL_
[00 I FORMAT [ l_, 9H_O/( C_ _2_ &X, _HEV_, 8X,SHST/(CB) 3p_X,SH_TtST _7X,_HMT/ST
l- EV E, 2X, 9H_4T/ST-E VE, _ X, 5_tC_ /HL, 6X, IZH _T/C B-EV E- _L ,2 X, 8HSTI C_-_L |
l_00 _O_MAT ( 3X, LH_ e I0_, 1HT, 12_ _ LHO, LOX_ IHH _L 1X,IHS p I l _,ZHCP, LZ_ , LHC, LOX _ _HV T SC
L, _HV! $CI 8X, _HCOND! )
T'TST JRT-_T
DO L_0 J_Lw I00
IF (T.C-E°TST_P! _0 T_ 102
T _T _DT
C_LL GASP(KS, KP,T_P ,D,HtK_I






STORES TFE COEFFICIENTS FOR ALL FLUIDS FOg TH_ EOUATION OF STATE
ANC THE TRANSPORT ED(_ TIONS.



















DATA MCE4(II /90H THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR ME
ITHANE PC-65.66 ATNtTC=IgO.TT KtROC=.I6Z G/CC /
DATA MN2(II IgOH THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR N
IITROGEN PC=33,72ATH,TC=126.3 KtROC=,3[OSG/CC /
OAT& M02(|| /90H THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR O_
LYGEN PCa_.16ATMrTC=154.78 KmROC =.6325G/CC I
DATA MAR(El /9OH THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR AR
IGON PC m 48.0L6ATM_ TC =150,T KIROCz. 53E GICC I
DATA MC02([! /9OH THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR CO
I 2 RC=TZ.869ATM_ TC=30¢.ZL Kt ROC_.666 G/CC /
DATA MNE(I] 190H THERMODYNAMIC ANO TRANSPORT PROPERTIES FOR NE
ION PC s 26°IOATM , TC=46.6 K t RHOC=°683 G/CC /
DATA MCOII| /90H THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PRCPERTIES FOR CO
l RC=34.52qATNt TC=|32.q[ Kp RHOC=°Z99T G/CC /
OATA MFEIII IgOH THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPDRT PROPERTIES FOR HE
L PC = Z._6_ATMt TC = _,2K_ RHOC = .069_G/CC /
DATA NF_(|I /90HTHERMODYflANIC AND TRANSP(_RT PROPERTIES FOR FLU
|OPINE RC=_I.47ATMt T_ =I44.31KtRHOC..5738 G/CC /








(_he _em_nde_ of B_OC_ DATA _S unch_ed. )
COMPUTE VISCOSITY MU GIVEN TEMPERATURE T AND DENSITY D.
UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU. REGION IS SPECIFIED BY KR.
IU-UmlZ PARAMETER IS CALCULATED FROM JOSSI_STIEL.AND THODOS
VOL .8 NO.I Aol .CH.E°JOURNAL PAGE 60




[I ._8968_'|.8_R1526_ I. 58_6668_. 60_06_. 3Z68133% E-It
COMMON#CDFMU_EPSKvMN_ISvRHOCRTv]ETA _AMUXnBMUX
DATA MCONV/2_I,),6719689@_-It. Z2?|gq38Eg)|./
(_he _em_nde_ of VISC Is _nch_n_ed. )
COMPUTE THERMAL E_NOUCTIV[TV K GIVE N TE RRERATURE T AND
DENSITY D. UNITS ARE SPECIFIED BY KU. REGION IS SPECIFIED
BY KR.
SUBROUTINE THERM (KUtKRIP_TtDt_XCESK t KS
C_M_]N/HELFLU/ IHEt IFL_ IHY















SUBR_UT [NE SURF(KUwKR tT_SIGMAi
COMMONISU_C3_ IPCTCt TCR IT,FI XI T, ZET
COWM3N/PEL FLU/IHE, IFL, IHY
COMMON / [FRF_3R / [ROUT
O|MENSION STGONV( 5#
DATA STCONV/2* l o, 6.85 217661-5, •33063341-8p L .F
(The remainder of SURF is unchanged.)
0.031
0.3064E-0[ 0.13621-02 0.2477E-01 -0.6_65E-10 O. L048E-07 0.I_52E-07 0.8336E*14 0.35_71-03 0._5791,C5 0.88321-08
0.306_E-01 0,1362E-02 0.1053_-03 0.24131-10 0. b0831-07 0.18851-07 0,22421_14 0.53521-04 1952°6
P T _ H S CP C VISC COND
MPDI(CB|2 EVE ST/(CB|3 MTIST MTIST-EVE MTIST-EVE CB/ML MTICB-EVE-_L STICB-NL
0.30641-0[ 0.17181" 02 0,82361-0_ 0,30771-10 3,6516_-07 0.[856_-07 0.253BE÷14 0.62171-04 247o.8
0°396_E-31 0.1739E-02 0°8133¢-04 0.31171-10 0,653qE-07 0o18551-37 U.25541_14 0.6296E-04 _507.7
0,3064E-0I 0.|761E-02 0.80261-04 0.3|571-[0 3.65621-07 0o185_E-07 0,257|E÷i4 0,63761-04 2538.5
0.3064E-31 0.17821-C2 0.792%-04 0.3197E-[0 O° 65851-07 0.18531-07 0,25871_[4 0.6455E-04 2569.2
0,3064E-01 0.18041-02 0.78271-04 0°3237E-10 0.66071-07 0.18521-07 0,2633Et14 0,65_51-04 2599.8
0.30641-01 0.1825E-02 0.7?3tE-04 3.3276E'i0 3.562qE-07 0.18511-07 0.26191+14 0.6615E-04 2630.3
0,30641-01 0,1847E-C2 0.76381-04 0,33161"10 0,6653E-07 0,18531-07 0.26351_14 0.66941-04 2660.8
0.30641-01 0.18681-02 O. 7547E-0_ 0,33561-10 0,66721-07 0,18491-07 0.2651E÷16 0.6774E-0_ 2691.1
0.306_E-0L O.1890E-G2 0.74581-04 0.3395E-L3 0.6693E-07 0,18481-07 0,26671114 0.68531-04 2721.4
0.3064E-01 0.1911E-02 0.73711-04 0._4351-10 0°67141-07 0.18481-07 0°26831+1_ 0.69331-04 2751.6
0.30641-0i 0.19331-02 0.7286f-04 0.3_751-10 0.6734/-07 0,1847E-07 0°26981*14 0.70131-04 2781.7
0.30641-01 0.|9541-C2 G,720_t:-06 0.35141-10 _.67551-07 O.IB4hE-O7 0.27L4E_|_ C.70921-04 2811.7
0.30641-31 0°19761-02 0,71231-04 0.35541-13 _.67751-07 0.1945E-07 0.27291t14 0.7172E-04 2861.7
0,30641-01 0.|9971-02 0,70441-04 0°359_E-10 0.67951-07 0.18451-07 0.27441+14 0.725|E-04 2871,5
3.30641-01 0.201gE-02 0.69661"04 0,3633E-10 _°6815E-07 0°[84_-07 0°27601*14 0,7331E-04 290[.3
0.3064E-01 C.20401-02 0.68911-U4 0,36731-10 3.68341-07 0,1843E-07 0,27751*14 0,7411E-04 2931.0
0.3064E-0[ 0.20621-02 0,68171-04 J. 37131-|0 J.68531-07 0,18_3E-07 0.27901_1_ 0,74901-04 2960.6
0.3064E-0| G,2083[-02 0,674_E-G4 0°37521-L0 0.6872[-07 _.18421-07 3.28051*l_ 0.75701-0_ 2993,[
0.30641-01 0.2[041-02 0.667_E-C4 0o37921-10 3,68911-07 0.18421-07 0.28191*14 0.76501-04 3019°5
0.30641-31 G.21261-02 0.6604E-U_ 0.38311-10 0,69/31-07 0,18411-07 0.28341_14 0.77291-04 3048.8
0°3064E-01 0,2147E-C2 0.65371-04 0.38711-1_ 0,59291-07 0./843E-07 0,28_91*/4 0.78091-34 3378.1
0°3064E-01 0.21691-02 0.64731-04 0.39_01-10 0,6947E-07 0o184J_-07 0.28631#14 0.78881-94 3107.3
0,30641-01 0.2190E-G2 0.64051-04 0°39501-L0 0.69651-07 0./8391-07 0,2878E*1_ 0.79671-34 3/36°4
0.30661-01 0.22121-C2 U. 6341E-C4 0°3989E-|3 0.6983E-07 0.18391-07 0.28921÷14 0.80451-04 3165°4
0.30641"01 C,22331-02 0,62791-04 0.40291-10 0.70011-07 0.18381-07 0.29071÷I4 0.81241-0_ 3194,3
0.30641-0[ 0.2255E-C2 0.62/81"04 O._ObSE-LO 3,70181-07 0,1838E-07 O.2921E÷|4 0.B2031-04 3223.Z
3.3064E-0| 0.22761-C2 0,6/58E-06 0.4_08E-10 0.7036E-07 0._838E-07 0.2935E÷|_ 0.8281E-0_ 3251.9
0.3064E-01 0*22981-02 0.60991-04 0.41471-13 0,70531-07 0,18371-07 0.2949E÷|4 0.83601-0_ 3280,6
0o30641o01 0.23191-G2 0.60411-04 0,41871-13 0.70701-07 0.1837E-07 0°29631*14 0°84391-04 3309,2
0.30641-01 0.2341E-C2 0.59941-04 0.42261-10 0.7087E-07 0. L836E-_7 U.Zq77E*L4 O.85IBE-06 3337,8
3.306_E-0! 0.23621-02 0.59291-04 0.42651-13 0.7104L-07 0.18361-07 0.2391E*14 0.B5961-04 3366.2
0.30641-0t 0,2384E-C2 0.58741-04 0._305_'13 0.71201-37 0.18351-07 0.30051+I4 0.86751-04 3394.6
0.30641-0[ 0.24051-C2 0.58211-04 0._344E-i0 0.71371-07 0.18351-07 0.30191_14 0.87541-04 3_22,9
0.3064E-0[ 0.24271-02 0,576RE-04 0,_3841-13 3.7153E-07 0.18351-07 0.30321*14 0.88321-04 3451,_
3.3064E-01 0.24481-02 0.57161-04 0°_423E-10 _.71_9_-07 0.183_E-07 0.30_61÷1_ 0.89/11-04 3479.2
0.3064E-G_ 0.24701-02 0,5666E-04 0.44621-10 0,71851-07 0°L8341-07 0.30601_14 G°89901-04 3537.3
0.30641-01 0.249_E-02 0.56161"04 U.45021-I0 0.7201c-07 0°1834E-07 0.30731*14 0.90691-04 3535.2
0.3064E-01 0.25121-02 0.55671-04 0.454IE-I0 0.72171-07 0.i8331-07 0.30871÷14 0.9147E-0_ 3563.1
0.30641"0L 0.2534E-02 0.5513E-04 3.458[¢-1J 0,7232E-07 0.18331-07 0.3_001+i4 0.92261-04 3591.0
0.30641-31 0°25551-02 G,54721-04 0.462UE-L0 0.7248E-07 0.18331-U7 0.31131*14 0.93051-0_ 36/8.7
0°30641-0[ 0.2577_-02 0.54251-04 0°46591-10 _.7263E-07 _,18321-07 0,31271+|4 0°9384C-0_ 3646°4
0°30641-0[ 0.25981-02 0.53831-04 0o4699¢-LJ 0.7279E-07 0,18321-07 0.31601*[_ 0.g454E-0_ 3674°3
0.3364F-01 0.26291-C2 0.53351-04 0._7381-13 0.72941-U7 0.1832_-07 0.31531*14 0°95231-04 379/.5
0.3364E-01 0.26411-C2 0.52q[E'04 0,_7771-t0 0,7309E-07 0,18311-07 0.3166E'14 0,9593c-04 3729.0
0.306_E-0| 0.2663F-02 0.52471-_4 0°4817c-10 0°73231-07 0,1831E-07 0,3179E÷[4 0°96621-0_ 3756.3
9.30641-01 0,2684[-02 0,52051-04 0.4BSh_-XO 3,73381-07 0, X8311-07 0°3192E*14 0o97321-04 3783.6
0°30641-0[ 0,21061-02 0,51631-04 0.48951*10 0.7353E-07 0o183[E-07 0°32051*14 0.980[E-0_ 3R|0*9
3.306_E-01 0.27271-02 O.5L22E-04 0.4935_-13 0.73671-0? 0.18331-07 0.32181*14 0.98711-04 3838.0
0.30_41-0i 0.274qE-c2 0.50811-04 0.497_E-13 ),73811-07 D. IB30E-O7 0,32311*14 0.99411-04 3865,1
0.3064E-01 0°277UE-C2 0,504_E-04 0.50131-1_ 0.73961-07 0.18331-07 0.32441_14 O._OOIE-03 38q2,L
0,30641-01 0.27921-0_ 0.50021-04 0.5052L'[0 _,74L01-07 0.18331-07 0.32561*14 O. IOC8E-03 3919.L
3.3064E-0L 0.2813E-02 0.4q_3_-04 0.50921-13 3.74241-D7 U, i8291-07 0.3269E*14 0.[015E-03 3945,9
33.000 IS OUT _F RANGE F_R T IN _U_.-SURP
0.33641-31 0.2_35E-02 0.49251-C4 3.51311-L0 3.74381-07 0.18291-07 0.32821_L_ 0.I0221-03 3972.7
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APPENDIX K
SPECIFIC HEAT, ENTHALPY, AND ENTROPY OF
PARAHYDROGEN AT ZERO PRESSURE
The dilute-gas heat capacity of parahydrogen at constant pressure is significantly
different than for other gases and had to be handled separately.
The associated sketch is used to aid in defining the regions and the appropriate con-
stants to compute Cp, 0" The form of equation (B19)
5
Cp,0 =_ miTi 1
i=l
(BI9)
had to be retained to maintain flexibility. Therefore, the parahydrogen Cp, 0 curve
was broken into four regions as indicated by the sketch. Subroutine SETCPO(T) was
added to define the appropriate values ,_°f mi, AH, and _-AS for each region. Recall
that evaluation of H and S requires __-] Cp, 0 dT and JCp, 0 d In T, respectively
(see eqs. (B24) and (B25)).
For hydrogen, these integrals are region dependent:
J_T0 Tx dT - A +Cp, 0 dT = Cp,0 Cp,0
f Tx din T - A +
TO Cp,0 dlnT = Cp,0
dT
Cp, 0 d in T
where T x represents the lower bound of a region.
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The values of mi, AH, and AS are as follows:
20. 268-<T <40 40 -<T < 150 150_T < 500 T-> 500




























As one might anticipate, stepwise integration produces small discontinuities in S and H
and irregularities in other derived properties at these boundaries.
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aAs a general rule, the PVT ranges may be extended with some confidence; however,
derived properties do not usually follow.
hRanges to 54.35 K; however, derived values below 70 K are questionable.
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TABLE II. - COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATION OF STATE (B2) FOR TEN FLUIDS
Coeff-
icient Fluid



































































































































Ne C0 He F 2 H 2
R 9.4L185435E+90
n I 9.428 79277E+00





n 7 D. 31_ 32376E+02
n 8 O. 15304725E+04





































































































































14 8 391 68
71 7 72 73
71 7 39 73
74 75 75 76
74 75 75 76
43 43 43 43
79 79 79 79
79 79 79 79
41 69 9 70 42 8, 19j
71 I0 9 17 42 19
71 10 9 17 42 8, 19
77 76 75 28 (a,b) a27
77 76 -- a28 (a,b) a27
43 43 43 17 78 19
79 79 79 28 (b) 27
79 79 79 28 (b) 22
aSpecial forms, not general.




CH 4 Jansoone, Glelen, 34
DeBoetpaep, Verbeeke
Vennix (four points 36
with errors > 10 percent)
Vennlx b 35
Goodwln 13
N 2 Strobrtdge 7
Coleman and Stewaxt 37
Weber 36
02 Weber 39
Ar Van l_erbeck, Verbeke, 40
S_aes
CO 2 Michels, Blaisse, and 41
Mlchels
He McCarty 16, 17
F 2 Prydz and Straty 18,42
H 2 Goodwin 16
TABLE IV. - SUMMARY OF PVT RELATIVE ERRORS - FROM FIGURES 1 TO 17
[See also PVT compaxlsons to other equations of state. }







-0.8 to O. 2 (4(a))
c-4 to 0.5 (6(a)l
Higher differences d
Pressure
-0.5 to t.0 (i_))
±I.0 (2(Io))
_0,005 (3CO))
1 to 3 (with a
few points to 20)
(4(b))
Density











Range of data How
acquired
Temperature, Pressure Density or
K volume
188.946 to 193.60i 44.738to49.995 68.5926to 132.4392 Incrementing
at, cm3/g -mole volume
150.03 to 273.38 214.03 to 9935.55 O, 04088 to O. 36 Incrementing
psla g/cm 3 volume
t50.03 to 273.38 214.03 to 9935.55 O. 04088 to O. 36 Incrementing
psia g/cm 3 volume
176 to 300 2. 7962 to 35.2V26 2.990 to 25,929 Isobaric
MPa g-mole/cm 3 incrementing
temperature
...............................................................
d-l. 8 to 1.2




_0. 15 (It(a)) ±2 (with a few i4). 2 (with maximum
points at much deviation of ±2)
larger values) (11(c))
(It(b))
_0.3 (13(a)) i5 (with some -0.3 to 0.4 (13(c))
higher scatter)
i (i3(b))
i0.1 (14(a)) i-0.5 (with a _4 (14(c))
few points to
5 percent (14('o))
.1 (with greater =0.1 (with errors ±1 (with errors to
error close to to *10 for sub- 20 in critical
critical point and critical) (15(b}) region) (15(c))
to ±tO for sub-
critical) (15(a})
I
_0.2 (with scat- IiO. 5 (with some _. 2 (with scatter
ter to _20 nezx scatter to 4) to _5 near critical
critical) (tO(a)) (IS{b)) (16(c))
10.15 (with scat- _). 4 (with scat- 10.3 (with scatter
ter to 14}.4) ter to 2 at low to ±2 near crlticat)
(17(a)) pr essttr eJ (17(b)) (17(e))
aThe figure n_wnber is In parentheses next to the value of the error.
bA compaxison of Vennix's data to Venntx's equation of state.
CThe Strobridge equation Ima been overextended to i000 K and I00 MPa
dEquatton of Coleman and Stew_Lrt should not be used below "/7 K.
e"Data" from the pxogram of McCarty (ref. 17).
80 to 140 2. 508 to 27. 019 0. 2653 to 0. 8071 Isobaric
at. g/era 3 incrementing
temperature
54.5 to 300 O, 438 to 357, 53 6.44xi0 -5 to Incrementing
atm 4.1134 txlO "2 temperature
g-mole/cm 3
90.15 to 148.25 l0 to 288 at. 0. 795 to 1. 439 Various
g/era 3 isotherms
276.003to313.237 361318to98.497 0. tO336 to 0.91507 Various
at, g/era 3 isotherms
(e) (e) (e) ...........
54 to 300 0.03 to 24 at, 0.038 to 45. I Isochorie
tool/liter
13.8 to 100 0.07 to 340 at, 0. 006 to 0. 016 lsochoric
mot/era 3
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TABLE V. - OPERATIONS SHEET FOR SUBROUTINE GASP a
COMMON/PROPTY/KU, DL, DV, HL, HV, S, SL, SV, CV, CVL, CVV, CP, CPL, CPV, GAMMA, GAMMAL, GAMMAV, C,
CL, CVP, MU, MUL, MUV, K, KL, KV, SIGMA. EXCL, EXCV, EXCESK
COMMON/DERIV/PDT, PTV, PDTL, PDTV, PTVL, PTVV
REAL MU, MUL, MUV, K, KL, KV
CALL SETUP(NAMGAS): Name fluid - HE for helium, CH4 for methane, NE for neon,
N2 for nitrogen, CO for carbon monoxide, 02 for oxygen, AR for argon,
CO2 for carbon dioxide, F2 for fluorine, H2 for parahydrogen
CALL WASP (KS, KP, T_ P, D, H, KR)
\ \ \ \\ \ \ _-- Region






\ \ \ KR=I Saturation
\ \ \
\ \ \ KR=2 Liquid
\ \ \ KR=3 Gas and/or fluid
\\k._ Enthalpy, J/g\
\
\ x._ Density, g/cm 3
\k... Pressure, MN/m 2
k... Temperature, K
L Thermodynamic and transport properties b
KP=0 Only P, p, and T returned
KP=I H Enthalpy, J/g; (H), (HL), (HV)





KP=4 C v Specific heat at constant volume, J/(g)(K); (CV), (CVL), (CVV)
I Cp Specific heat at constant pressure, J/(g)(K); (CP), (CPL), (CPV)
I y Ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv; (GAMMA), (GAMMAL), (GAMMAV)
[ c Sonic velocity, cm/sec: (C) ICL), (CVP)
8P/Op Slope of PVT surface along an isotherm, MPa/(g/cm3), (PDT), (PDTL), (PDTV)
8P/ST Slope of PVT surface along an isochore, MPa/K, (PTV), (PTVL), (PTVV)
I KP=8 p Dynamic viscosity, g/(cm)(sec); (MU), (MUL), (MUV)
KP=16 k Thermal conductivity, W/'(cm)(K); (K), (KL), (KV)I
I KP=32 a Surface tension, dyne/era; (SIGMA)
t_ Input specification of independent properties
KS:I p = I(T, P); given T, P find p
KS=2 P = f(T,p); given T,p find P
KS=3 T = f(P,p); given P,p find T
KS=4 T,p =f(P,H); given P,H find T,p
KS=5 T,p=f(P,S); given P,S find T,p
aNotes:
1. The units indicator, KU, must be set such that 1 -< KU _< 5 or no valid property values can be determined. See table VIII.
2. Reset KR¢I for each call to GASP to be assured of nonsaturation calculations (unless T = Tsa t and P = Psat ).
.% Sample call:
COMMON/PROPTY (as indicated above)
COMMON/DERIV/ (as indicated above)




CALL GASP(2, 7, 100., P, .39996 E-2, H, KP)
Returns: P = latm; C v = 0.6636; y = 1.43.
bKp input is _ KP options if more than one property is requested. For example, if enthalpy and entropy are desired, set
KP equal to 3.
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TABLE VI. - UNITS SPECIFICATION KU a










































0. 101325 J/g psia/°R
atm/K psia/°R
aKU=4 and KU=5 permit the user to work in other units; however, the proper
conversions must be entered into BLOCK DATA. See appendix I, problem 5.
User's program must have
COMMON/CONV 123/DCONV(5), TCONV(5), PCONV(5)
C OMMON/C ONV4/S CONV (5)
C OMMON/C ONV 5/C CONV (5)
COMMON/CONV 6/HCONV (5)
Store proper conversion in
DCONV(4), etc., for KU=4
DCONV(5), etc., for KU=5
such that





when using KU=4 or KU=5. Transpor_ properties such as dynamic vis-
cosity, thermal conductivity, and surface tension will be in units of KU=I
(same as KU=2), i.e., (Units of KU=I) × (Conversion factor) = (Desired
unit of input/output).
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TABLE VII. - COMPUTER TIME ESTIMATES FOR













CH 4 0. 008 0. 0025
N 2 • 006 .0016
0 2 .0056 .0028
Ar .0071 . O016
CO 2 .0055 .0018
Ne .0058 .0015
CO • 0056 .0020
He .0076 .0012
F 2 .0056 .0028









































aTimes are for single calls based on times for 100 calls averaged over the
PVT range.
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TABLE VIII. - PROGRAM ASSEMBLY
_ User's data cards/f/
Other user subroutines
/t
>" ...-- Calls to subroutine GASP
.- / I-- _ KU=, KR=Call to subroutine SETUP
/ L REAL MU, etc.
___ COMMON/PROPTY/, etc.
Beginning of user's property subroutine
User's main program
Job control cards and WASP subroutines
The subroutines in GASP may be loaded in any order with respect to the
user's program. To run successfully, there must appear in at least one
user subroutine the following:
(1} COMMON/PROPTY/, etc.
REAL MU, etc.
(2} KU=I (or 2, 3, 4, 5}
(3} Other input variable specifications
(4} Call to subroutine SETUP
(5} Calls to subroutine GASP
The COMMON/PROPTY/, of course, must be in the main program or
subroutine where the user expects answers to be returned from GASP.
It could be in several or all user subroutines.
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TABLE D( - COEFFICIENTS FOR Psat : F(Tb AND Cp. 0 F(T): REFIqItI_:NC lq VAI,VI£S O1"
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TABLE XI. - MODULAR STRUCTURE OF GASP
(a) Necessary routines
Subroutine (* indicates multiple entry) Reason
SETUP Overlays coefficients into COMMON blocks
BLOCK Contains coefficients for all fluids
* (CHECK,TCHECK, PCHECK, DCHECK) Performs region and limit checks for all subroutines;
converts user's units to internal program units
ROOT POLY Mathematical routines used in all iterative solutions
ROOTX SPLINA necessary to calculation of properties
SOLVE
DENS * (DSF, DDSF) Used for KS=I request and to determine region number


































Additional conditions for removal
Also remove derived property B
and modify statements 110 and 140
Must also remove "Derived input"




60 to 110 Must also remove "Derived input,"
modify statements 40 and 45, remove
"Derived property B, " and modify











KP-4 110 to 140
VISC, VISCD KP=8 160 to 170
THERM, CONZ, CONC KP-16 180 to 190
SURF KP=32 240
None
May be removed individually or as a
whole module
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TABLE XII. - GASP DISASSEMBLY AND STORAGE REDUCTIONS a
To eliminate- Remove decks Substitute a Storage saved
dummy for- (base 8)
1. Nine of the ten gases .................. (2147) 8
2. T,p = f(P,H)
3. T,p = f(P,S)
4. T,p = f(P,H)
or f(P,S)
5. Enthalpy (also
T,p = f(P,H) and
CV,CP for p > Pswitch )
6. Entropy (also
T,p = f(P,S))
7. CV, CP,T ,C, _p/_T,
_P/_p, for all p
8. CV, CP,T,C, ap/aT,





















Decks in 4 and 7; also
ENTH, ENT, HSS,































acertain portions of GASP may be eliminated to gain more space for the user's own program.
This table gives the amount of storage space to be saved when calculations which are not of
interest to the user are omitted. The second column lists the decks to be physically re-
moved from GASP. The third column shows the deck names for which dummy entry points
must be prepared. A dummy entry point consists of no more than the deck name with
argument list, followed by a RETURN and END. For example, to omit the viscosity cal-
culation remove VISC and insert a dummy deck in its place:
SUBROUTINE VISC (K 1, K 2, X 1, X2, X3)
RETURN
END
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Figure 1. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure, and density for methane data of Jansoone, Gielen, DeBoelpaep, and Verbeeke Iref. 34)
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Figure 2. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure, and density for methane data of Vennix (ref 35) as function of reduced data,
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Figure 3. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure, and density for methane data of Vennix (ref. 35)as function of reduced
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(c) Density.
Figure 4. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure,
and density for methane data of Goodwin (ref. 13) as
fundion of reduced data, based on calculated values from
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Figure 5. - Percent relative error in pressure and
density for methane data of Goodwin (ref. 13) as
function of reduced data, based on calculated values
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Figure 6. - Percent relative deviation in temperature, pressure, and density for nitrogen data of Strobridge (ref. 7) as function of reduced data, based on
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Figure 7. - Percent relative deviation in temperature, pressure, and density for nitrogen data of Coleman and Stewad (ref. 37) as function
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Reduced density. PtPc
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Figure 8. - Percenl relative deviation in pressure and
density for nitrogen data generated by GASP as
function of reduced data, based on calculated values
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Figure 9. - Percent relative error in pressure and density for nilrogen
data of Weber (ref. _l as function of reduced data, based on calculated
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(c) Density•
Figure 11. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure, and density for oxygen data of WeberIref. 391as function of reduceddata,
basedon calculated values from Bender's equation of state (ref. 41.
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Figure ]2. - Percent relative error in pressure and dens'for oxygen data of Weber (ref
data, based on calc,,I ..... . 39; as function ,_ .^, !ty
[Ype equation --, _.,o,eu Vatues obtained f._ v-.,euUcea
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Figure 13. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure, and density for argon data of Van Itterbeek, Verbeeke, and Staes (ref. 40} as function
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Figure 15. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure, and density for helium data of Mann (ref. ]]) as function
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Figure 16. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure.,and density for fluorine dataof Prydz and Straty fief. 18)as Pdnctionof reduce_data. basedon
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Figure 17. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure, and density for parahydrogen data of Roder,
Weber, andGoodwin (ref. 19)as function of reduceddata, basedon calculated values from Bender's
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Figure 18. - Percent relative error in
temperature, pressure, and density for
parahydrogen data of Roder, Weber, and
Goodwin (refs. 8 and 19) as function of
reduced data, based on calculated values
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(b) (0P/{_T) as function of reduced temperature.
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(c) (0PI6p) as function of reduced temperature.
Figure 19. - Percent relative deviation in temperature, pressure,
and density for _rahydrogen results of McCarty and Weber
(ref. 20) as function of reduced data, basedon calculated values
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Figure 20. - Percent relative error in temperature, pressure, and density
for oxygen data of Streett (unpublished data) as run,ion of reduced data.
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Figure 21. - Percent relativeerror in densityand pressure for oxygen
dataof Streett (unpublisheddata)as function of reduced data, based

























Figure 22. - Viscositydataof Diller Iref. 50)as function of reducec_density.
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Figure 23. - Percent rela-
tive error in viscosity as
function of reduced den-
sity for nitrogen data of
Hellemans (ref. 54) and
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Figure 25. - Percent relative error in vis-
cosity as function of reduced density for
argon data of Van Itterbeek (ref. 53),
DeBock (ref. 51), and Haynes (ref. 55)
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Figure 24. - Percent rela-
tive error in viscosity as
function of reduced den-
sity for oxygen data of
Van Itterbeek (ref. 53),
Grevendonk (ref. 52),
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Figure 26. - Percent relative
error in viscosity as func-
tion of reduced density for
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Figure 27. - Percent relative error in viscosityas
fundion of reduceddensityfor carbon monoxide


































Numerical for CO, Ne, and He
Analytical
For P<Pc, Tc-+0-5 for CO, Ne, andHe; Tc_+0.1 for Bender
fluids. Near critical regionof uncertain results in derived
properti_ andpossiblydensity. At very high pressure













Figure 29. - Analytic and numeric computation regions for specific heat at
constantvolume Cv. Reduceddensity,P/Pc: 2. 5 for methane, 2.2 for
nitrogen, and 2.4 for all other fluids.
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